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FOREWORD

The present report is the second part of a two-?art Survey being presented in
response to General Assembly resolÿion 118 (ll)o  Part one of the World Economic
Surveyÿ 1973 i/ dealt with population and development°   This part is devoted to
a review of current trends in the world economy°

The report is divided into four chapters°  The first presents an overview
of world production and trade and then proceeds to a brief analysis of three of
the main features of the global economic scene in 1973 - the rise in commodity
pricesÿ the world food situation and the world energy situation°  The rest of the
Survey examines recent economic developments affecting the supply and use of
resources and the state of internal and external balance in the developed market
economies (chapter II)ÿ the centrally planned economies (chapter III) and the
developing countries (chapter IV) o 2/

The report was prepared in the Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections
and Policies of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs and is baseÿ on
data available to the Secretariat in April 1974o

I_/ United Nations publicationÿ Sales Noo E.74olioCo!.

2/ The division of countries into three groups is a matter of statistical
convenience and does not necessarily imply any judgement about the stage reached
by individual countries in the development process°
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

The following symbols have been used in the tables throughout the report:

Three dots (ooo) indicate that data are not available or are not separately
reportedÿ

A dash (-) indicsÿes that the amount is nil or negligible°

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable°

A minus siÿn (,.-) indicates a deficit or decreaseÿ except as indicated°

A full stop (o) is used to indicate decimals°

A comma (ÿ) is used to distinguish thousands and millions°

A slash (/) indicates a crop year or financial yearÿ eogoÿ 1960/61o

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representing yearsÿ eogoÿ 196!-1963ÿ
signifies the full period involvedÿ including the beginnin£ and end years°

Reference to 7ÿtons" indicates metric tonsÿ and to ÿ;dollars" ($) United
States dollarsÿ unless otherwise stated°

Annual rates of growth or changeÿ unless otherwise statedÿ refer to annual
compound rates°

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totalsÿ because
of roÿmdingo

The following abbreviations have been usedÿ

CMEA
EEC
EFTA
!BRD
IMF
OECD
OPEC
SDR

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
European Economic Community
European Free Trade Area
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Monetary Fund
Organisation for Economic Coÿoperation and Development
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
special drawing rights

The designations emp!oyed and the presentation of the material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the Dart
of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any
country or territory or of its authoritiesÿ or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers°
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Chapter I

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE NORLD ECONOHY

The period under review was one of the most turbulent in recent economic

history°  The upswing in production that got under way in mid-1971 proved to be
the most concerted and rapid ever recordedÿ and it took place against a-background

of marked instabilityÿ both internal and external°

World agricultural productionÿ ÿich had actually declined betÿ{een 1971 and     -,-
!972ÿ rebounded in 1973:   early estimates suggest that gross output was 5-6 per cent
above the 1972 level°    The expansion in-supplies facilitated a further
increase in manufacturing activityÿ and as a resulÿ the value added in, world
industry rose by nearly i0 per cent between 1972 and 1973o  With international
trade running at a record !evelÿ the gain in the over-all production of Goods
and services was of the order of 6°7 per cent°    The increase was slightly

below that in the developed_ market economies and somewhat greater in the

centrally planned economies and the developing countries°

%Hÿen 1973 openedÿ almost all the market economies were facing rates of
unemp!oyYÿent that were regarded as undesirably highÿ  At the same timeÿ most of
them were pursuing anti-inflationary policies designed to slow down the rate  at
which prices had been increasing°  Notwithstanding the adjustment in exchange
rates that had occurred since the Smithsonian realignment of December 1971ÿ trade
and payments iribalances were showing little sign of being corrected:  the major
deficit countries were still losing reserves and the major surplus countries still
gaining them°   In the wake of the poor harvests reaped in a numlber of areas in
1972ÿ record grain shipments were aggravating the payments problem of the importing
countries and the food price problem in the exporting countries°

Early in 1973 a massive movement of funds from weak currencies to those
considered strong brought to at least a temporary halt efforts to reconstitute a
fixed rate r@gime:  by the end of Harch most currencies were floatingÿ subject
only to official intervention on the Narketÿ intended to maintain certain key
relationships - as in the case of the principal European Economic Coÿunity (EEC)
currencies - or to prevent sudden or disruptive changes°

Coming as it did at a time when primary cor@nodity supplies were under
considerable strainÿ this freeing of the international monetary system from the
anchor effect of the Bretton Woods arrangement gave rise-to enhanced activity on
many commodity markets - some essentially speculative in natureÿ others reflecting
the desire to maintain or expand inventories and allÿ in varying degreeÿ
representing a certain distrust of particular currencies or of money in general
as a store of value°  The dollar price index of primary coiTÿodities entering world
trade rose by about two thirds in the course of the year and the price of gold
on the free market doubled°

The upsurge in commodity prices - the steepest since the Korean conflict at
the beginning of the 1950s - was not solelyÿ or even mainly the result of currency
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depreciation and uÿcerts.ÿntyo   It reflects a coiQsÿerable exlÿansion in demand and
a variety of supply difficul±.ÿso   In mid.-19'{3ÿ, world industry was operating at
over i0 per cent above the corresponding 1972 level and there was a similar
increase in its raÿ,T material intake°  As the year advancedÿ howeverÿ signs of

shortages multiplied°   Some stemmed ÿ like the poor grain crops referred to aboveÿ
from droughtÿ floods and other unfavourable natural conditionsÿ as in the case
of soya beans in the United States of Amÿericaÿ groundÿnuts and cocoa in ÿ,ÿest Africaÿ
fish, meal from Peru and cotton and sugar in several countries°  Political and
logistical difficulties held back copper production in Chile and Zambia°  Lack
of capacity ÿ reflecting low levels of investment in the 1970ÿ1971 recession and
in some cases the delay or postponement of investment because of environmental
considerations ÿ began to affect the flow of production in a number of raw msÿterial
producing industriesÿ including pulp and paperÿ nitrogen and ÿrarious petrochemica!
feedstocks and9 in some countriesÿ even steel and cement°  Andÿ most important

of all in terms of the volume of international trade involved, the price of crude
petroleumÿ set by the major exportersÿ doubled in the first i0 months of the
year and was doubled again at the beginning of 1974o  At the same timeÿ production
was cut back and deliveries controlled in accordance with criteria decided on
by an exporter cartel°

The upsurge in contmodity prices greatly complicated the efforts that most
countries had reactiviated in 1972 to moderate internal inflation°  Price and
wage restraints began to resul*ÿ in anomalies and inequities that became
progressively less acceptable°  As antioÿinflation measures were intensifiedÿ the
groÿ.ÿth of production decelerated and by the end of the yearÿ when energy shortages
began to disrupt economic activityÿ a discernible slowdoÿ.ÿ  was under way°

The upsurge in coÿnodity prices also brought about a marked shift in
international monetary reserves:  the year saw a SDR i billion decline in the
developed market economies and a SDR 7 billion increase in the developing countriesÿ
The rise in the price of petroleum made it virtually certain that this transfer
Tould continueÿ and in the case of the petroleum exportersÿ at a much greater
rate°  The crucial problem had become one of deploying the foreign currency newly
acquired by petroleum exporters to finance ÿ through puÿrehasesÿ loans and
investments - the payments deficits that ÿ,7ould open up for the petrolemÿl importers
and thus reduce the risk of defensive actions that might set in motion a cumulative
process of contraction in trade and production°  As 1974 advancedÿ the most

.!nerable countries seemed to be those developing countries depending greatly on
food and petroleum imports while earning much of their foreign exchange by exporting
one or other of the commodities -that had risen least in the price upsurge oo jute

and teaÿ for exampleÿ or some of the mineral oresÿ such as ironÿ chrome and nickel°

rld production

Total production of goods and services continued to increase vigorously in
1973o  The combined gross domestic product of the developed market economies was
about 6°5 per cent above the 1972 level°  The net material product of the centrally
planned economies of Eastern Europeÿ which had experienced some deceleration in
1972 in the wake of a disappointing harvest in the Soviet Unionÿ recovered
sharplyÿ to register a gain of 7ol per cent°  The developing countries recorded an
even higher growth rate:  reflecting a strong recovery in agriculture in some of
the countries that had had crop failures in 1972 and a buoyant international demand
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for many of their productsÿ preliminary estimates suggest that over-all production
rose by about 7°2 per cent between 1972 and 1973ÿ  Thusÿ in the first three years
of the 1970sÿ growth in the global product accelerated from 4°2 per cent ill 1971
and about 5°4 per cent in 1.972 to a provisional figure of 6ÿ7 per cent in 1973
(see table I-i)o

As implied aboveÿ the least stable  element in this growth was agricultural
production which actually declined in 1972 before getting  back on trend with a
particularly large gaino  There was a notsÿle recovery in the Soviet Union and
southern Asiaÿ the two areas that had suffered the sharpest setback in 1972o   Swings
in the opposite direction - up in 1972 and down in 1973 - were registered in
West Asia°  Africa and Oceania also reaped smaller crops in 1973 than in 1972o
North Americaÿ a vital source of food exportsÿ posted a modest 3°4 per cent
increaseÿ not sufficient to permit the rebuilding of stocks to a safe level from
a global vieÿointo  There was a much smaller increase in the main importing
regionsÿ Western Europe and Japan°  Thisÿ combined with the delivery of foodÿstuffs
contracted for in 1972ÿ ensured a high level of agricultural trade in 1973ÿ
notwithstanding the restraints that were placed on various food. eÿorts by a ntmÿber
of countries seeking to ensure domestic supplies°   In the aggregateÿ gross
agricultural output increased twice as fast between 1972 and 1973 as the average
in the first two years of the decade (see table Iÿ2)o

On a year-to-year basis there was also a marked acceleration in industrial

activityÿ   in the aggregateÿ production increased by almost l0 per cent in 1973ÿ
compared with 7 per cent in 1972 and less than 4 per cent in 1971o  By far  the
greatest gains in 1973 were in Asiaÿ both in Japanÿ where recovery from the
1970-1971 recession continued with great vigourÿ and in the developing countries
of the regionÿ where the expansion in industrial output between 1972 and 1973 was
also well above the rate recorded in the preceding interval°  At a lower !evelÿ
there was a second doubling in the industrial growth rate in the developed market
economies of the southern hemisphereÿ  Only in the developing countries of Africa
was there any slackening in the pace of industrial groÿh (see table 1-3)o

In the Soviet Unionÿ the output of light industry recovered steadily during
the year from the setback occasioned by the poor agricultural performance of
1972ÿ  by the fourth quarterÿ the output of the textile branch in the European
centrally planned economies was running at 6 per cent above the corresponding
1972 figureÿ and that of the food branch was 9 per cent higher (see table 1-4)o
The production of heavy manufacturing continued to expand at a steadier and higher
rateÿ ranging from about 6 per cent a year in the case of basic metals to about
13 per cent in the case of chemicals°

In the developed market ecomomiesÿ the upsurge in industrial production that
had begun in 1971 in North America  and in 1972 in Western Europe and Japan
continued into 1973.  On a year-to-year basisÿ the output of heavy manufacturingÿ
which had risen very little in !971ÿ jumped by over 12 per cent between 1972 and
1973:  chemicals by Ii per centÿ basic metals by 13 per cent and metal products
by 14 per cent.  Light manufacturing again increased by 5-6 per cent - food
production somewhat more than between 1971 and 1972ÿ textile production somewhat
less.  The year saw the peak of the cyc!eÿ   in the second halfÿ the rate of
advance slackened perceptibly and the increase in total industrial production
dropped back from 11.5 per cent in the first quarter to 7.6 per cent in the fourthÿ
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There was also some tendency for the expansion in manufacturinÿ to decelerate
in the develoninÿ: countries°   It ÿ,ras ."-ÿost marked in the textile industrÿT in ÿ,Thichÿ

by the third quarter of 1973ÿ the rate of ,?:roÿTth had dropped below ÿ per centÿ  But
it also occurred in the basic metals industry ÿ,ÿhose output was increasing bÿr only
3 per cent by the third quarter,

Expressed in terms of the physical output of the major commoditiesÿ these
swings in economic activity lie behind some of the changes in prices and trade that
occurred in this period°  World production of the principal food-stuffs - wheatÿ
maizeÿ rice, potatoesÿ sugar and vegetable oils - after declininÿ between 1971 and
1972ÿ registered a widespread and sicnificant recovery in 1973o   In most cases this
brought production back on to the longer-term trend butÿ in the face of continuing
increase in population and a rapid rise in incomesÿ the gain was generally
insufficient to restore inventories to the desired level.

Coffee productionÿ which had been recovering rapidly from the poor 1970/71
cropsÿ had a setback in 1973/74:   frosts ÿn Brazil and drought in ÿfest Africa
brought output down to the average for the second half of the 1960sÿ  Cocoa
productionÿ which was growing slowly in the early 1970sÿ fell back sharply in
1972/73ÿ and the 1973/74 crop is estimated to be only about i0 per cent above the
verage for the second half of the 1960So  Tea was one of the few food items whose

output increased fairly steadily in the period (see table 1-5)o

Cotton production also continued to inereaseÿ though after two sizable gainsÿ
the 1973/74 crop is estimated to be only marginally above the previous one,  Two
good jute/kenaf crops have made up for the disruption in the Gangetee plains that
reduced output in 1971,  Wool is the only major fibre to experience a continued
reduction in output in the first three years of the 1970so  The production of
natural rubberÿ which had been increasing very slowlyÿ rose by about 8 per cent in
1973 as high prices encouraged more tapping.

Among the major mineralsÿ only tin recorded a reduction in output in 1973.
Except in the case of aluminiumÿ however° the expansion in production of the
non-ferrous metals was small compared with the previous year's recovery gains and

well below the long-range average.   In the case of iron and steelÿ howeverÿ the
increase that had got under way in 1972 continued into 1973 and the yearÿs output
was about ii per cent above the previous yearÿs level.  Coal and petroleum
expansion was also above the long-term averageÿ  production of the former rose by
over 8 per centÿ an increase without precedent in the past two decades°
Notwithstanding -the cutback in production by members of the Organization of Arab
Petroleum Exporting Countries (0APEC) in the last quarter of the yearÿ world
output of crude petroleum was 9 per cent above the 1972 level - a higher than
average rate of growth°  Electricity production continued the 8 per cent expansion
that had characterized the previous year.

The ÿrices of commodities in international trade

Thoughÿ with a few exceptionsÿ the production of the important commodities in
world trade registered average or better than average gains in 1973ÿ markets
remained genera!ly unsatisfiedÿ and prices rose rapidly.  Demand came from the
higher rate of industrial activity and the consequential increase in raw materials
intakeÿ from the increase in per capita incomes - 5 per cent between 1972 and 1973
from the desire -to reconstitute stocks that had been depleted as a result of crop
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Figure I. Export price indices of selected commodity groups, 1972-1974
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failures and other production difficulties in 1972ÿ from a desire for protection
against both further price increases of particular commodities andÿ more generallyÿ
the depreciation of various currencies°

In these circumstancesÿ very few prices remained anywhere near stable andÿ
in dollar termsÿ many more than doubled in the course of the year and some increased
more than three foldo   On averageÿ for the year as a wholeÿ-the prices of primary
commodities moving in world trade were over 40 per cent above the 1972 level and
the increase was accelerating - from 24 per cent above the corresponding 1972
figure in the first quarter to 61 per cent in the final quarterÿ  with some major
price rises still to come°

The upsurge in commodity prices began in mid-1972 when the implications of
the massive wheat transactions that had just been negotiated between the United
States and the Soviet Union i/ began to be appraised in relation to exportersÿ
stocks and expected autumn cereal harvests and probable import requirements of
Chinaÿ 2/ South Asia and other areas that seemed likely to have food deficits in
1972/73o 3/  At that stageÿ relative to 1970ÿ the highest price level among the
major comm--odities in international trade was that of crude petroleum. 4/ In the
course of the third quarterÿ petroleum was overtaken by wheat  sugar and texÿ_le
fibresÿ and in the fourth quarter by cereals as a w-holeo  Though petroleum prices
were raised in each quarter of 1973ÿ in line with the Teheran Agreement between
OPEC and the mining companiesÿ around the middle of the year they were overtsJ-{en
by those of oil-seeds and rubber (see figure !)o

In mid-0ctober !973ÿ. ÿauder the stress of another Arab-!sraeli ÿ,Tar and the
breakdown of 0PECo-company negotiationsÿ the Gulf members of OPEC raised the
selling price of crude petroleum to $3°65 per barrel and set the posted price at
40 per cent above that levelÿ namelyÿ f!]5o12 or 70 per cent above the negotiated
figu1ÿe that had become operative at the beginning of October° 5/  Other petroleum

i/ United States exports to the Soviet Unionÿ chiefly grainÿ rose steadily
and ra--pidly from $80 million in the second quarter of 1972 to $384 million in the
second Qÿarters of 1973 before levelling off:  on an annual basisÿ ÿheat shipments
increased from 2°7 million tons in 1972 to 8°7 million tons in 1973ÿ feed-grain
shipments totalled just over 4 million tons in each yearÿ smd soya bean shipments
increased from 392ÿ000 tons to 484ÿ000 tons°

2/ United States food exports to China also rose steeply°   Shipments of gr  ......  n
were four times as great in 1973 a,s in 1972"ÿ   wheat shipments increased from
0.6 million tons in 1972 to 2°6 million tons in 1973 and feedÿgrain shipments from
0°4 million tons to 1-.4 million tons°

3/ There was an increase in United States wheat shipments to the developing
countrÿfes of West Asia (1o4 million tons in 1972 to 1o9 million in i973)ÿ South
Asia (2.8 to 3°4 million tons) and south-eastern and eastern Asia (3°7 to 4ol
million tons)°

4--/ The posted price of crude petroleum in mid-1972 was 38 per cent above -the
1970 averageÿ which in terms of United States dollars was little changed from the
1950 level.  Market prices had also risen by about 40 per cent since 1970 when they
were about i0 per cent below the 1960 level and 30 per cent below the level of the
mid-1950s before discounts had opened Upo

5/ The prices are for Arabian light oil (34°ÿ fooobo Ras Tanura)°  The
background to these developments is discussed below in a section on the energy
situation.
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exporters followed this lead and as a result the average level of posted prices
jumlped by almost 60 per cent between the third and fourth quarters of 19730   This
brought it to within a few points of the cereal prieeÿ which at that stage was
about 170 per cent above the 1970 baseÿ

!n December 1973ÿ the Gulf members of OPEC made another unilateral price
determinationÿ raising the government ÿ%akeÿ on Arabian light oil from just over
[:;3 a barrel to $7 from the beginning of 1974o  The effect of this was to raise the
market price  (which includes production costs and company profit)  from an average
of aboÿ:t $3°80 to about $8o20ÿ and the implicit posted price (assÿling the old tax
and royalty formula) from @5o12 to @11,,65o  This was an increase of 128 per centÿ
and it thrust the petroleum price index far above that of any other commodity:  it
was over six times the 1970 levelÿ twice the advance registered by the nearest item
on the list of price gainsÿ namelyÿ wheat°  Horeoverÿ while the wheat price began
to weaken as 1974 progressed and forecas-ts of the yearÿs harvests began to come inÿ
the new high price for petroleum was reaffirmed for the second quarter°

The first big rise in petroleum prices came in the last quarter of i973ÿ andÿ
given the long journey taken by crude oilÿ through tanker and refineryÿ before it
reaches the marketÿ the impcÿct was mot fully felt until 1974o   In the case of
wheatÿ howeverÿ the increase was being transmitted through the world economy before
1973 began°  The repercussions were magnified by the shortfalls that had occurred
in the 1972 rice and ground-nut crops and the production of fishmeai in Peru°  The
result was an unprecedented upsurge in the prices of virtually al! the basic
foodÿstuffs whether used directly or as inputs into the livestock and poultry
industries.  The price of ÿheat doubled in the course of 1973ÿ that of rieÿ
increased even more° 6/  Host of the edible oilÿseeds registered a two to threefold
increase in price:   soya bean prices trebled between mid-f972 and mid-f973 before
recedingÿ copra and most of the vegetable oils continued rising til! the end of
1973 (see table ioÿ6)°

The shortage of oil-seeds snd fishmeal pu!led up the prices of other
feedoÿstuffso  Maize prices reached a peak in the summerÿ August quotations being
well over double the corresponding 1972 figures°  Though there was an easing of the
market thereafterÿ prices at the beginning of 1974 were still 60 per cent above
those of a year earlier°  The rise in feed prices soon affected the prices of
poultry and eggs: by the last quarter of 1973 these were about 80 per cent above
the corresponding 1972 level°  Heat - one of the most buoyant commodities in
international tradeÿ enjoying an average annual price increase of about 4 per cent
in the !950-1970 period = was also affected:  beef prices were up by almost
60 per cent over the year and pork and bacon prices by only slightly lesso  These
trade prices exerted a strong influence on domestic farm prices in many countries
and were largely responsible for the steep climb in the food price index at the
retail level (documented in chapter II)o

Apart from the impact of developments in the grains-livestock circuitÿ
consumer food prices were also affected by changes in the sugar and beverage crops
markets,  Tightness in the world sugar market had developed in 1971:  the average
level of prices in 1972 was already double the 1970 figure,  The raw sugar price
remained fairly stable between 9 and i0 United Stmtes cents a pound foo°b, in !973ÿ

6/ In January 1974 Thai rice was being quoted foo.bo Bangkok at three times
the price of a year earlier.
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howe{,ÿerÿ and it was onlÿÿ to%rar{}_s the end of "the year that apprehension sfoout the

a,deqpacy of !she k97I-t.!k97}-I cÿop in the lÿace of rising consÿimption drove the price
up shs,ÿplyo  t8 8enuarvÿ t974ÿ the world market price stood at ovev 60 per cent
above the correspoÿ)disg 1973 ].evel (and)-ÿ0 per cent abov'e the equiÿrslemt United
8ts,tes g3ÿ_ota, price} {,,ÿhich is usually by far the higber)ÿ

Inn the case of the beverage crops there is s, sharp contrast between coffee
and cocoas, whose l.ongoÿteNÿlÿ price trend has been slightly upwardsÿ and teaÿ }ÿhose

price has been deckinSng   There is also a coÿ:ÿtrast between coffee ÿ#hose price has
been relatiÿely stsÿble in recent years (under the influence of the i[:0.ternÿdÿional
Coffee Ag}:'eement and ÿ'<he existence of a large Bra, zilisÿ:n inventory) and {ÿocoa ÿhose
pÿ:'iÿe has been particularAT- vo?oatiloe,ÿ

Coffee pricesÿ which had fallen back i.n 19Y1ÿ begsiÿ a slow recovery in 1972
and this continued through 1973ÿ   comparing successive JaKÿary pricesÿ each of
these years saÿ,ÿ g, gain of about a fourth in the New York quotation o- well below
the ineresÿses registered by most other comÿoditieso   Cocoa prices had also declined
in 1971ÿ but their recoÿrery iN 1972 was more rapid ÿo a gain of 45 per cent in. %he
Co i ore New York quotation -ÿ sÿnd it went on to a doubling iÿ:ÿ the first, half of 1973o
Though there was some slipping in the second half of the yearÿ, the price at the
beginning of !974 was twice the 1972 average and it ushered in a further upsurge as
the i973/7.[{ crop was seen to be smaller than t]ÿe need implicit in the cÿ4rremt rate
of grinding°  In contrast to these swingsÿ the tea market .-ÿeÿuained virtually

_                                                                        ÿ.ÿ<'o..ÿ± %bose of G_i-_stagnant:  prices realized in 1973 were not very differeÿ:ÿ:ÿ ° -ÿ             ÿÿ ÿ
pre%q.ous year and almost a :!fifth below the 1960 s;\ÿerage,.   ÿPhr,.s ÿ, despite the
spectacular rise in cocoa prices ÿ the beverage crop as s, gro<ÿ[};ÿ acted as a drag on
the price index of foodoÿ.stÿfÿ's moving in interÿ_?ational trade:.,,

In generalÿ, raÿ materials ma.ÿkets were less affected than foodÿ-ÿstuffs markets

b[ÿ, chaoges iu wor[I.d supp].y and were affected to a mmch greater eÿtent bÿ ÿtÿe
upsÿing in demand arising from the expansion in manufacturing activity in
1972ÿ1973} ÿmpinging on a prod.uction capacity that was difficult to increase in
the short rune   The result ÿ'sÿs a rise in price no less drsÿatic than t]ÿat recorded.
by loodÿ.ÿstuÿfÿ{:  the increase between 1972 and ÿ973 was about 40 per cent for
non-ferrous ,metals and wood and wood-@ulpÿ 60 per cent for fibulas and a3ÿost

100 per cent for rubber°  And in each case the rise during 1973 was sharper thaÿ<ÿ
this yearÿto,-year i:ocreaseÿ

Bÿ° the last quarter of ]973ÿ lÿ£mber prices were averaging about 50 per cent
above the corresponding 1972 figure and pulp prices about 60 per cent above°   The
increase in metal prices ranged from a mere 14. per cent in the ease of alÿ<minium
to a doubling for' copper and a trebling for zincÿ   for the major non-ferrous
metals as a group ÿ the price index at the eÿc% of !973 was sl)out 70 per cent higher
than a year earlier°   The fibre group registered a similar increaseÿ   at the one
extreme jute prices were little changed.@ at the other sisalÿ ÿshich had recovered
from very low prices in 1971 and 1972 ÿ increased between two and threefold during
1973o   The p).ÿice of natural rubberÿ which had also fallen to ÿtelatively !ow leÿ-els
in 1971 and !972ÿ also staged a notable recoÿvery in 1973ÿ more than doÿJb!ing in
the course of the yearÿ  the New York price at. the beginniÿg of 1974 was three
times the 1971-ÿ1972 average°

Responding 1o 9,he increase in demands, the increase in costs sÿd the
devaluation of th.e dollarÿ the aÿerage price of manufactured goods moving in
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international trade also accelerated sharply in 1973o  Compared with an average
annual rise of about 2 per cent in the period 1950-1970ÿ it rose by about
8 per cent between 1971 and 1972ÿ 16 per cent betweem 1972 and 1973 and over
20 per cent in the course of 1973o  The terms of exchange between primary
commodities and manufactures thus moved strongly im favour of the former in 1973
by over a fifth on a year-to-year comparison and by about a third during the year°

Not all primary coÿnodities improved the rate at which they could, be exchanged
for manufactured goodsÿ however°  Among the food-stuffsÿ butterÿ cheeseÿ tea and
bananas lost groundÿ as did tobacco°  Among the fibresÿ flax as well as jute
fetched lower relative prices in 1973o  Among the metalsÿ a!uminium and nickel
(the two with a history of stableÿ producerÿfixed prices) were the only ones to
fall behindÿ though several of the ores that are usually sold on !ongÿterm
contracts (ironÿ chrome and phosphatesÿ in particular) also recorded only a small
change in average price°

The basket of non-ferrous metals exported-by the developing countries rose
in price appreciably more than that exported by the developed market economies
85 per cent as against 61 per cent during 1973o  The same is true of the basket of
primaÿy mineral products and the basket of fibres and agricultural raw materials°
In the case of food-stuffsÿ howeverÿ it was the basket exported by the developed
market economies whose price rose most ÿ 62 per cent against 44 per cent in the
course of 1973 or 51 per cent as against 41 per cent on a year-to-year comparison°

Changes in world trade

Inernational trade was among the most dynamic features of the world economy
in 1973o  Preliminary estimates place the total value of exports at over
$570 billion°  The increase between 1972 and 1973ÿ measured in current dollarsÿ
was in excess of 37 per cent - almost twice the high rate of increase registered
in the previous interval°  Even measured in SDR or pre=deva!uation doliarsÿ the
1972  to 1973 expansion was a record 25 per cent°

All three of the major country groupings shared in this growth°  The sum of
the exports from the centrally planned economies totalled sÿout $53 billionÿ
aÿaost a third higher than in 1972.  Developed market economy exports reached
$410 billionÿ almost 37 per cent above the 1972 figure°  As in 1971 and 1972ÿ the
developing countries again achieved the highest rate of expansion:  a gain of
almost 44 per cent between 1972 and 1973 brought their combined exports to about
$108 billion°  This was about 19 per cent of the world totalÿ compared with
18 per cent in 1970o

The expansion in imports was also widely distributedÿ though in this case
the developed market economies registered the largest - 37 per cent in dollar termsÿ
twice the increase recorded between 1971 and 1972o  The smallest increase was in
the developing countriesÿ but even this was a record 32 per centÿ almost three
times the previous year's expansion (see table 1-7)o

The combined imports of the centrally planned economies continued to be
roughly in line with exports°  In the case of the other two country groupsÿ
howeverÿ there was a divergent movement:  in the developed market economiesÿ the.
deficit (measuring exports f°oobo and imports Coiofo) continued to widenÿ reaching



sÿbout $20 billion (5 per cent of export earnings) in ! 'ÿ970°   The developing
countriesÿ by contrastÿ had moved into surplus in 1972ÿ and in 1973 exports

c,exceeded imports by about <ÿii billionÿ or i0 per cent°

Over half of the increase in the exports of the developed market economies
was accounted for by price changes°  These were greatest (averaging 36 per cent)
in the southern hemisphere countries in whose exports wool and meat and metals
bulk large°  But average unit valueÿ expressed in do!larsÿ also rose sharply
(around one fifth) in Japan and Western Europeÿ whose exports consist almost
entirely of manufactured products:  in both cases the gain between 1972 and 1973
was almost twice that registered in the previous interval°   In Western Europeÿ
the greatest increase (25 per cent) was registered by the European Free Trade
(EFTA) membersÿ the smallest (18 per cent) by the less industrialized (southern)
coumtries of the region°

In the United Statesÿ there was a sharp rise in the unit value of
agricultural exports:  the 13 leading items earned an average of over 50 per cent
more per unit in 1973 than in 1972o 7/  The prices of manufactures rose much less:
in the first nine months they were only 6 per cent above the corresponding average
in 1972o  A similar pattern was evident in Canadaÿ and in the aggregateÿ the unit
value of North American exports was about 15 per cent above the 1972 average°
Though this was the smallest increase among the developed market economy regionsÿ
it was almost four times as great as the rise in 1971 and 1972 (see table 1-8).

in all the developed market economies the rise in export prices accelerated
as the year aÿancedo  Hence the year-to-year increase in average unit values

was invariably less than the increase between the last quarter of 1972 and the
last quarter of 1973o  The latter ranged from 17 per cent in the United Kingdom
and 24 per cent in Canada and the United States to over 33 per cent in Japanÿ
Swedenÿ Norwayÿ Denmark and the Netherlands (36 per cent).

Compared with an increase in the average unit value of developed market
economy exports of one fifth between 1972 and 1973ÿ there was an increase of almost
one third in the export -unit value of the developing countries.  This difference
eflects the primary commodity boom discussed in the previous section.  The rise

in coÿm!odity prices was so general thÿ the developing regions shared in it fairly
uniformly°  Because of the weight of meatÿ ÿJheatÿ wool and copper in its exportsÿ
the western hemisphere registered a slightly greater than average increase in unit
values°  Simi!arlyÿ the weight of tea and juÿe in the exports of southern and south-
eastern Asia tended to hold down that region's average unit value°   But the range of
differences was remarkably small by historical standards°

The upsurge in commodity prices was reflected in the import unit values of
the developed market economies which rose more or less in line with the share of
food-stuffs and raw materials in total imports:  the average increase between 1972
and 1973 was about 16 per cent in North Aÿericaÿ 21 per cent in the southern tier
of Western European coÿItriesÿ 24 per cent in the southern hemisphere groupÿ
25 per cent in EEC and 27 per cent in Japan°  For the developed market economies

7/ Ranging from less than I0 per cent more for cotton and tobacco to over
60 peÿ cent more for wheatÿ soya beans and tallow.
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as a whole the rise was about 21 per eent o   This was approximately the same
increase as that e:)cperienced by the developing countries of southern and south-
eastern Asia°  The other developing re€ions registered a slightly smaller increase°

The extent to which price movements favoured the primary producers in 1973
is summarized in the terms of trade indexÿ   In the case of EFTA countri.esÿ, e)!ÿport
and im?ort prices moved ÿore or less in oara!!elÿ so there was little chaÿÿge in
the group's average terms of trade°   The more industrialized countries ].ost ground

while the primary e:x_-porting cou:ntries recorded major gai:ÿ)So

Following a significÿ,ot im?rovement in their te}cms of °cracte between 197! and
1972ÿ EEC and Japan registered a deterioration of 3ÿ4 per cent in 1973o  The Uuited
States registered its third successive loss though ÿ because of the rise in iÿhe unit
value of food exportsÿ it ÿas onl}," a margina! one in 1973o  The southern
hemisphere group which had enjoyed a 5 per cent  gain in 1972ÿ recorded a _ÿurther
gain - of double that fiÿrre ÿ° in 1973o

The developing cour]triesÿ whose aÿrerage terms of trade  had improved about
3 per cent in 1972ÿ recorded a gain of over three times that figure i<) 1973o   In
southern and south,oeastern Asiaÿ where a loss in !971 had not been fully made good
in 1972ÿ tLÿere was an improvement of nearly 8 per cent in 1973o  Africa went
through a similar cycle with some larger ?)rear=to-year chanÿeso   In West Asiaÿ where

the first major increase in petroleum prices occurred in 1971ÿ there were three
successive gains in the terms of trade°  Latin &merieaÿ which made UT) in 1972 for
a loss in 1971ÿ enjoyed the sharpest improÿrement im 1973   (almost 13 per eent)ÿ,

Taking these price changes into  account ÿ it would appear that the qua, nttÿÿ of
orld trade increased by over 12 per cent between 1972 and 1973o   The upsurge was

led by North _America ÿThere -the ¢oÿ'ÿ°bined effect of the devalnation of the United
States dollar and. the rise in the demand for foodÿsttÿffs :ÿ.'aised the growth in
e:ÿport vo!mÿe from a negligible proportion in 1971 to 9 per cent in 1972 and. over
dolÿl)le that figure in 1973o   The opposite seqÿ_ÿence was e:ÿperienced in Japan whereÿ
under the influence of an uova!ued yen and a series of efforts to restrain exportsÿ
the growth in es:port volume receded from 20 per cent in !971 to 5 per cent in 1973
(see table I-9)o

The rise in export c±'oÿa.utÿ.mÿ, from EEC was steadier -° fÿom rather less thsÿu

7 per cent in 1.971 to dou;ble that rate in 1973o   The most vigorous eÿ:port
performance in Western Europe  was that of the southern tier of countries ÿ,hieh
achieved gains of ll per centÿ 16 per cent and 19 per cent in quantum in the first
three years of the decade°

The growth of exports from the socthern hemisphere group of developed market
economies was much less buoyant:   poor cerea! crops and virtual stagnation in the
wool industÿy he!d the expansion beloÿ 7 per cent between 1972 and 1973ÿ rather
less than in the precedffng inteÿ"'v-a_].o

Aÿnong the deve!opimg co°ÿtriesÿ the most wigorous growth was  in Asia whose
eÿ<port volume rose by about 15 per cent between 1972 and 1973ÿ following high rs,tes
of increase in the two previous intervalsÿ,   There ÿ,;ÿas hardly any expÿ,nsion in the
over-,all voloÿ.e of exports from Africa:   poor ground-,nut and cocoa hs,ÿcvests :in West
Africaÿ cutbacks in petroleÿ;ÿm. Droduetion in the Libyan .ArsJb Republic ÿ and a
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reduction in copper shipments from Zambia were among the constraining factors°
And there -ÿ,ÿas on!y a modest £rowth ÿ of 2ÿ3 per cent ÿ in eÿ;tports from Latin
fÿmerica in 1972 and 1973o

The upsurge in the volnme of imoorts was led by Ja0an where the rate of
increase rose from a nomioal figure in 197i to 13 per cent in 1972 and more than
dou?ole that in 1973,,   There -ÿ,ÿas a steadier growth in EEC importsÿ, approaching
12 per cent between 1972 and 1973o   The rise in EFTA imports ÿ though accelerating
fasterÿ was at lower ratesÿ, while imports into the southern tier of countries
increased by II per cent in 1972 and 17 per cent in 1973o

In North Aÿericaÿ the eÿipansion in import volvme declined sharply from the
high 1972 rate (13o5 per centÿ the highest regional increase in that year) to not
much more than halt °ÿhat rate (the lowest regional increase i_u 1973)o   In the
southern hemisphere countries there was a rebound in imports folloÿTing the
cutback in 1972o

Among the developing countries ÿ -the Asian region registered the most rapid
growth in imports - 14 per cent in the ÿest ÿ !7 per cent in the south and south-
eastÿ well above earlier rates°  At a lower leve!ÿ, Latin Aÿer_ica also increased its

import volume,ÿ   In Africaÿ imports gained momentum as the year advanced and for
1973 as a ÿhole -the increase reached the 9 per cent registered in 1971o

Though precise data are lackingÿ it is probs6b!e that price changes moved
against the European centrally planned economies in 1973o   Both import sad export
unit values roseÿ thoughÿ because of' the relative price stability (in terms of SDR)
in the internal transactions of the groupÿ the increase was less than that
experienced in the market economies°   In total trade with the rest of the worldÿ
import vuit ÿalues seem to have risen about 4 per cent more thsÿ export unit values°
Reflecting a sharp recovery in exports from the Soviet Unionÿ the quantum of trade
was iIÿ12 per cent greater in 1973  than in 1972o

Changes in the international monetary situation

The rapid and. large changes that took place in 1972 and 1973 in the field of
prices and trade transformed the world monetary and payments situation°  They
served to reaffirm the economic strength of the large resource-rich countries -

particularly the United States and the Soÿsiet Union - and e}{pose some of the
weal{nesses in many of the others o   The fact that among these ÿeaknesses was the
problem of assuring supplies of two vital commodity categories -, food-stuffs and
fuels o- turned the eveÿrts of the year into a severe test for the philosoph[T of
interdependence and global solidarity that has umderDinned most trade and aid
policy in t, he p,ost,ÿwaÿ< period,ÿ  A nuÿmber of defensive a, ctions ÿ,ÿere taken to protect

domestic supplies of various food items amd the year ended ÿith the flow and price
of petroleum being manipulated by major expo_ÿ;%ers for the purpose of achieving
certain political and economic ends° 8/  The result was to cast grave doubt on the
future of both the trade liberalizing negotiations thmt were ins,ÿguÿated l,l_uder the

8/ Changes in the food and energy situation are discussed, in the sections that
follow°  Developments in the international monetary situation that resulted from
changes in the external balance of the developed market economies are discussed in
chapter IIÿ,



General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in Tokyo in September and the process
of reforming the international monetary system which was under discussion in the
Committee of 20 of the international Monetary Fund (iMF)o

The real test for trade and monetary policy still lies aheadÿ when the
enlarged output of many commodities stimulated by the high prices of 1973 begins to
seek marketsÿ when the transfer of resources to the petroleum exporters in the
wake of the doubling of the posted price at the beginning of 1974 begins to
exert a deflationary effect in the importing comÿtries and when the cyclical
upswing in activity in the developed market economies that was the dominant
influence on the world economy in 1972-1973 gives way to a general deceleration°

The events of 1973 have changed the nature of the monetary problemÿ perhaps
not fundamentally but certainly in terms of the immediate approach both to the
rules of the game and to operational procedures and mechanisms°  Uncertainty
regarding the impact of the change in commodity price relationships on individual
economies has made it impossible to visualize any  .set of currency relationships
that might constitute the basis of the system of ÿvstÿble but adjustableH exchange
rates that has been one of the main objects of search ever since the breakdown
of the Bretton Woods rÿgimeo  It is clear that the extraordinary price changes that
took place in the course of the year would have done far more damage to the
domestic economies of many countries if the major currencies had not beem floatimgÿ
if not freely then at least in a manner that relieved the Governments of the
obligation to defend a particular exchange rate by internal measures that might be
not only growthÿinhibiting but also contagious°  The need now is to reach agreement
on a set of rules for floating which will reduce the risk of avoidable instability
and defensive action which might set off retaliatory reaction to the detriment of
world trade°

The change in price relationships has also altered the immediate need for
and purpose of a scheme for increasing the international liquidity of the
developing countries°  In the course of 1972 and 1973 the official reserves of the
developing countries increased by $20 billion or almost 90 per centÿ three times
the rate of increase of developed market economy reserves (see table IÿI0)o  This
expansion was widely distributedÿ nevertheless it has left a mÿber of developing
countries in a vulnerable positionÿ some because of export weakmessÿ some because
of high external indebtednessÿ some because of the relative importance of their
food or energy deficits°  These are the countries that will require special
assistance to tide them over the immediate aftermath of the events of 1973o

Chanÿes in the world food situation

The food situation that developed in 1972/73 - uncomfortable everywhereÿ and
in some areas quite critical - was the result of the concurrence of a number of
independent factorsÿ affecting chiefly the supply side but also reflecting the
continuing increase in demand stemming from growth in population (rapid by
historical standards) and rising incomes throughout the world but especially in the
more affluent countries where an upgrading of diet through higher meat consumption
has been greatly expanding feed=grain requirements°

By 1972 there were 17 countriesÿ with a combined population of over
500 millionÿ consuming more than i00 pouDds of meat per person per year and
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another 17ÿ with a population of almost 600 million consuming between 50 and
i00 pounds of meat per person per year° Over the previous decadeÿannual per capita
consumption had increased by 20 pounds in Czechoslovakiaÿ Finlandÿ Hungary ÿ Italyÿ
Spainÿ Switzerland and the Soviet Union amd by 30 pounds in Be!giumÿ Canadaÿ the
Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Greeceÿ Ireland amd the United States°  Though still
relatively low (about 31 pounds per person in 1972)ÿ per capita meat consumption
had doubled in Japan over the I0 yearsÿ imports were approaching i million pounds a
yearÿ seven times the average for the first half of the 1960So

World trade in feed grains fluctuated between 40 and 45 million tons a year
in the second half of the 1960sÿ but in response to a steadily increasing demand
in Japan and a sharp jump in requirements in Europe and the Soviet Unionÿ it
expanded by about 5 million tons a year in the early 1970s to reach an estimated
66 milliom tons in 1973/74o  This expansion in import requirements reflects poor
coarse grain crops in the Soviet Union in 1971/72 and 1972/73 (about 4 million tons
below the 1970/71 level) amd the failure of output to increase in Western Europe
in 1972/73o  It also reflects the sharp drop in world fishmeal production in 1972
and 1973 (largely as a result of the vagaries of the Humboldt Current off the west
coast of South America and the consequent reduction in the anchovy catch) and in
ground-nutÿ sunflower seed and rapeseed production in 1973o

In the face of this increase in demand for feed grainsÿ there was s smaller
maize crop in 1972:  there were sharp declines in Central Amerieaÿ in eastern and
southern Africa and in India and south-eastern Asia°  The harvest in two of the
leading exporters - South Africa and Thailand - was below 6 million tonsÿ half
the 1971 level.  The United States crop (almost half the world total) was also down
on the 1971 level.  The maize price on the Rotterdam market started to move upwards
in mid-1972 amd by mid-1973 it had doubledÿ before levelling off in anticipation
of an appreciably better 1973 harvest - in most of the importing as well as the
main exporting countries°

The world }Theat crop was also smaller in 1972 - at 331 million tons it was
about 3 per cent below the previous year's output°  The main decline was in the
Soviet Union (where the 86 million ton crop was below the average achieved in the
second half of the 1960s) but there were also small harvests in Australia and
Canada (two major exportersÿ whose 1971 output was also low)o  The 1972 crop was a
small one in Brazil and Mexicoÿ while 1973 brought a sharp decline in Argentina
as well as in North Africaÿ Iraq and the Syrian Arab Republicÿ and the Indian
output was also down.  In a number of eases both the 1972 and 1973 harvests were
poor - Uruguay and the Andeaÿ countries in South Americaÿ Italy and Spain and
Kenya - while in Japan and the Republic of Korea there were three successive
reductions in wheat output.  As in the case of maizeÿ wheat prices also began to
rise steeply in mid-1972o  Despite a record world crop in 1973 - about 367 million
tonsÿ I0 per cent above the 1972 figureÿ there was much less tendency for prices
to level off in the second half of 1973ÿ howeverÿ and by January 1974 wheat was
being quoted at between three and four times the dollar price of two years earlier.

One reason for the continued tightness of the market at this stage was the
precarious stock situation.  Between mid-1970 and mid-1973 the combined carry-over
of the four major exporting countries - Argentinaÿ Australiaÿ Canada and the
United States - was reduced from almost 69 million tons to less than 30 million
tons°  This was well be!ow the level to which stocks had been drawn down by the
monsoon failures of the mid-1960sÿ and the prospect was for a further decline to
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levels ÿwidely regarded as dangerously Ioÿ- in the light of the vÿ.garies in the
weather and the continuing growth ÿn requirements,.

Another reason for misgiÿings about the adequacÿÿ of wheat stocks was the
uncertainty engendered by the rice situation°   The 1972 cÿops were poor throughout
Asiaÿ in Burma and Thailand as ÿell s,s almostÿ all the net importing countriesÿ
indeedÿ the season's o-ÿtputÿ exclusive of Chinaÿ was below the average harvest
during the second half of the 1960So   Production was also down in the United States
and Western Europeÿ as well as in G°oryana and Veÿezuelaÿ Madagascar and most of
West Africa°  This last group of coumtries had another poor crop in 1973 as did the
KY1mer Republicÿ Pakistan and Sri Lankaÿ though elsewhere there was a gratifying
recoveryÿ with world prodruoction exceeding 300 million tons for the first time°   As
in the case of the other cerealsÿ rice prices began rising steeply in mid-19726 as
exporters were not in a position to satisfy the import demamdÿ the market became
very difficult and the prices quoted in Bangkok in January 1974 were three times
the leve! of a year earlier°

R%).ereas in the case of wheat and feed grains the existence of sizable stocks
im the major exporting countries permitted the decline in production between
1971/72 and 1972/73 to be compensated by a large increase in international trad.eÿ
in the case of rice the reduction in crop was accompanied by a decline in trade
(see table IÿII)o  Net imports of cereals into Western Europe and Japan increased
moderately in this period.ÿ   The main upsurge was in the requirements of the
centrally planned economiesÿ 8oviet imports reaching a gross 22 million tons in
1972/73 before falling back to half that amount in 1973/7[ÿo  The deficits were met
very largely from North America ÿdÿose net cereal e}{ports averaged ÷]bout 90 million
tons a year in these two seasons°

Perhaps the most disqnieting fesJÿuÿe was the rise in the cereal deficit of
the developing couÿrtrieso  In each of the regions it increased in this periodÿ
exceeding 30 million tons in 1973/74ÿ almost three times the average annual net
iÿ<@orts that were necessary to tide the developing countries over the emergency
arising from tÿhe crop failures of the mldÿ19o0s

In almost half the developing countries food production failed to keep
pace with population growth in the 1960s and in almost half these coomtries 1973
brought a dec]ineo  The majority of countries with the ].east satisfactory
performance were African - East and West as wel! as around the Sahara ÿ hut they
also included several of the Andean and Caribbean countries and also the Khmer
Republieÿ once an important sourcce of rice for southÿeastern Asia but the scene
of three successive declinesÿ redncing its 1973 food ou;ÿput to approÿdmately a
fourth of the 1970 level°   Of the 79 deveiopin6 countries foÿ which food
production data can ÿbe compiledÿ no less than 28 produced less food per unit of
population in each of the first three years of the 19[ÿOs than lO yes;ÿrÿs eÿ..rliero
And in the great majority of these countriesÿ per capita, output in 1973 ÿas more
than i0 per cent below the average for the first half of the i960s (see taÿ,le iÿo12
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!ÿ ÿ_,any developing eountriesÿ food difficulties ÿere greater in 19'72/73
than is suggested by national average indices of productionÿ 9/  The effects of
adverse climatic conditions were sometimes localized and food shortages arose
less because of shortage of' total su.pp!y than because of deficiencies in the
system of distribution°   Thus the food situat.ion in the SaheliarJ countries was
seriously aggravated by logistic difficulties ÿ and }ocal famine conditions
developed in parts of Ethiopia and also in some states in !mdia ÿhere over-all
per capita availability of grain and pu!sesÿ though dropping sharply from
ITÿ8ÿ6 pounds in 1971 to about 404 Sousds in 1973ÿ was well above the 370 pound level
that had prevailed in the droughts of 1966 and !967ÿ

Another tmfavourable factor affecting the food situation in genera! and the
developing countries in particular was the tightness of the fertilizer market°
This had its originÿ in partÿ in the apprehension about food supplies that emerged
in midÿ!972o   The release of cereal acreage from the ÿsoil=bankÿ in the United
States and decisions by farmers in North ÿnerica and elsewhere to expand
pro@uction greatly increased the demand for fertilizer° i0/

In the case of nitrogenous fertilizersÿ requirements were soon running ahead
of production capacityÿ and stocks that had been accumulated in the late 1960s
were drawn do.me  The supply of naphtha and other petroÿindÿstry feedstocks
proved insufficient and prices rose sharply° 11/  As the petroleum situation
worsenedÿ production difficulties mountedÿ  -the price of ammonia on the European
market trebled in the second half of 1973 and matÿÿ exporting countries announced
their inability to meet commitmentsÿ not only in EEC and Japan = by far the largest
exporters -but also Bulga,ÿiaÿ Romania and the Soviet Union°

9/ It should be noted that although these production indices exclude coffee
and teaÿ they do include food items that feature prominently in the exports of
some couÿstrieso   To this extent ÿ the movement in the index ma;y exaggerate the real
change in  indigenous domestic supplies°   Thus -the decline in the index in 1972/73
in Guyanaÿ, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago ref!ectsÿ in partÿ smaller sugar cropsÿ
the effect of which was felt more in exports than in internal consumption°   Small
ground-nut crops had. a similar effect in the N<ger and Senegal (in 1972) and in
Nigeria (in 1973)o

i0/ !n the United States a!omeÿ the apea uÿ)der cultivatiorÿ increased by
29 million acresÿ about a sixth of the 19ÿi2/73 totalÿ in addition -to more intensive

d£ect.£ÿ expansion is estimated to beeÿitivation of existing farmed areas:  the ÿ  ......  Tÿ    .

fÿom 293 million acres i£ÿ 1972 to ÿ.=,. million in 1974o

1!/ A ga%p opened up be%6ÿeen prices on the world market anÿS_ those in the
United SBa,tes which were under offi<n[al <on'ÿ'ol and theÿ'e s,ÿas an upswing in

Uÿ.ited States fertilizer exports fs:ÿom 4° 5 mi!]ion tons im 1970/71 to about 6 million
toms in 1972/73o  Under the terms of decoÿ%rol ordered in October !973 - when
industrÿf investories were dowu 40 per cent on the yeasf before and production was
s.ÿunning 13 per cent higher = the fertilizer industry undertook to provide domesIÿic
farmers with an extra 3 million tons in 1974o  As a resultÿ the United States price
rose by 50 per cent and exports fe!l sscraÿ ÿ by Jancÿary 1974 the average price of
fertilizers was 65 per cent above the previous control levelÿ   In April.ÿ howeverÿ
it was still being predicted that} despite the limitation of exportsÿ supplies
s.ould fall short of domestic requirements irÿ 1974 ÿ by as much as i0 per cent in
the case of phosphates ÿ aÿ!d 15 per cent in the ease of nitrogen°
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Phosphate supplies were also short of the new level of requirements°  As in
the case of nitrogenÿ capacity had run ahead of demand in the late 1960sÿ stocks
had accumulated and investment tailed off°   In the course of 1972/73 prodÿction
was stepped up to capacity rates and stocks were run down°  As fuel shortages
developed and power and transport difficulties increased in the second half of
1973ÿ supplies becarae very tight°  At the end of the yearÿ Moroccoÿ the third
largest producer of raw rock phosphateÿ raised its export price from $14 to $42
per tono  Rapid expansion in the United States depends on an extension of
strip mining (chiefly in Florida) and since this is being strenuously opposed by
environment protection groupsÿ the prospects for an early  end to shortages in that
country are not bright°

In the long runÿ the developing countries as a group are very well placed
from the point of view of fertilizer supplies:  they possess the bulk of the
reserves of phosphate rock and of the hydrocarbons that are the basic raw materials
for the various nitrogenous fertilizers°  In the short runÿ howeverÿ their position
is weak:  their capacity to manufacture the fertilizer from the raw materials is
still relatively small. ÿ in 1972 their share of world output was 9 per cent in the
case of nitroÿenÿ (N)ÿ  7     per cent, in the case of phosphates (P205) and 2 per cent in
the case of potash (K.O) - and their ability to build it up rapidly is severely
limited°  Moreoverÿ tÿe greatest need lies in the  overloaded°coils of southern
and south-eastern Asiaÿ in countries that lack the raw materials and do not provide
commercially attractive markets° 12/  It is these countries ÿ moreoverÿ which have
embarked most earnestly on the attempt to improve output per hectare by cultivating
the new varieties of wheat and rice that are particularly dependent on adequate
and controlled inputs of water and fertilizer.  While it is true that shortage of
water brought to a halt the upward trend in yields in southern and south-eastern
Asia in 1972ÿ further gains in  output will depend increasingly on a resumption of
this  trend°  The region imported about i million tons of nitrogen in 1972ÿ about
a third of its consumption°  As its domestic production of fertilizers is based
largely on imported raw materialsÿ the region faces a dual threat of searcityÿ as
well as the financial burden implicit in the higher prices now commanded on the
world market by both the raw material and the products.

As net importers of food-stuffsÿ the developing countries also suffered as a
result of the upsurge in food prices set in motion by the massive grain transactions
of midÿ1972o  In the first half of 1973ÿ cereal pricesÿ measured in dollarsÿ were
about 50 per cent above the corresponding 1972 level and by the second half they
had doubled°  Prices of edible oils entering world trade followed a similar
course (see figure i above)°  Though almost all commodity prices rose rapidly
during the yearÿ and several ÿ including cocoaÿ cottonÿ sisalÿ rubberÿ copperÿ
zinc and petroleum ÿ kept up with basic foodÿstuffsÿ the terms of exchange between
cereals and other primary commodities moved strongly in favour of the former in
1973o  In particularÿ exporters of tea and sugar and jute and ironÿ manganese and
chrome ores had to give much more of their product to obtain a ton of wheat or rice
in 1973 than in 1972.  In this respectÿ tooÿ southern Asia entered 1974 in an
unfavourable position°

12/ In 1973ÿ for exampleÿ Kuwait's total production of urea was sold to
Chinaÿ which country also accounts for a rapidly increasing proportion of the
nitrogen exports of Japan.
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The energy situation

Like the food crisisÿ the 1973 energy crisis was a mixture of long-brewing
problems and sudden and unexpected developments°  And because of the formerÿ the
impact of the latter is likely to have much more far-reaching consequences than
would otherwise have been the case°

The long-term problems arise from changes that have been taking place both
on the production side and on the consumption side°  Perhaps the most significant
changes in the pattern of production have been the running down of the European
coal industryÿ the deceleration and subsequent peaking of petroleum production
in the United States and the rapid rise in the relative importance of supplies
of petroleum from small countries with fe°w° other resources°  On the consumption

sideÿ the most significant changes have been the rapid growth in road transport
and in the petrochemical industry and the continued substitution of liquid and
gaseous fuels for solid fuels in many usesÿ including some with particularly high
rates of expansionÿ such as space heating and the generation of electricity°

Solid fuels accounted for half of the world's energy consumption at the
beginning of the 1960sÿ but only a third at the beginning of the 1970So  In Western
Europe the decline was from over 60 per cent to under 30 per centÿ in Japan from
over 50 per cent to under 25 per cent°  By 1972ÿ solid fuels were furnishing less
than a fifth of the energy needs of North Ameriea and the developing countries
(see table 1-13)o  Hydropower has been increasing only slowly:  in the developed
market economies new sites are becoming fewer and more difficult to harnessÿ
while in the developing countries the high capital costs usually involved are a
strong deterrent°  Nuclear and other non-conventional sources of energyÿ though
becoming more importantÿ still contribute on]@ a small proportion of total
consumption°  The world has thus become rapidly more dependent on gaseous and
liquid hydrocarbons and a vast infrastructure of tankers and port facilitiesÿ
and pipelines and refineries has been integrated not only into the world's
production and transport systems but also into household consumption and
personal life styles°

The tritÿph of hydrocarbons is illustrated most graphically in the
generation of electricity - the area in which competition between the fuels is
least inhibited by specific requirements°  By the early i970s the proportion of
power station energy input provided by solid fuels had dropped to around
54 per cent in Western Europe and the United Staÿeso  In the course of the
1960sÿ the share of petroleum had more than doubled - to 34 per cent in Western
Europe and 17 per cent in the United States where natural gas had become a prime
energy source (see table 1-14)o

Thusÿ during the 1960s while global energy consÿnption was increasing at an
average of about 5°5 per cent a yearÿ the consumption of petroleum was rising at
over 8 per cent a year°  This reflects not only the rapid growth in  end uses for
which petroleum is the preferred fuel but also extremely competitive prices made
possible by the expansion of low-cost Middle East production and a decline in
freight rates of almost one fourth in the first half of the decadeÿ during which
exports had increased by about 50 per cent in the face of a very limited intake
by the United States market which had been partly closed in 1958 behind an import
quota system.
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As a result of the rapid rise in the consumption of hydrocarbonsÿ the
developed market economies had become increasingly dependent on imports for their
energy supplies°  By the beginning of the 1970sÿ North Americaÿ which had been a
net exporter of energy until the warÿ was getting a third of its petroleom and
about an eighth of its tota! energy .from abroad°   Western Europe and Japan were
almost entirely dependent on imports for their petroletml snd the proportion of
their total energy consmnption drawn from abroad had risen, to about 60 per cent
and 85 per cent respectively°

In the meantimeÿ the pattern of production had changed quite radically°  The
contribution of the United States to the world petrolemÿ output fell from a third
to a fifth in the course of the i960sÿ and by 1973 it was down to a sixth°  The
contribution of the Soviet Unionÿ which had risen sharply in the 1950sÿ continued
to inch up-wards in the 1960sÿ approaching !6 per cent in the early !970s,,  The
countries that grouped themselves into the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) in 1960 were responsible for half the world's output i0 years
laterÿ and their share had risen to 55 per cent by 1973ÿ,  Andÿ most significant
of all was the rising proportion of the total originating in what might be called
the oi! economies - countries based almost entirely on petroleum mining°  This
proportion doubled between 1955 and 1973ÿ by which time these countries ÿ with a
population of about Ii millionÿ almost three fourths in Saudi Arabia ÿ accounted
for 29 per cent of world production°   They had overtaken the remaining members of
OPEC ÿ larger and more diversified economies with a combined populs;tion of about
260 million°  By 1973 these small oil economies were the source of ha!f the
worldVs petroleum exports (see table Iÿ15)o

With very large official curremcy reserves and with only 30ÿ40ÿ000 workers
engaged in the petroleum industryÿ 13/ these oil economies had developed a unique
position in the world conÿaodity structure:  their production aud export policies
could be determined virtually without reference to either the earnings of
employees in the industry or the country's earnings of foreign exchange°

During this period the influence of the major multinational petro!eÿ
companies was being weakenedÿ partly by the activities of competing ÿindependentÿ
cDmpanies (which did much to develop the Libyan oilfields)9 partly by the growth
of nstional companies both in the importing countries and in the exporting
cÿuntries (all anxious to share in the production and distribution of petrolemÿl)}
partly by the narrowing of the gap between production capacity and current
consumption (whichÿ as implied aboveÿ had opened up in the late 1950s and early
1960s as the new Venezuelan and Libyan fields were brought into the supply) and
partly by the development of expertise in the petroleum ministries of the producing

13/ Estimated on the basis of the productivity of oil workers ,in Saudi Arabis
:,There in 1970 the petroleum industry employed just over i0ÿ000 workers producing
about 125ÿ000 barrels per employee°   By way of contrastÿ the number of workers
engaged in the copper industry in Zambia - a country with about half the
population of Saudi Arabia - was five times as great and their output of about
15 tons of copper per employee implied a produÿ:%ivit_v in dollar terms of about
a tenth of the Saudi Arabian figure - and an even smaller fraction at 1973 prices°
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countries and in OPECÿ 14/ ÿhich had been created ÿto safeguard the imterests of
member countries indiviÿlally amd col!ectivelyÿVo   Since its Sixteenth Conference
in June 1968ÿ OPEC has successfully negotiated with the compamies for a
progressively larger share in total petroleum proceeds (through higher pricesÿ
higher taxesÿ more frequeÿ revisions in agreements amd adjustments for imflation
aiÿd currency changes) and for a progressively greater degree of host country
participation in the industry (through shares in the international companiesÿ
reservation of deposits for national companies and speedier development and
relinTuishment of concessions)°

The upswing in economic activity that began in North America in 1971 and in
the rest of the developed market economies in 1972 coincided with a deceleration
in energy proÿctiono  In North Americaÿ the rate of increase in domestic energy
output receded towards 1 per cent a year in the period 1970ÿ1972ÿ compared with
an average of aboÿt 5 per cent a year in the 1960sÿ amd in Japan there was a jump
in the rate of decline°  There was also a slowing down in the high rate of growth
in energy productiom in the developing countriesÿ reflecting in part a reduction
in petroleuÿ output in the Libyan Arab Republicÿ 0man and Venezuela in 1971 and
1972ÿ in Algeria in 1971 and in !raq in 1972o  The early i970s thus witnessed a
distinct tightening of the fuel market that for a whole decade ÿ except for a brief
disruption at the time of 1967 Arabÿisraeli war ÿ had been relatively laxo

In February 1971ÿ following a long period of price stabilityÿ the six Glllf
pmembers of O_EC negotiated the Teheran Agreement with 22 producing companies

raising the ÿpostedÿ (tax reference) price of crude petroleum by 21 per centÿ
bringing Arabian Light (34° API) ÿ the representativeÿ ÿbenchÿmarkÿ oil 15/ ÿ up
from $1080 to $2o18 per barrel fooobo Ras Tanurao   This was adjusted upwards in
January 1972 and with increasing frequency in 1973ÿ reaching $3o01 im October°  It
was raised abruptly to $5o12 on 16 October and to $11o65 as from i January 1974o
This price was reaffirmed im Marchÿ subject to reÿiew in June when the OPEC meets
iÿa Quito o

The market was further disrupted by a decision of OAPEC 16/ to reduce
prodJ1ction by i0 per cent following its meeting on 17 October 1973 and 25 per cent
in November and December and to prohibit exports to Denmarkÿ the Netherlands and
the United States ÿ States thaÿt were regarded as friendly to Israel ÿ and
(subsequently) Portugalÿ South Africa and Southern Rhodesia°   In January 1974
production was raised by i0 per cent and in March the embargo on shipments to the
United States was lifted by all mÿbers except !raqÿ the Libyan Arab Republic and
tÿe Syrian Arab Republic°

14/ Abu Dhabiÿ Algeriaÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab Republicÿ
Nigeri-a°ÿ Qatarÿ Saudi Arabia and Venezuela p!us Ecuador (since November 1973) and
Gabon (an associate member)°   In !972ÿ "these countries accounted for about
52 per cent of world production of crude petroleum and about 84 per cent of all
exports°

15/ Against which other oils are aligned in the light of specific gravityÿ
sulphur contentÿ place of loading and so om0

16/ Abu Dhabiÿ Algeriaÿ Bahrainÿ Egyptÿ I<uwaitÿ the Libyan Arab Republicÿ
Qatarÿ Saudi Arabia and the Sÿ}ÿriam Araÿb Republicÿ plus Iraq which dissented from the
decision°
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The radical changes that have taken place in the oÿganization of the industry
have so far concerned responsibility and procedures in the decision-making process
rather than the physicalÿ technical or economic structure of petrole°ÿm mimingÿ
refining and distribution°  They have replaced the more or less uniform pattern
that tended to prevail among the major exporting countries im respect to relations
between host Government and concessionary company by a much more diverse set of
relationships that are obviously still rather tentative and experimerÿta!o  While
decisions regarding rates of production are now made uniformly by the Governments
rather than the operating companies and in the Persian Gulf there is a single set
of posted prices (set unilaterally by the Governments rather than after
negotiation with the coÿpanies)ÿ marketing methods and the division of the proceeds
between operating costsÿ government revenue and company profit differ considerably
from country to country°

The differences arise in part from the extent  to which individual host
Governments now 7Vparticipateÿ in the compamiesÿ how their share in the equity has
been acquired (by nationalization or by pÿchase)ÿ the amount of comDensation or
the method of evaluating the sharesÿ and. how psjÿaent to the company is being msdeo
They also  arise in both the method of payment and the rÿte in respect of
royalties applicable to the voluÿe of petroleum liftedÿ in respect of any share
of profit (or dividends) that may be due on the Governmentÿowned equityÿ and in
respect of taxes levied on the gross or met income of the company°  There are
also differences in the way Governments actually handle the lifted petroleum
acquired by them through the operation of national miming companies or through
payment in kind made by the foreign companies in respect of dividends
(VÿparticipationVV share) or royalties°

In the period of increasing tightness in the petro!eÿum marketÿ OPEC
Governments steadily improved both total petroleum proceeds and their share of
that total°  As indicated aboveÿ post£d prices more or less tÿebled between 1970
and the end of 1973o  The Libyan Arab Republic and Iraq nationalized some of
-the companies holdimg local petroleum concessionso  And in 1972 various
participation negotiations beganÿ  the early agreements visualized an initial
25 per cent share of the company equity being acquired by the Governmentÿ with
a gradual buildÿup to a majority shareholding by the 1980So  Given market
conditions and the mounting political tensions in the Miÿddle Eastÿ few of these
agreements reached ratification stage°  A leapÿfrogging effect set inÿ as each
Government sought to achieve a somewhat more favourable arrangement than the one
most recently negotiated°

Some of the obligations of the companies to their host Governments ÿ royaltiesÿ
taxes or dividends ÿ have been settled in petroleum rather than in cash°  Most of
this petroleum bas been sold back to the coÿrpamies for disposql through regular
marketing channelsÿ but as shortages developed late in 1973ÿ several Governments
began experimenting with sales through auction°  At the height of the squeeze such
auctions yielded bids approaching double the posted price°  The quamtities were
quite smallÿ howeverÿ and after a relatively mild winter during which various
conservation measures were adopted in the main importing countriesÿ auction bids
declinedÿ and by Aprilÿ after the ending of the Arab oil embargoÿ they had dropped
below the $11.65 posted price°

The immediate impact of the curtailment of petroleum supplies was felt directly
in space heatingÿ road and air transportÿ electricity generation and in some of the
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petrochemical industries and indirectly in the activities imvolving trave! amd
depending on tourists and in those industries producing emergy-imtensive comsumer
durablesÿ particularly large motorÿcarso   In most of the developed market
economiesÿ voluntary adjustments of energy use achieved the mecessary ecomomiesÿ
though not without some spot reduction in employment and producti®no 17/  In
Japanÿ where imported petroleum provides three fourths of a!l primary energyÿ
voluntary reductions of I0 per cent of oil and electricity consumption introduced
in November 1973 were increased to 15 per cent in Jamuary 1974 and made mandatory
in February when industrial users were divided into four groups in accordance
with essentiality°  Output was affected most in such energyÿintensive in@ustries
as aluminiumÿ iron and steelÿ and ship-building and also in those using
petroleumÿbased feedstocksÿ particularly plasticsÿ synthetic fibres and nitrogenous
fertilizers.  These industries were also affected in some of the developing
countries in Asia°  As indicated in the previous sectionÿ shortages in nitrogenous
fertilizers began to be experienced throughout the regionÿ posing a threat to the
underlying technology of the Vÿgreen revolutionÿo

In 1974 and the period immediately aheadÿ the impact of the changes in the
world petroleum industry will be transmitted very largely through price°  Though
the exact dimensions of the price change are not determinableÿ it is clear that
the unprecedented increase that has already occurred ÿ more than quadrupling
the ÿVtakeÿ of the host Government between January 1973 and January 1974 ÿ will be
its main feature°  The uncertainty stems from the fact that the system of pricing
that was built up in the !950s to ensure an agreed division of petroleum
proceeds between host Government and producing company has been set aside before
the shape of a successor system has emerged°  While the arithmetic for calculating
host Government revenue from royalty and tax has been retainedÿ at least for
producers around the Persian Gulf (see table !ÿ16)ÿ its rationale disappeared when
OPEC unilaterally set the posted price without reference to the market° 18/
Another uncertainty has been introduced by the practice of host Governments to
take the result of their (increasing) participation in the  equity of the operating
companies in the form of petroleum rather than cash dividends°  As indicated sÿoveÿ
the way in which this 'ÿparticipationÿF petroleum (and the output of national
companies) is handled will affect market priceÿ  Fina!!yÿ and most decisively in
the short rung OPEC or its member Governments will determine the rate of production.

17/ In the first four months of 1974 in the United Statesÿ for exampleÿ
motorÿcar production was almost a third lower than in the corresponding period
in 19739 and the lowest since !967o  Dealer inventories of larger cars rose
sharply.  In midÿMarch about 200 ÿ000 automobile workers (out of a total of
1o4 million) were out of work°  At that timeÿ almost a sixth of all new applicants
for unemployment insurance were stating that they had lost their jobs because of
the energy situation°

18/ In the 1950sÿ the posted, price was intended to be the actual selling
price°  During the 1960sÿ when excess capacity emerged and some Governments
were urging increased productionÿ a certain amount of petroleum was in fact sold
at a discount - which was borne by the companies concerned out of their share of
the proceeds.  In October 1973ÿ when OPEC made its first unilateral determination
of posted pricesÿ it ruled that they should be maintained at 40 per cent above
the market levelÿ but this seems to have been abandoned early in 1974o
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On the demand sider all indications point to a ve:rÿy loÿ,.; response to charÿ_ges

in priceÿ reflecting the fact i.hat petrolLeu,..ÿ :i.s an essential input for transport
and the chemical industr)fÿ that as a ÿfue! its price is generalÿy a. ve.ÿiÿÿ smal!
component of overÿall manufacturing cost.s and thaÿ ÿ. g-ÿ'ÿ;etÿ °ÿhe enormous specialiÿ:ed
infrsÿstructure associated with petroieuÿ distr;ÿbu.t:i.on aÿnd useÿ it will proÿre
difficult to make any rapid or :ÿadical adjtÿsÿsmsnt in the pattern of energy
consumption in the short run°   The most that can be eÿpected in !.9'ÿh ar, d 1975 is
a slowing down in the rate of iÿPcrease in petroleum consumpl.;ionÿ stsnÿming in paÿ."t
from conservatiouÿ, in part, :['rom substitutioÿ of othÿ_r fuels {particularlT coal in
electricity pÿ]oduction) and in part, from the ;ÿ'ore general deceleration in economic
activity iÿ the developed market economies°

In some casesÿ the higher prices may be eÿpected to choke off part of the
demandÿ especially iÿ lower--.income countries @nose :maion export products have not

eÿ;perienced a comparable increase in priceo  A fe-ÿ,r countriesÿ indeedÿ may find it
very difficult to finance anÿ,There near their normal imports of petroleum:   at the
prices prevailing in the first ha!f of the year these would cost the deweloping
countries as a whole about ÿ1.5 b.illionÿ almost three times as much as in 1973 and
four times the 1972 figure°

The threefo].d increase in f oOobÿ, price of crude petroleum wi;L1 also have a

severe impact on the ex.ternal accounts of the developed maÿket economies>  fihroÿ,Tin@

most of them into deficitÿ the amoLÿ.nts invalved being e:ÿtremely large° (For 1974 ÿ_.ÿs
a whole the increase in import e):per.ÿditure ÿnay ÿmouÿrt to as mu_ch as $50 bÿ.llion in

.........  COoT, Spurchases from OPEC members alone° )   In so ¢'aÿ" as thÿs enters c]ÿiÿnec-hly into    ÿ'ÿ

it ,,,rili ÿccentuate the inflationary pressure on prices that emerged as onÿ of the
most troublesome bequests, of_ the         .,_,} o°ÿ'ÿ <_o_o._.jÿ o?':ÿ ÿ period°   Howeweÿ" ÿ it also represents a

rÿassive transfer of claims on resources to the petroleum-exporting countries and in
'     S'ÿ                  " S  'ÿ  ............  ,÷,so fa.ÿ- as ÿheÿ,ÿ are not ÿoÿ_e,... to st-ÿtÿla'[;e ¢conoÿni,a ac,+ÿwÿ"ÿy" in the developed

market economies the result could  .... be strbÿg!)],., de<"  ..... etÿ-,naryo,,  _..    ,

The revenue accruing to OPEC Goremnants ma, y well reach $85 billion in 1974
(depending on the priceÿando.tax forÿ0:u.lae applied in the second half of the ÿfear
and the extent to which ÿparticipsÿ:ion" in the operabing companies pÿ'ogresses)
which would be over five times as much as was earned in ].972o  Rather more tbaÿ).
half of this would be in the hands of the seven larger members capable of
translating e;ÿport earnings fai.r]_y rapidly into import demamd o   These countries
also have a sizable  external debt ÿ. about ÿ]..3 biff.!ion at bhe end of 1971 ÿ-. for
whiclÿ-s,ÿangemeÿs might be made for early repaTmento   Some of the fundsÿ moreoverÿ

will be automatically recycled as the e_x.porting Governments acquire their decla:rea
shares of the operating] companiesÿ bÿoug3ÿ the pace at which this will occurÿ the
ultimate eÿc[,ent of the ÿparticipation" and. the valuation of the assets conceÿ:'ned
are matters that are far from settled at the present time°

The remainder of the ÿevenue - probab]4r amounting to we!l over ÿ40 billion
in 1974 - will accrue to the eight undiÿrersified oil--exporting economies whose
capacity to absorb add{:bional resources is severely limited°  The effective
recycling of these funds constructively  .into the world econom]ÿ will pose much
greater problems,,   Kuwait has been building up instÿuments and experience in
development lendirÿg and., as have some of the other countriesÿ has become familiar
with relatively short-term financi:tog through the Euro-currency market,.  But the
sums now involved are so large that the older modalities are no longer adequa,/ce:
rauch more lending and investment will be required if serious imbala,nce is to be
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avoided°   And some of this lending will have to be to the developing cotuÿtries ÿ if
the difficulty that some of them now' face in paying for  petroleum imports is to be
prevented from gravely impairing their development°

In the longer runÿ various adjustments are to be expected°  Many importing
countries have already launched, major efforts to conserve energy and to diversifÿ
their sources of supply ÿ both geographically and by fuel type ÿ and the increase
in petroletÿ prices is bound to encourage more exploration and production°   The
radical change in the role of the international mining compamies in the marketing
structure may in the long run give rise to moreÿ rather than less competition°
Methods of selling ÿnationalÿv and ÿVpaÿ%icipationÿ oi! are far from settled°   The
extent to which producing Governments will invest 'Vdownstream'ÿ in the petroleum
industry is still undeterminedÿ as is the role of the independent tanker owners°
Experiements with auction sales are still continuing and could be
institutionalized°

Clearlyÿ the events of 1973 have opened up a number of questions regarding
the productionÿ distribution and use of energy,,  The traditional organization of
the global petroleum industry has been greatly alteredÿ but the exact nature of
its replacement is not yet discernible°  From the point of view of the world
economy} howeverÿ the sheer importance of petrole1ÿrÿ in world trade and its vital
role in world energy supply make it necessary to  seek methods of marketing and.
price formation that are not on!y fair (to producer and co_ÿsÿJ_mer alike) but also
stable and rationalÿ encouraging the wise use of this noÿ}ÿreÿeÿ<,-ab]oe resource°

Potentially most important of all ÿ a better understanding of the problem
from the global viewpoint may have emerged°   0n the one handÿ this involves a
greater sympathy with the efforts of a developing country rich in o_tÿly one
natural  resource to spread the eÿploitation of that resource over time so as to
optimize its contribution to the country's economic development°   0n the other
hand it also involves an appreciation on the part of the  resource country that the
value of the assets it acqy.ired in exchange for its resource exports is not wholly
independent of the terms of exchange:  uncertainty in the supply of a critical
commodity and large price changes unrelated to market considerations could not
only adversely affect the currencies chiefly concerned but also set in motion
defensive commercial policies that would slow doÿml the growth in  .world trade and.
jeopardize the development process°  As the foreign assets in the hands of the
petroleum exporters expand so too wi!! their responsibility for the successful
ft-@ctioning of the world econoIKyo
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Table I-io  World production:   annual growth ratesÿ by country groupÿ
1971-1973

(Percentage)

and country group Change from preceding year
1971             1972        1973 a/

Gross domestic productÿ/

Sum of country groups  .........

Developed market economies c/  ....

Centrally planned economies dÿe_/o
Developing countries f/  .......

4.2              5.4        6.7

3.6           5.5       6.5
6.o             5°o        7ol
5.6             5°2        7.2

Industrial productiong-/

Sum of country groups  .........

Developed market economies c/  ....
Centrally planned economiesÿd/  ....
Developing countries f/  .......

3.8           7.3       9.8

1o3             7°2        9.8
7°7             7.0        8.0
7.2             8.4       ii.0

Sum of country groups  .........

Developed market economies c/  ....

Centrally planned economies d/  ....
Developing countries f/  .......

Agricultural productionÿ/

3.3           -0.8       5.7

5.0             0°7        1.5
2.5             -0.3       10.8
2.4             -1.6        5.6

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United
Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics and
Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics; Economic Commission for Africaÿ "Survey
of economic conditions in Africaÿ 1973; summary" (E/CN.14/621/Summary); Economic
Commission for Asia and the Far Eastÿ "Economic survey of Asia and the Far Eastÿ
1973ÿ part two" (preliminary versionÿ E/CN.II/L.385/B); Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and
Statistics (Rome); information supplied by the United States Department of
Agricultureÿ and national sources.

Note:  Methods of estimation differ among the production components and
among the country groups.  For this reason and because of the problem of assigning
weights to the country groupsÿ the aggregated changes should be interpreted with
due caution.  The over-all figures provide no more than a rough and ready indicator
of the magnitude of year-to-year changes°

(Foot-notes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to tsble I-l)

a/ Preliminaryÿ based in some cases on less than 12 monthsv data andÿ in
some of the developing countries ÿ on indicatorsÿ

b/ Measured at constant market prices.

c/ North Americaÿ northernÿ southern and Western Europeÿ Australiaÿ Japanÿ
New Zealandÿ South Africa,

d/ Eastern Europeÿ USSR.

e/ Data refer to net material product and are not strictly comparable to
those of the other country groups.

f/ Latin America and Caribbean areaÿ Africa (other than South Africa)ÿ Asia
(other than Chinaÿ Democratic Republic of Koreaÿ Democratic Republic of Viet-Namÿ
Japanÿ Mongolia).

g/ Based on index of value addedÿ except in the centrally planned economies
for which the index is based on gross output at constant pricesÿ in the case of
the German Democratic Republicÿ the index refers to the value of commodity
productionÿ and in the case of Hungary to output in physical units and other
indicators.  In most developing countriesÿ the data are for the organized
industrial sector and exclude small-scale and handicraft production.

h/ Based on index of gross output and hence not comparable with the national
accounts measure of production.  Methods of estimation differ among the country
groups.
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Table 1-2o  World agricultural productionÿ by country groupÿ 1971-1973
(Percentage)

Couut ry group Chanÿe from preceding year
1971           1972         1973 a!

Sum of country groups  ...........  3°3

Developed market economies  .......  5°0

North AmericabJ'  ............  9°0

Western Europe  .............  5°3

Japan  .................  -5°5

Southern hemisphere c/  .........  5°6

C,en-crally planned ecouomies of Europe           2°5

Eastern Europed/  ............  5o 6

USSR  .................  I ol

Deve!oping countries 2 o 4

Western hemisphere  ...........  2°5

Africa  .................  4°3

West Asia  ...............  -

Southern and south-eastern Asia  ....  1o6

-0 o8         5,,7

0°7         1o5

-           3°4

0.8
5°8         0°9
2o 3       -4° 7

oÿ0o 3       10o 8

7 o5       4°9
-4o1       14o 0

-1o6        5°6

-Oo8        4.8
1o 7         -2o 4

11o4       -5ol

-4.7           9 o8

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Aÿricultural Economics and Statistics (Rome)ÿ
information supplied by the United States Department of Agricultureÿ and national
sources°

a/ Preliminary o

b/ Canadaÿ United States of America°

c/ Australiaÿ New Zealandÿ South Africa°

d/ Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republicÿ Hungaryÿ Polandÿ
Romania°
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Table I-3o  World industrial gro-ÿhÿ by country groupÿ 1971-1973
(Percentage)

Country group Chanÿe from Drecedinÿ year
1971          1972         1973 a/

a!
Sum of country groups--°  .........  3°8

Developed market economies  .......  1o3

North Americab-/  ...........  0°7

Western Europe  ............  2°7

Japan  ................  2°4

Southern hemisphere c_/  ........  2°2

Centrally planned economies of Europe 0      7°7

Eastern Eu_opeÿ  ...........  7°6

USSR  .................  7°7

Developing countries  ...........  7°2

Western hemisphere  ..........  6°8

Africa  ................  3°4

Asia  .................  8°5

7°3       9°4

7°2        9°8

8°5            9°8
5°3        7°5
7°5        17o3
4°4            8°4

7°o         8°o

8°3        9°6
6°5           7°4

8°4        lloO

7°6       7°9
8 oi         6 o8

i0oi            13o0

Source:  Centre for Development P!anningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ data supplied by the Economic Commission for Africa
and national sources°

a/ Preliminary°

b/ Canada and the United States of America°

Austra!iaÿ New Zealand and South Africa°
\

d! Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republicÿ Hÿmagaryÿ Poland and
Romania°
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Table I-4.  World industrial production:  changes by branch and country groupÿ
1971-1973

(Percentage change from corresponding period of preceding year)

Country group and
period               Mining

Light manufacturingÿ/
Total  Food  Textiles Total

Heavy manufacturingbÿ/u
Chemicals Basic  Metal

metals products

Sum of country groupÿ

1971  ......  3.5   3°6   4.3    4.4      4.1     7.3   -0.7   4ol

1972  ......  4.0   4.9   4ol    6.3      9.0     9.3    7.8   8.9
1973 :

First quarter       8.4     5.4     4.0      6.1       12o3      12o0     12.4   13.2
Second quarter      8.4     5.4     6.0      7.1       12o8      12.1    10.2   13o7
Third quarter       3.8    4.1    6ol     5.5      13.2     11.7    10.5   14o2

Developed market
economies

1971  ......  3.0   3.8    3.1      1o3     5.4   -4.1

1972  .....  1.7   5.8   3.7    6.0      7.5     9.2    9.2   7.1
1973:

First quarter    7.6    7.1    4.5     5°8      13.3     11.7    16.9   14.4
Second quarter   2.4    6.2     3.6      7.6       13.3      12.1    12.7   15o0
Third quarter    3.3    5.6    4.2     5.2      13.2     11.4    14.0   16.4
Fourth quarter   0.8    3.3    4.1     2.0        9°8       8.9     8.5   Ii.I

North America

1971  ......  1o6   2.3   2.4    2.3       -

1972  .....  3.1   6.8   3.1    8.8      9.1
1973:

First quarter    4.7    9.0     5.6    12.1       14.9
Second quarter   2.3    6.3    3°0    i0.0      12.7
Third quarter     3.8    6.2     3.6      7.5       12.3
Fourth quarter   2.2    4.1    4.4     3.3        7.9

5.3   -5.5  -2.1
Ii .i   10.8   9°4

i0.i   18.1  17.4
9.0   10.8  15.2
7.9   13.4  15o5
6.8   7.9  9.3

Western Europe

1971  .....  2.9   3.8   4.5    3.4
1972  ......  2°8   5.1   3.6    5.0
1973:

First quarter   16o0     5.6    3°7      6.9
Second quarter   1.9     4.I    4.9      3.8
Third quarter    2.0    4.4     4.9      1.8
Fourth quarter  -2.6    2.6     5.3       -

1.9     4.6   -3.4   1.3
5.0     7.4    5°6   3.2

9.0    12.6   Ii.0   6.9
IIÿi    13.7    9.2  10.5
ll.5    13.0    9°0  i1.3
9.4    Ii.2    5.7   9.3

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 1-4 (continued)

Country group and
period

Light manufacturingÿ/
Mining  Total  Food  Textiles

Heavy manufacturingb/
Total Chemicals  Basic  Metal

metals products

Centrally planned
economies

1971  ......  6.5   6.0   5.9   6.0     i0oi   12.7    5.5   10.7
1972  ......  5.5   5°0   4.4   4.6     i0.i   10.4    6.3   11.4
1973:

First quarter    5.6     3°8    2.2    4.8       ii.0    13,3      5.4    11.2
Second quarter   6.3    5.5    4.6    5.4       9.7    13o8     6.6    12.1
Third quarter    7.0    5.8    4.8    6.4      11.3    14.0     6°0    12.7
Fourth quarter   8.2    7.6    8.8    6°0      10o3    13.2     4°9    iio3

Developing countries

1971  .....  6.7   7°0   4°9   6.5     9.4    8,5    7.3   10.8
1972  ......  6.3   6°6   6.7   8.8     iioi    9,9   10o9   13.4
1973:

First quarter   11.9     8.3    6.0   iio0       12.3    10.6      5.9      .°°
Second quarter   8.8   10.7   22.0     8.1       12.7      6.7      3.7      o..
Third quarter   15.6    9.9   18.1    5.9      ii.6     8.5     3.0     ...

Asia

1971  ......  13.4   6.6   7.4   4.4     6.3    8.0   -3.2    6.0
1972  ......  11.9   6.9   6.2  10.6     i1.3   11.7   12o5   11.4
1973:

First quarter  17.5   i0.0    3.8   18.1       9.6     1.4     0°6    18ol
Second quarter  19.8    9.0   22.4   13°8      17.1     4.7    -1.3    16.7
Third quarter   23.7    0.6    0.7    7.8       12.2      7°8      0.6    19.0

Source:  Centre for Deve!opment Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

a/ International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) 20-26, 28-30ÿ 39°
In thÿ case of centrally planned economiesÿ excluding ISIC 342 and 39.

b/ ISIC 27ÿ 31-38.
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Table Iÿo5o  Worldaÿ/ production of major commoditiesÿb! 1970-1973

Commodity
1970

(millions of tons
except as indicated)

Percentage chm<ÿge from
preceding year

1971   1972   1973 e/

Coalÿ/  ..............

Petroleumÿ crude  .........

Electricity (billions of kwh)   o  o
Cement  ..............

Pig iron  .............

2 071          -io, i    1o3    8ol

2 248           5°4    4°3    9°o
4 828           6°2    7°8    7°8

555           5 o2    5 o7    9 o6
413          -io5    5°9   10o4

Steel ÿ crude  ...........

Copperÿ smelter e/  ........

zinc e/f/£i  ...........

eadÿ/  ...........

Tin e/h/i/  ............

574          -3o0    8ol   10o8
5 o3        -2o6   i1o8    0°4
3°9        -4o5    9°3    3,9
2°6        -5o2    7ol    2°4
o°2         0°5    1o6   -2°6

Aluminium e/fig/  .........
Merchant vessels j/ (millions of grt)
Passenger cars (mÿl!ions)  ....
Commercial vehicles (millions) o o
Meat  ...............

8o1         6°5    4°8    8°7
21o7        14o6    6°7   18.8
22°6        1,5,6    6°0    5°5
6o8         6,0    9°0   lOo4

98           8°3    1o9    0°4

319          i0o 0   -io 9    9o 0
139           8°2    0.7   I0o7
260          14o9   -0o2    8o3
308           0°5   -5°0    7°9
312          -7° 8   ÿ3o 3   !i o6

Coffee  ..............

Cocoa beans  ..........

Tea  ...............

Sugar (raw)  ...........

Tobacco  .............

3°9        18o8    6°0  -15o9
1o5         4°8  -11o5    4°5
to3         io5    4°4    2°8

74°2         1o4   -1o7    7°0
4°7         -3°4    5°2   -lol

Cotton (lint)  ..........

Wool (greasy)  ..........

Jute and kenaf  ..........

Vegetable oils ki  ....... °
Natural rubber  .........

I1o5         4°8    6°6    1o7
2o8         =Oo 4   =4o 4   mÿ.o

3°6        -9°8    9og    6o3
35°3         2 o6   =0o7    9ol
2°9         3°0    1o3    7°8

Source:   Centre for Deve!opment P!ÿningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat ÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
Food and Agriculture 0rganizatiom of the United Nationsÿ Production Yearbook and
Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statlsticÿmeÿ and International
Tin Cotmciiÿ Statistical Bulletin (ÿ

(Foot-motes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table 1-5)

a_i Not including production of Chinaÿ except for agricultural products°

b/ In the ease of agricultural eolmÿoditiesÿ the data refer to the calendar
year in which the bulk of the crop was harvested°

c/ Freliminaryÿ

d/ Including coal equivalent of brown coal and lignite.

/ Excluding production of the USSRo

f/ Excluding production of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and
the German Democratic Republic°

g/ Excluding production of Czechoslovakia and Romania.

h/ Excluding production of the German Democratic Republic.

i/ Excluding production of Czechoslovakia and the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Namo

j! Tonnage launched outside the German Democratic Republic and the USSRo

k! These data represent the total production of oil-seedsÿ oil nutsÿ and
other oil crops harvested in the years indicated and expressed in terms of oil
equivalent°
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Table I-6o  Fÿxport price indices of primary commodities and
manufactured goodsÿ 1971-1973

Commodity group
!ndexÿ 1973  Index ÿ.960=I00)
(1972=100) i97i-- 19ÿ'---i-9ÿ'

!nd e;K ÿoÿre'sÿ'onding
Average    quarter of previous year =
annÿl

leO), 1973 quarters
rate of

c,hangeÿ ÿ/
195i- i970  First  Sec end  Lÿnird  Fourth

iP!J.£mÿ_£Z conuÿodities  o .    143

Food  ..........  147

Cereals  ........  179

Wtleat  .......  J,92

Rice  ......  174
Maize  ......  162

Beverages  .....  132

Coffee                l_b
Tea  ........  lO2

Cocoa        ,        199

Meat  ..........  !44

Beef  .......  144

kb.ttoTi aÿId lamb       130

Daiÿ products ,  ° .    111

Sugar  ........  i31

O ÿheÿ food                144

Fe.tsÿ oilÿ an<ÿ oil.-
seeds  ......  172

ii5   !}O 186
1.17   132  19!4

i00   Ill 199

96   llO 211
97   !o8 188

Io5   ].iI 18o

li9   .!32 174

iÿ4   1So i89
83    81  83

.LO0     ' 117ÿ.,"°'ÿ

1.56   185 267
186     ÿ'"2ÿ<o  325
13i   1ÿ9 iSi

1,55   152  169

75    97 127
i.].8   129 1.8,6

-0o].     124   135    15o   161

O. 5     !30   145    155   156
'" P      24o    161     206    197

-0,9    158   168    228   20)
O. i     ].36   15!    17].   229
, 0       ]0 o     ÿ :)o      182     i72

O, 9     128   136    133   i32

O o 4     !29   iÿ3    121   124
-I, 3      96   !00    ii0   i04
O° 7     142   193    228   .190

.,0   1ÿ6    It,,]_   t57

5,4     132   148    137   159
;5.2     i16   130    132   14o

o. 7      97   104    123   i21

-0,8     114   137    142   138

l, i    i33   :L52    15o   138

-0,9     135   144    163   160

Olive oli  .....  la6
C.opr ÿ               23 5
Cocomlt oil  o . .   2!ÿ/
Ground-nuts  ....  12
Groÿmd-nut oil ,     ].l'Yÿi
Palm kerne].s o . o   155ÿ/,
Palm kernel oii  °   ].[I£ÿ-/
Paÿ oii  .... •   149
Lÿseed oil  . o .   267
Linseed  ....  247
Soya beans  .....  170

Soÿa bean oil  • •   193
Cotton-seed oil  .   192

Textile fib"es . . o   162

105     120  18;I

.ÿ._.     !lb  200

Woo]  ........  209

Cotton  .......  13,'T

Jute  .......  97

Sisal  ......  196

80      lOP   149
ioo    75 rift
]i9    85  iSs.,

!i8   ii6 .?-36
90    1"7 :ill'.

11!    85 <'$7
ii5   103  152
82    96 2'.56
9]   !02 251

117  127 216
!43   ii9 230
143   lO7 205
85   109 177
57    88 184

113   132 ].81
1o5   112 !o9
4.6    6'3 127

o.     127   159    205   201

]., Z     143   156    135   150
-o. 2     144   203    28'i"   304
0., i     i!6   ri'6    256   322
]-. 5        ]-15     120       ÿ4
O, 7     105   llO    ]-}7   ooo
0.3     1i8   15o    203   .o.
o, 8     118   177    257

--0,].    li4   136    179   183
-2,6     i44   !79    368   359
0°2     192   20ÿ    322   254.
-      146   176    195   163

• .o'. 5     i lo   15o    264   270
-.o ol     1.O6   i42    237   319

2.3    155   152    172   173

-3,0     291   237    215   146
-2. i     97   2.13    Iÿ8   20ÿ
I° I      87    97    102   I01

-2,1    179   156    182   249
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Table I-6 (continued)

Commodity group Indexÿ 1973  Index (1960=100)
( 1972=100 ) 79ÿ?--i-  .....  i9ÿ2-]]9T3

Average   Index (corresponding quarter
annual    of preÿrious year : I00)ÿ
rate of          1973 quarters

change, ai
!951,-19,ÿ0  First  Second  Third  Foÿrth

Wood and wood
pulp  .....

Rubber o  .....

Other agricult-
uÿa! non=foodlÿJÿ7'         9i.    13,3   15 ;,      -].° 4       136    3.32      140    200

Minerals  .....  128       1.27  141   180      1.0      106    1.13     124    171

Metal ores o o o     129       126    134   160      Io9      102    114     125    139

Iron ore o o o      105        iO]ÿ    III   116       2o2       105    I01     103    i09
Bauxite     o ÿ        .        172    168   ÿo,       ÿ 3  ........

Copper ore o o    1,b'7     "!7-i   169  2ÿ6    ÿ'ÿ9    115   1"ÿ4    182   i92
Lead ore o . .     142       1.46    174   24g      0,2      11.9    129     151    172
Zinc ore o o o     2!0       148    183   385      0.i      ili    i4ÿ     240   ÿ4,8
Tin ore  o o o    126      140   151  190     2.o6     109   11,4    130   151
Nickel ore ÿ ÿ     109       _170    !7,.ÿ   195      4o 5      1i5    I15     i!0    I00
Mamgaÿese ore      1.22        93     89   109     -5o I       96    105     144    15i
Chrome ore ÿ o       91        .!.56    !56   2.41       1.8       lO0     86       86     90

e!s  ......  132      127   !1.]z,  1.89     0,7     107   114    125   179

Petroleum  , .     136      118   i}5   181              105    113    123    i9}
Coal  .....  125      164   171  214     2.5     115   121    131   133

Crude fertilizer      99       2.07    I15 " 114      1.4       9-rÿ     90      93    i15

140      152   144  201     ! ..5     1.17   135    150   152

195       62    @  12.5    -3.2     IN]   187    236   209

kÿ,'lufaetured goods ,      116        2.27    137   158       1.$.ÿ       !.07     114      121    121

Non-ferrous base
metals               137        ==    i54   211      3,4      106    125     3_51 1.o9......  19 .ÿ

Almninium    o o     !01       3,28    11.5   11.6      3, i       88    i01     105    114
Copper  .....  151      168   164  247     4,8     i09   Iÿ6    17].   193
Lead  ......  it41      146   171  241             i18   128    151   i(..'7
Tin  ......  125      140   150  187     2.5     1.06   I15    136   14.7 ,
zinc  ......  189      z46   182  545    -o.s     il2   lkl    205   30S

Source:  Centre for Development Plazming,ÿ Projecgions and Policies of the United Nations
Seeretariatÿ based on data f,rom =he S;atisticai Office of the Unir, ed Natic.nso

ai Average of ?ear-to-year cha.njJes with the larger of the two figures as denominator;
1955-1970 for pain kernel oilÿ  soya bean oil., cottonseed oi],ÿ  linseed oilÿ chrome or%
manganese or% ÿ.ÿickel ore,

b/ index for Jar:uax%r..oSeptemberÿ
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Table 1-7o  World tradeÿ by country groupÿ 1970-1973

Country group and item

Value
(billions of dollars)

Percentage change froÿ
preceding year

1970  1971  1972  1973 a/  1971  1972  1973 a/

o  b!
Developed market economles--

Exports fooob  .......  226    253    300    410    11o8   18o9   36°5

Imports Coiof  .......  238    265    314    430    11o2   18o4   37ol

o  c/
Centrally planned economles--

Exports fooob  .......  31       34     40      53      9ol   18o4   32°5

Imports fooob  .......  30       33     40     54       8.3   23°2   33°0

Developing countries!/

Exports fooob  .......  56      63     75    108     13o3   19o3   43°5

Imports C.iof  .......  57      65     72     97     13o7   11o2   34°2

World

Exports fooob  .......  313     350    416    571    11o8   18o9   37°4

Imports c.i°f  .......  326     363    426    580     11o4   17.5   36°2

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo)ÿ and national sources°

a/ Preliminaryÿ based in some cases on less than 12 monthsÿ trade°

b/ Canada and United Statesÿ Western Europeÿ Japanÿ Australiaÿ New Zealand
and South Africa°

c/ Eastern Europe and USSRo

d/ Latin America and Caribbeanÿ Africa (other than South Africa)ÿ Asia and
Pacific (other than Japanÿ Turkeyÿ Chinaÿ Democratic Republic of Koreaÿ Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam).
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Table 1-8o  Market economiesÿ  estimated change in unit
value of exports and importsÿ a_/ 1970-1973

Region

Percentage change from preceding year in

Export unit value    Import unit value      Terms of trade

1971 1972 1973ÿ/ 1971 1972 1973ÿ/ 1971 1972 1973ÿ/

Developed market
economies

North America o o

Western Europe

Japan  .......

Southerm hemisphere

Developing countries

Western hemisphere

Africa  ......

4°4  9°2 20°0    5°5  8°0 21o3   -io0  io2 -io0

3°3  4°0 15o3    5oi  7°3 15o8   -io7 -3ol -o°4

6°3 10.1 19.9    5°8  8°2  24°8    0.5  Io7 -4°0

3°7 11o7 22°5    3°2  5°7 27°0    0.5  5°7 -3.6

5°2 14o3 36.1    6°4  8.5 23°8   -ioi  5°3 i0o0

5°2 11o5 33°0    6ol  8°2 20°4   -0°8  3ol 10o5

3°4 11o8 34°3    6°4  8°4 19o2   -2°8  3ol 12o7

3°3 iio0 32.4    6ol  8°0 19o2   -2.6  2°8 ii°i

6ol  8ol 19o7    6°0  4°7  9°9West Asia  .....  12o5  13ol  31.6

Southern and south-

eastern Asia         3°5   9°4  30°8 5.7  8oi 2io5   -2oi  io2  7°6

Source:  Centre for Development Plannimgÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on trade and price data from the Statistical
Office of the United Nations°

a_/ Estimated on the basis of a set of regional price indices in United States
dollars for five groups of commodities - food-stuffsÿ agricultural raw materialsÿ
petroleum and mineral oresÿ non-ferrous metals and other manufactures - weighted, in

accordance with the regional composition of exports and imports in 1970.   In so far
as such price indices anticipate and exceed the changes in actual unit valueÿ the
figures may tend to overstate the real gains or losses°

b/ Preliminary°
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Table 1-9o  Market economies:   estimated change in the quantum of
exports and importsÿ 1970-1973

Region a/
Percentage change from Dreceding ÿvear in

ExDort quantum                Import quantum
1971   1972   1973 b_/   1971  1972   1973 b_/

Developed market economies o        7oi      8.8    13,8

North America  .......  0°9      9ol    19.0

Western Europe  .......  6°8      9°6    14°0

Japan  ...........  20.2      6.9      5.0

Southern hemisphere  ....  2°2      8.8      6°9

Developing countries  ....  7°7      6.9      7°9

Western hemisphere  ....  -0oi      3o0      2.3

Africa  ....  .......  0oi      4.3      0.i

West Asia  .........  28.3      8,6    15.4

Southern and south-eastern
Asia  ...........  7.4    12.5    14.8

Totalÿ above regions             7.2      8°4    12ol

5o 5   i0o 0   13° i

8°9   13o5   7.2

5°1    9°4   11.5

1o3   13o0   28°0

l° 4  -10o 9   17.0

7.2    2.8   11o4

5.3   2°6   7.9

8.6    i.3    9°0

i!.9    6.9   14oi

5°8   2,7   17.3

5,8    8.3   12,8

Source:  Tables I-7 and 1-8o

a/ As defined in table I-7o

b_/ Preliminary.
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Table I-I0.  Changes in international reserves, 1970-1973

Country or group
Total reserves (billions of

dollars) at end of
1970   1971   1972   1973

Change (billions of
dollars) in

1971   1972   1973

Total develoDed market
economies  ........  74.5   107o5   127o0   139.8      33°0    19.5    12.8

United States  ......  14.5    13.2    13.2    14.4     -1°3     -        1.2

United Kingdom  o ° °        2.8     6°6     5.6     6.5      3.8    -i.0     0°9

Rest of Western Europe  .    44°9     62°3    75.7    92.8      17.4    13°4    17oi

Japan  ..........  4°8   15.4   18.h   12.2    10.6    3.0   -6.2

Other developed market
economies  .......  7.5     I0.0    lh.l    13.9 2.5    4.1   -O.2

Total deve!oping countries    18.1    23.0    31.7    43.2       4.9      8.7    11o5

Petroleum exporters a/  .    4.6     7.8    lO.h    13.3      3.2     2.5     2.9

Rest of western hemisphere   h. 5      5.0     8.7    13.0       0o 5     3.7     h. 3

Rest of Africa  .....  2.5      2.6      2°8      4,2       -        0.3      l.h

Rest of Asia  ......  6.4     7.6     9.8    12.8      1.2     2.2     2.9

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Ynternational Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statisticsÿ (Washingtonÿ D.C.)ÿ May 197ÿ.

a/ Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraqÿ Kuwait, Libyan Arab Republic, Nigeriaÿ
Saudi Arabiaÿ Venezuela.
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Table I-Iio World cereal pro¢7ÿumtion mad tradeÿ 1971/72-1973/74
(Millions of tons)

Crop and region 1971/72   ÿi      !972/73__:_b_/      1973/74ÿ/
Production  Trade--   Producÿ Trade--   Production  Tradeÿ/

Wheat  ......  - o    341

Rice  .........  299

Feed grains  .....  560

56       331      74      ., 360      71

12        286      ii        307      Ii

54        545      62       584      66

Total cereals :

North America  ....  275       +58

Developed market
economies ÿ southern

hemisphere  .....  27       +15

Other developed
market economies° o     144       =34

Centrally planned
economies  .....  420       -17

Developing countries°     309       -18

262      +89         277      +92

17       +i!            28        i+9

145    -35      146    -39

4o8     -3!       461     -2o

303     -24        318     -30

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections snd Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat based on United States Department of Agriculture
Foreign Agricultureÿ 8 April 1974 and World Agricultural Situationÿ December 1973

a/ Partly estimated°

b/ The global figures refer to gross exportsÿ the regional figures refer to
net exports (+) or net imports (-)o
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Table 1-12o  Developing countries:   indices of per capita food productiomÿ

1971-1973
(Average 1961-1965 = !00)

Region and country a/                                 1971            1972 1973 b_!

Developing countriesÿ total c/  ........  105 i00 loÿ

Senegal  ..................  90

Sierra Leone  ...............  96

Uganda  .................  97

United Republic of Tanzania  .......  i00

Upper Volta  .................  78

West Asia f/  ....

Iraq  o  o      o      o  ÿ  o  o  ÿ      o  ÿ  ÿ  o  ÿ  o  o  o  o

Jordan  o  .  o  ÿ  o  o  o  o  o  o  ÿ  ÿ  ÿ  .  o  ÿ  o

Syrian Arab Republic  ...........

96
82
82
66

Southern and south-eastern .Asia g/  ......  106

Bangladesh  ................  84

Burma°  o  o  o  ....  o  ......  °    o  ÿ  o   86

Khmer Republic  ..............  88

Republic of Viet-Nam  ..........  96

Peru  ...................  93

Trinidad and Tobago  .............  83

Uruguay  ...................  87

89
94
72
87
78

86
88
81

97
75
92
97
98
85

9O
85
66
66
97

58
92
95
99
72

lOÿ

99
98
91

98
80
82
59
94

ioi 105

91
83
6o
86
72

87
75
83

93
69
98
96
9O
83

85
86
62
64
92

78
88
91
95
71

95
8o
45
65

lO5

97
87
32
94

(Source and foot-notes on following page)
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(Source and footÿnotes to table 1-12)

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat based on data communicated "by the United--Gtates
Department of Agriculture°

a/ The countries listed are those in -which per capita food production was less
in both 1972 and 1973 than in the first half of the 1960so

b! Preliminary°

c/ Seventy-nine countries°

d/ Twenty-two countries°

e_/ Thirty-one countriesÿ

f/ Six countries°

g i Fourteen countries°
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lÿp    Changing structbme of enerÿ7 procucÿmon and consumption

( Percentage )

Item Peried

Developed mÿrket economies

North    Westenÿ               Southern
Total   Am, eÿica   Eÿa-ope     Japan   heÿnisphere

Centrally
planned

economies

Perceutÿ.ye of total enerÿ,f
consÿtioÿ contributed by:

H

Solid fYÿe!s  ..........

Li eÿaid 1ÿae !s  .........

Natural sÿnd imported gas

Hyÿoÿ nuclear sÿud ÿ)orted
ele ctriciÿ,y  .........

%verage annual increase in
production of:

Totÿl ener..ÿV o

-96ÿ     59°0   25°4     62ÿ    52°9      75°5
1965     53°8   25oÿ     '  ÿ             69q-9°s      57°0           o2
1970     °5 q   20oi     ÿ ÿ    26        "ÿ
o'p      22o8    18.9      26°2     22°2       4n ÿ,

96]      }8oi    41o9      -o O-                          Pÿ     59°2       2qo9
1965     42°6   ÿ1o2     ÿ    56°4      28°9
1970  ....."t 9    ÿ2o<      55°8     68oL       53.ÿ
1972     49° 8   43ÿ 2     57ÿ 9    72° 6      35o 9
1961     20.ÿ   D  ....

1965      20.8    ÿÿ 6       2°7      ]o5
1970     2ÿo6   T6oÿ      8o0     1o6       1,6
1972     24.6   ÿ5o5     12ÿ3     I06      3o0

2.961      2 7    Po I      T =     6 7       io6
!965        ÿo8     2o]        ao8       5ol         ÿ o
aÿn        2°7     2°2        3,5       5op         2ÿi

1972      2,9    2°4     3°7     3,6      2ÿ2

.......  i961-]965    3.5    4°7      0.5    -I,6       5,8
1965-1970    3.9    5°2     -0°6    -2,5       6,9
1970-1972    Io7    1o2      2°5    -9,5      9°9

Average aÿu-,as,, rate of
increase in total
energy consumpbion o o . o o o 1961-1965    5°4    5ol      5.2     9ol       6°0

1965-197o    5o 6    5,1      5o 5    13o 7       ' "
"  ÿ ÿ   0'7o
-L9,0-1  ....  3-5    ÿo7      3.1     ].oS       5.5

Developing countries

Tota!     OPEC      Other

6°0
4,6
5°5

Ooÿ          5    6.ÿ6
7.9      9°2   7ÿ6
6oÿ<      9,o    5ÿ7

74°7
67oÿ
Pÿo I

57°7

16o 7
19ÿo
2ÿ ÿ0
24°4

7,1
12.7
t&2
16.8

o°9
ioi
1o2
Ioi

6o0      2ÿ4  5o°7
20°2      IÿLÿ  24°2
Oop          -ÿ ÿ     22° 0

59° 9    71.9  57° ÿ}
58° 8    66° 5  57. T
60°5     54°2  61o6
6104     51o5  63ÿ7
1Oo6     24ÿ6   7°6
12o4     30°6   8°8
16o2     45o5  loÿ 4
17° 0     !;5.4.  I0o 4

2°5      O°3   2,9
2°8      0.6   3°5
3.5      1o2   5,8

6ol
<5

lOoO    10o9   7ÿ4
i0 o i      lO o ÿ    o i
6.9      8.i   2°3



Table iÿ13 (continued)

Item                 Period
Developed market economies                  Centrally    Developing countries

North    Western             Southern     planned
Total   America   Europe    Japan   hemisphere   economies   Total     OPEC    Other

Petroleum  ..........  196!-1965
1965-1970
1970-1972

2.9     2°7      5°9      0°4    163o7        9°6      10o5      1Oo9  8°0
5°O     4°8     ÿ!.4      2.8     91o2       7°8      10o5      10o3 12oi
1.2     0°5     ÿ6oi     ÿ3o9     37ÿ7       7oi      6°9      7°6  2°3

Percentsÿe ratio of production
to consumption:

T6ta! energy  ........

i  H

1961    81o6    92°4     66.0     53°8     80ÿ2      104o9     261o5   1 106o8 78°8
1965    76°0    91oi     54°9     35°6     79°6     I05ÿ4     3Ol.4   i 405°2 81ol
!970    70°0    91ÿ8     41o3     i6o5     91oO      lO4o7     334°8   i 486°8 86°9
1ÿ72    67°6    87°3     40°8     15o0     99ÿ0      103o6     3ÿ8o6   1 462°2 81o4

1961    54°0    78°8      7°9      Io8      ÿ      119.0     371o6   1 500°2 65ol
1965     43°9     ÿ °-               ÿo3      5ÿ9      0°9      io3      119.6     443ÿ2   2 062°0 68°5
1970    37°9    71o9     3°4      0°4     24.2      114o2     ÿ4ÿ38o4   2 654°6 78.4
1972    34°9    64°7     3ol      0°4     40°5      Illo4     484°7   2 721o7 71o0

Petroleum  ........  o  o

Soureeÿ  Centre for Development P!anningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Setretariatÿ based on United
Nationsÿ World Energy S'apl2ÿ_esÿ Statistical Papersÿ Series Jo



Table 1-14o  Source of energy for electricity generationÿ 1963 and 1971

Method oÿ generation
and fuel type

Percentage of total power generated in
Western Europe a_/      United States      Eastern EuroDe b_/
1963     1971       1963    1971    1963     !971

Method of generation

Thermal  .......  61o7       68ÿ0

ydro o 0  .....  37°O     28ol

Nuclear  .......  io0        3°7

Other  ....  0  ÿ  o  o    0°3         0.2

83°0    82ol    95°5     95ÿI

16.7    15o7     4.5      4o8

0.3    2°2     -      0oi

Thermal station fuel

Solid  ......  78.9     54°8

Liquid  ........  15o2     33°7

Natural gas o    o    ÿ   2.2        7.6

Other  .......  3°6        3°8

64°8    53ÿ2    85°9     79.7

7°5    17o4     2°4      5.0

27°6    29°4     9°6     13o8

-      -     2°0     Iÿ5

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Annual Bÿulletin of Electric Energy Statistics
for Euro epÿ 1972 (United Nations publieationÿ Sales Noo E/F/Ro73ÿIIoEÿISÿo

a/ Austriaÿ Belgiumÿ Cyprusÿ Denmarkÿ Fin!andÿ Franceÿ Federal Republic of
Germanyÿ Greeceÿ Iceland (method of generation only)ÿ Irelandÿ Italyÿ Lnxembourgÿ
Maltaÿ Netherlandsÿ Norway (method of generation only)0 Portugalÿ Spainÿ Sweden and
Switzerland (method of generation only)ÿ Turkeyÿ United Kingdomÿ Yugoslavia°

b/ Bulgaria (method of generation on!y)ÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic
Repub--lic (method of generation only)ÿ Hungaÿyÿ Po!andÿ Romania°
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Table 1=15o   Crude petroleum:   changing structure of production and
exports, ]°955-1973

Janu artyÿ
Country and_ group                   1955   1960   1970   1971   1972             "Sep-tember 1973 a/

Production

World (millions of tons) o 767  1,045 2,275 2,402 2,533     2,007

Percentage contributed by:

United States  .......  43°8    33°3   20°9   19oh   18o4

USSR  ............  9°2   14.2  15o5  15.7  15.8
OPEC b/  ..........  36°9   41o4  49°8  50°9  51o7

Arab oil-producing
countries ci  .......  18o8    20°5   29°7   29°7   30.0

Oil economieÿ d/  ......  14o4    15.5   25°4   25°8   26°6
Other major developing

country oil exporters e/    22.8    26°8   26°9   27°5   27°3

16°9
15o 8
55 ol

33°2
28°9

28ol

Other producers:

Developed market economies   3°6      4°0     4ol     4°3     4°5
Centrally planned economies  1o5      1.6     1o5     1o6     1.7
Developing countries           3.8      4°2     3°2     3°0    2°9

4°7
1o7
2.8

Exports

World (millions of tons) ° 254    382 Iÿ165 iÿ267 !ÿ380     1,062

Percentage contributed by:

United States  .......  0°6      0oi    0.I    -       =

USSR  ............  io!    4°7   5.7   5°9   5°5

OPEC b/  ..........  89°3   87.6  83°6  83ÿ8  84ol

Arab oilÿproducing
countries c/  .......  50°4    ÿ-8°4   52°8   51o3   50.9

Oil economies d/  ......  38o2     35o8   Iÿ4o8   44o6   45oi
Other major developing

country oil exporters eÿ/ o  5107     53ol   42°7   42°9   42°6
Other producers f/  .....  3o8      3.6     4.0     4oi     4o7

5.7
90°7

57°5
49°9

Source:   Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data from the United Nations Statistical
Office°

a_/ Exports are mostly estimates, based on the ratio of exports to production
in the period 1970 to 1972o

b/ Abu Dhabiÿ Algeria, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraqÿ Kuwait ÿ Libyan Arab
Republic, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela°  Gabon becamean associate
member of OPEC in November 1973.

c! Abu Dhabiÿ Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, iraq, Kuwait, Libyan Arab Republic,
Qatarÿ Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic°

d/ Bahrain, Kuwait ÿ Libyan Arab Republic, Neutral Zone, Omanÿ Qatar, Saudi
Arÿabia, Unite@_ Arab Emirates°

e/ Algeriaÿ Ecuador, Gabon, Emdonesiaÿ lranÿ Iraqÿ Nigeria, Venezuela.

f/ Chiefly from Canada°
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Table !-16o Selected prices of crude petroleomÿ 1972-1973
(United States dollars per barrel)

Type of petroleum and item    January 1972  January 1973  October 1973  January 1974

Arabian light 34°

Ao  Posted price  .....  2°48           2°59            5o12          iiÿ65

Bÿ  Royalty (12o5 per cent
of A)  ........  0o31         O°32         O°64        Io46

Co  Production cost  .....  0oi0            0oi0             0oi0            0oli

Do  Notional profit (A-B-C)o     2°07           2ÿ17            4°38         10o08

Eo  Tax (55 per cent of D) o      io14           Io20            2o41           5°54

Fo  Government take
(B + E) a/  ......  Io45         Io52          3°O5         7o00

Go  Estimated market price o      1o85            2°30             3°65            8°00

Abu Dhabi :  Murban 39°

Ao  Posted price  .....  2o 54

Fo  Government take a_/ o o ÿ      Io43

2°65         6.04       12o63

!o50         3o56        7° 56

Libyan 40°

A®  Posted price  ......  3ÿ67

Fÿ  Government take a/ o o ÿ      2ÿ16

3°78         8°92       15 °77

2ÿ22         5.4ÿ        9o59

Nigerisÿl 34°

Ao  Posted price  .....

F o   Government take a_/ o ÿ o

3°45 b_/      3.56         8o 31       14o69

io 88        I. 95         4o 83        8.70

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on The Petroleum Economist (London)ÿ
February 1974o

a_/ Exclusive of revenue derived from 'Vparticipation'v in the operating companiesÿ
for Gulf Governments this is estimated to have risen from about !0 cents per barrel
early in 1973 to about 70 cents in.ÿthe last quarter°

b/ Fixed on 15 February 1972o
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Chapter II

RECENT ECONOMIC TEENDS IN THE DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIES

The year 1973 saw a continuation of the vigorous expansion in economic
activity that had begun in North America in 1971 and in Western Eurol)e and Japan
in 1972o   In the second half of the yearÿ howeverÿ there were signs of
slackening in a number of countries:   supply bottle-necks were becoming
troublesomeÿ increasing concern about the consequences of the rapid rise in
prices was being reflected in stronger anti-inflationary policies and in some
cases the increase in demand for importsÿ combined with deteriorating terms of
tradeÿ was causing serious external imbalance°  B7 the beginning of 1974ÿ
petroletÿ developments - particularly the fourfold increase in posted pricesÿ
compared with 12 months earlier - had replaced food problems as a major source
of concern on the economic sceneÿ exacerbating both the internal and the
external balances in the developed market economies°

The upsurge in activitys which raised the rate of increase in over-all
production to about 6°5 per cent between 1972 and 1973ÿ absorbed many of the
workers who had been idle in 1972 and there was a general decline in
unemployment rates°  The realignment in exchange rates in March 1973ÿ following
the I0 per cent devaluation of the United States dollar and the floating of most
of the major currenciesÿ oÿcned up new opportunities for international trade°
The resultant expansion of more than one third in the dollar value of develosed
market economy exportsÿ combined with the rapid rise in primary commodity pricesÿ
permitted some improvement in the state of external balanceÿ most notably in the
wake of increases of over 40 per cent in United States exports and over
60 per cent in Japanese imports which swung the United States into a trade
surplus and reduced the Japanese surplus to nominal proportions°  Against thisÿ
howeverÿ the Federal Republic of Germany recorded a trade surplus not much
smaller than in 1972 and added a further $I0 billion to its reservesÿ while a
40 per cent increase in imports into Italy and the United Kingdom prevented
these countries from improving their external accounts°

The degree of internal imbalance was one factor involved in these
contrastsÿ thoughÿ with exchange rates floatingÿ the effect of differences in
domestic price movements was greatly reduced°  In the eventÿ between 1972 and
1973 consumer prices rose by around 6 per cent in the United States and
7 per cent in the Federal Republic of Germany compared with 1O per cent in Italy
and the United Kingdom and 12 per cent in Japan°

These price movements became an increasinÿ preoccupation in 1973, not only
in the countries whose payments balance was a matter of great concern but
throughout the developed market economies°  The weighted average of the consumer
price indexÿ -which had risen by nearly 5 per cent between 1971 and 1972ÿ jumped
by almost 8 per cent between 1972 and 1973 and by almost i0 per cent in the
course of 1973o  With the stimulus coming from both outside and inside the
economyÿ most Governments deployed a variety of stabilization measures but with
only limited success°  Fiscal changes generally proved too slow and cumbersomeÿ
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cuts in commodity taxes helped temporarily but at the expense of revenueÿ wage
controls soon ran into equity problemsÿ credit controls impinged too directly
on investmeÿ and capacity expansionÿ interest rstes had to be administered in
the light not only of investment needs but also of intercomÿtry capita!
movements.  The search for an effective combination of policies was carried into
1974ÿ with prices rising at an even faster pace in most developed market
economies°

The production and use of resources

The 1971=1973 upswing was one of the most concerted on record:  measured on
a year-to-year basisÿ the acceleration in production was common to all but a few
of.the smaller economies°  The successive rates of increase in total output were
3.3ÿ 6°0 and 6ol per cent in North ÿnericaÿ 3o2ÿ 3°6 and 6°0 per cent in the
European Economic Community (EEC) of the nineÿ and 6o8ÿ 8°9 and iio0 per cent in
Japan°  0nly among the outer European countries was there a deceleration in
1973:  after increasing from 3°6 per cent between 1970 and 1971 to 6°0 per cent
between 1971 and 1972ÿ the rate of growth of this group of 12 countries receded
to 5.8 per cent between 1972 and 1973.  And even in this group the two largest
countries - Spain and Sweden = conformed to the acceleration pattern of the
major economies°  In the aggregateÿ the developed market economiesÿ growth rate
between 1972 and 1973 reached the high figure of 6°5 per cent (see table !!ÿi) o

The upswing seems to have reached, its peak before mid=1973o  Total
production in the first half of 1973 is estimated to have been 8 per  cent above
the corresponding 1972 level.  After thatÿ industrial production flattened out
in many countries and in some it showed a perceptible decline.  In Canada and
the United Statesÿ for examp!eÿ the gain in output shrankÿ quarter by quarterÿ
from about ll per cent around the turn of 1972/73 to about 6 per cent in the last
quarter in 1973 and even lower in the first quarter of 1974o  in Franceÿ the
Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdomÿ there was also a marked
deceleration (see table IIÿ2) o  For the developed market economies as a groupÿ
industrial production in the last quarter of 1973 was less than 8 per cent above
the corresponding 1972 figureÿ compared with a gain of over iI per cent earlier
in the year.  In the case of light manufacturing there was a steady deceleration
in the rate of increase in output from over 7 per cent a year in ÿhe first
quarter to about half that figure in the fourth quartero  The growth of heavy
manufacturing output was better sustained:   at the high rsZe of 13 per cent a
year for most of 1973ÿ it dropped below I0 per cent only in the last quarter°

In a majority of developed market economiesÿ the most important stimulus to
production came from the export sector°  This was true not only of the smaller
countriesÿ which normally respond, sharply to demand conditions in their larger
trading partnersÿ but also of the major countries:  the eÿort sector was the
most buoyant in the Federal Republic of Germany (despite the upward valuation of
the mark) and in Franceÿ the United Kingdom and the United States as well as many
of the smaller European economies (see table II=3) o

The leading role played by the export sector reflects in part the
translation into international trade of the realignment of exchange rates that
had taken place since 1971o  In many countries the rapid rise in incomes in 1972
spilled over into demand for imports in 1973.  This was enhanced as domestic
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capacity came ÿader strain in the course cf the yearÿ as was the case in a
number of industrial materialsÿ including lumberÿ woodpuip and paperÿ petÿ:ÿoleum
products and various chemical feedÿstocks.and even iron and steel°  Labour

strikes also added to imporÿ demand in some couatriesÿ notably Italy and the
United l{ingdomÿ,  Price controls and other national stabilization policies also
served to stim°<tate trade in a number of instances:   export markets sometimes
became more profitable than domestic ones and there were even cases of exported
goods being reimported in forms not subject to price regulation°   Some of the
developed market economies =o particularly the United Statesÿ but alsoÿ to a less
degreeÿ Australiaÿ Canada and South Africa - were the source of grains and oil-
seeds to make good the harvest shortfalls of 1972  in parts of Asia and Africa°
More generallyÿ developed, market economy exports responded to increased demand
from the developing countries ÿ whose international liquidity (measured in SDR)
had doubled between 1970 and 1973o

In a few cases the main stimulus to growth came from investment in 1973o
This was most notably so in Japan where there was a 16 per cent increase in
fixed capital formation as well as a sizable expansion in inventoriesÿ but it
also happened in several of the ScandarJavian countriesÿ particularly Denmark and
to a less extent Finland as well as in Iceland and Norwayÿ where fixed
investment had been cut back in 1972o  In Irelandÿ investment shared with
exports the role of prime stimulant°  In all these countries the investment
surge was supported by a massive increase in imports - over a fifth in Ireland
and Japanÿ a sixth in Demmark and Norway and an eighth in Finland and !celando

In Swedenÿ fixed investment which had been the dynamic element in the
economy in 1972ÿ declined in 1973ÿ as it did in Australiaÿ tooÿ after three
years of decelerating groÿho  Decelerating increase in investment also
characterized the 1970s in the Federal Republic of Germany and Ltmembourgÿ while
in Austria and Switzerland there was a sharp cÿ in the rate of capital
formation in 1973 from the high rates in the earlier years°  This was the case in
the United Statesÿ tooÿ after the 1971-1972 upswing:   investment in
non-manufacturing plant and equipment slackened in 1973 and. housing starts
dropped beloÿ the 1971 level°

Residential construction slackened in most of the larger developed market
economies in 1973o  This reflects the rapid rise in costs (of sites as well as
construction mÿterials)ÿ shortages of some materials (particular]@ lumber) and
of skilled labour in some casesÿ the high and rising interest rates and in some
places the unavailability of mortgage finance°  Where the number of housing
starts continued to rise - Kustraiiaÿ Canadaÿ Switzerland and the United
Kingdom - it was usually the result of official support°

Given the disinflationary posture of most Goÿernmentsÿ it is not surprising
that in none of the developed market economies was the growth in public
consumption a prime source of demand in 1973o  In some of the Scandanavian
countries inwhich investment was particularly buoyant, howeverÿ the Government
increased its share of resources slightly - rather more than in 1972 in Iceland
but !ess in Denmark and Norway as well as in Ireland.  The growth in public
consumption between 1972 and 1973 was notably small in Luxembourgÿ-the
Netherlandsÿ the United Kingdom and the United States as it had been in the
previous interval°  In Itaiy, tooÿ the share of the public sector rose only
modestly - appreciably less than in 1971 and 1972 -when employment considerations
weighed more heavily than inflation°
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The rapid increase' in the cost of livings, combined with efforts to restrain
the rise in wages; kept down the ÿ,ÿain in real private consumption in most
countries in 1973o  This ÿ,ÿas in sharD contrast to the previous yearÿ when
consumption -tended to run ahead of production in many countries°  Particularly

7_- were recorded in the Federalioÿ,7 rates of increase betÿreen 1972 and i0 o,

Republic of Germany and the ÿ,[etherlands and ÿiso in some of the Scandanavian
countries .-ÿ Iceiandÿ Norÿal, r and Sÿ.ÿedeno   Personal consumption expanded to a much

greater extent in Austriaÿ Belgium-Luxeml0ourgÿ the United Kingdom and the United
States (around 5 met cent) and even more in Japan (9 per cent) but in each case
less than production°   In very feÿ,T cases was there any switching of resources

towards consumption°   Canada was oneÿ where a record 9 per cent increase in

persona]_ consumption provided the economy with its principal stimulus in 1973o
There were small relative gains in consumption in Australiaÿ Finland and Italy
where high rates of absolute increase (6rÿ7 mer cent) were also recorded between
1972 and 1973o  There was a general tendemcv for the rate of growth in household
incomes to decelerate in the second half of the year and this was soon reflected
in a slackening in private consumption°

in the aggre!]a-teÿ private consumption in the developec] market economies
increased by about 5°4 per cent ÿ-ÿ a high figure by historical standards ]nut
beloÿr the l>ÿd expansion°   Government consumption rose by a modest 2°3 per centÿ
which was also belo'ÿ the ra.te registered between 1971 and 1972o  The over-all
increase in fixed investment ÿ,Tas about 703 per ceÿ:t: thisÿ too. was below the

hi:ÿh rate of the precedinÿ year but it was ÿihove the rate at ÿ.ÿhich total output
rose°   Thus there was some diversion of re.ÿources from consumption to capital

formation°  This was reinforced by an increase in stocks ÿhich:ÿ though difficult
to quantify a.t this stageÿ ÿ.ras almost certainly ÿ,<ell above ÿhe 1o4 per cent of
fÿross dcÿmestic product acc-mnuiated in 1972o   Though total investmentÿ like total
consumTÿtionÿ rose less thtÿn iÿ.ÿ 1972 it sh;ÿred ÿvith the export sector the
resDonsibili-ty for raising the overÿal! rate of growth of demand to its high
1973 level of 6°5 per cent°

Chanÿes in internal balance

Price trends

As indicated in chapter Iÿ the 1972-ÿ1973 period was characterized by an
unprecedented upsurge in the prices of 0rimary commodities entering world trade°
These ÿrice increasesÿ entering into incomes in some cases and into costs in all

countries greatly complicated the task of coping with internal inflationary
forces°   Of the 28 developed market economies there was not a single one in
which the rise in consumer prices was less between 1972 and 1973 than in the
previous   interval°   And there ÿere only five - Be!giumÿ Luxembourgÿ Haltaÿ
Turkey and. Yugoslavia -o in which the rise during 1973 (as measured by the
movement from the last quarter in 1972 to the last quarter in 1973) was less
than the yearÿ,toÿ-ÿyear increase°   In the aggregrate.ÿ the year-to-year increase
jÿzped from 4°7 per cent in 1972 to 7.7 per cent in 1973ÿ and the quarterly



measure of the rate of increase rose steadily from 5.8 per cent in the first
quarter to 9°7 in the last I/ (see table 11-4)o

Significantlyÿ food prices rose faster than the rest of the consumer basket
between 1972 and 1973 in almost all countries ÿ the only exceptions being the
Netherlandsÿ Portugalÿ Sweden and Switzerland°  The over-all year-to-year
increase was an alarming 12.8 per cent and the increase during 1973 no less than
15o2 per cent°  Significantly againÿ the rise in North America - the major
source of food exports - was appreciably greater than ÿu Western Europe or
Japanÿ both on a year-to-year basis (14.5 per cent) and in the course of 1973
(19o3 per cent)°

In some countries the up-valuation of the currency cushioned the impact on
domestic prices of increases in world market prices°  This undoubtedly helped to
hold downÿ below the over-all averageÿ the rise in prices in Belgiumÿ Franceÿ
the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Luxembourgÿ the Netherlandsÿ Norway and Sweden°
By the same tokenÿ the higher than average rise in prices in Italy and the United
Kingdom was in part a reflection of the depreciation of the lira and the pound.
But internal inflationary forces and the composition of imports were also
involved°  In spite of the appreciation of their exchange ratesÿ Australiaÿ
Denmarkÿ Japanÿ and Switzerland all suffered a higher than average increase in
consumer prices while Canada and the United States had relatively low rates of
price increase by 1973 standards.

It is clear that the upsurge in consumer prices had not run its course by
the end of 1973.  Most commodity prices were still rising and the cost of crude
petroleum was doubled in January 1974o  Some of the earlier increases in
wholesale prices were still working their way through the retail levelÿ and
increases at the retail level were exercising a greater influence on wage
settlements and feeding back into prices through the cost structure.  In most
countries the increase in  consumer prices between the first quarter of ÿ!973 and
the first quarter of 1974 reached a new highÿ generally in double figures -
i0 per cent in North Amerieaÿ almost 12 per cent in the EEC and over 20 per cent
in Japan.  0nly in the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Switzerland and Yugoslavia
was there some sign of levelling off.

The upheaval in world commodity markets frustrated all attempts to come to
grips with domestic inflation.  Some respite had been won in 1972 - most notably
in Japanÿ Swedenÿ the United Kingdom and the United States - by measures such as
price freezingÿ official surveillance of pricesÿ profit margins and wage
agreements in accordance with designated guidelinesÿ limitation of credit in the
private sector and restraint on government spending.  The rapid rise in food
pricesÿ howeverÿ made it increasingly difficult to hold back wages.  Gaps opened
up between groups of workers caught by the controls at different phases of their
collective bargaining and wage settlement cycle°  Business profits tended to
rise as output expanded in volume andÿ even moreÿ in value.

i_/ These rates contrast sharply with the average for the 19ÿ0s:  this was
3°4 per cent a year for the developed market economies as a group and
2°8 per cent for IIorth America.  (Private consumption has been used for
weightinÿ country figures in these ÿroup averages.)
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EmDloyment trends

Antioÿinflationary policies were also inhibited by concern over the
employment situationÿ,   In comparison with the 1960s ÿ most of the  developed
market economies had a higher level of unemployment°  Though tiÿis declined in a
number of countries - Australiaÿ Canadaÿ Swedenÿ the United Kingdom and the
United States in particular - both between 1972 and 1973 and in 1973 (see
table 11-5)ÿ it remained higher than was widely regarded as acceptable°,  in
Belgium and Franceÿ the number of ÿmemployed rose in 1973o   It also rose in the
Federal Republic of Germany" though it did not reach the level of unfilled
vacancies°  And in the Netherlands it remained ÿell above earlier levels (see
table 11-6).   Only in Austriaÿ Japan and Switzerland was unemplo]jment !ow
enough - either in relation to vacancies or by historical standards ÿo to make it
less than a prime desideratum in economic policy formulation°

In some countries - particularly Canadaÿ ÿrance and the United States
there was a significant increase in the labour force in 1973ÿ derived not only
from the growth of the workirÿg age population but also from a rise in
participation ratioÿ a phenomenon -which itself is evidence of a buoyant labour
market°  In the United States there was a notable decline in teen-age
unemployment and in the rate of dismissals ÿ while the rate of voluntary
severance rose = a sign of confidence in improving jobs - to the highest rate
since 1969o  Hereÿ more than elsewhereÿ the gains came largely in the first half
of the year°

in the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ where unemployment began rising again ÿ°
and more rapidly than in 1971/72 = early in 1973ÿ efforts were made to
discourage the iÿflux of migrant ÿorkers:  the recruitment fee was trebledÿ for
exsmpleÿ and towards the end of the year a halt was called to the entry of new
workers from outside EECo   This decisicn and a tightening of immigration controls
in Austria may have repercussions in Turkey and Yugoslavia - both countries of
high and increasing unemployment in 1973 - especially as job opportunities for
migrants were also limited in Belgium smd the Netherlands by the relatively high
level of local unemployment°

The rather mixed and changing condition of the labou_ÿ market in the
developed market economies was reflected iN many of the wage settlements made in
the course of the year°  In many countries the rapid rise in ÿrices set  the pace
for wage adjustmentsÿ   In Franceÿ the minimlmm wage level was raised early in
1973 and in the first three quarters of -the year the manufacturing wage rate
averaged 13 per cent above the corresponding 1972 figure°  in Italyÿ extensive
strikes early in the year ended in three-year contracts incorporating immediate
increases averaging about 23 per cent for industryÿ 17 per cent for the economy
as a whole°  In Japanÿ wage increases of similar proportions were negotiated and
by the third quarter rates were averaging about a fifth higher than a year
earlier.  In those countries ÿ as wel! as in most of the other developed market
economiesÿ the 1973 increase in hourly earnings in industry, was well above that
registered in the previous two years (see table II-7),ÿ

In the -United Kingdom the gain in weekly earnings in manufacturing was held
downÿ as part of the country's incomes po!icyÿ to an average of abou:t 13 per centÿ
which is not much more than the 1971 and 1972 increases°  In the Federal
Republic of Germany and Norwayÿ where the big advance in wages "ÿas achieved in
1971ÿ the 1973 increase in houri@ earnings was only a little over i0 per cent°
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ApprecisTo!ÿÿ lower increases were recorded in Canadaÿ Sÿ{eden and Switzerlandÿ and
most nots2olyÿ by the United States ÿ,ÿhere as many as 5 million workers were
involved in wage negotiations in the course of the year:   the rise in hourly
earnings in United States industry (7 per cent between 1972 al)d 1973) was the
smallest among the developed market economies°

The year saw the triggering of most of -the escalator clauses incorporated
in ÿvage agreements0.  It also saw the adoption of such clauses in many of the new
contracts negotiated between trade unions and management°  This reflects not
only the increased awareness among workers of the impact of rising prices on the
cost of living but also some softening in the attitude of stabilization
authorities towards such arrangements°  Traditionally regarded as a mechanism
that tended to perpetuate the inflationary cycleÿ the adoption of an agreed
formula for linking wages to the cost of living was being advocated by some
authorities as a means of moderating the very large demands of the more militant
trade unions basedÿ as these demands had to an increasing extent becomeÿ on
expectations of accelerating price movements°

Monetary Dolicy

In genera!ÿ concern over the consequences of the rise in prices found
expression in increasingly restrictive policies as the year advanced°  Interest
rates which had been declining since the 1970-1971 recessionÿ were raised in
most countries before the end of 1972 and moved steadily upward in 1973o  By the
beginning of 1974 the official discount rate had been raised above 7 per cent in
Canadaÿ the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Stmtesÿ 8 per cent in
Belgium and the Netherlandsÿ 9 per cent in Japanÿ i0 per cent in Denmarkÿ
Ii per cent in France and 12 per cent in the United Kingdom°  Only in the
European Free Trade Area (EFTA) countries - Austriaÿ Norwayÿ Sweden and
Switzerland - was the rate held mt the relatively low 1972 level of
5-5°5 per centÿ though in Italyÿ the last of the European countries to pull out
of the 1970-!971 recessionÿ  it was raised only to 6°5 per cent ÿt the beginning
of 1973 and held there into 1974o

Along with the higher interest rates came restrictions on credit°  Many
countries sought to redmce internal !iguidity by increasing the ordinary or
special deposits thmt commmercial banks are required to maintain at the central
bank:  the Netherlands in Januaryÿ the Federal Republic of Germany in Marchÿ the
United Kingdom in June and again in Decemberÿ and Js@an in September and again
in December°  In most of the developed market economiesÿ the rate of increase in
money supply was lowered as 1973 advancedÿ most severely in the Federal. Republic
of Germany and the Netherlands ÿwhere there was virtually no expansion in, the
second half of the year°  In Switzerland-the money supply was held more or less
constant throughout the year°  It was in these coumtries and also in Austriaÿ
France and Norwayÿ that industria! capacity was being almost fully utilized even
in 1972o  0nly in Italy and Sweden was there some acceleration in the supply of
money during i973ÿ though in Italy the expansion was accompanied by an effort to
limit the flow of short-term credit to. the larger firms°  The first half of the
year saw some easing in the United Statesÿ tooÿ but over 1973 as a whoieÿ money
supply (currency and demand deposits of the colÿm.ercial banks) increased slightly
less than in 1972ÿ and the rate of growth of total bank credit decelerated from
quarter to quarter°  The combination of high interest rates and ÿ'active
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restraintÿ on the part of the monetary authorities was designed to avoid serious
disruption of credit flows°

Fiscalÿo!icy

Fiscal restraints were not widely applied°  As indicated aboveÿ howeverÿ
the rise in costs tended to hold down government expenditure in real terms°
Most Governments found it difficult to reduce the services expected of themÿ
though there were some deferments of cspital projectsÿ most notably in Japan
where the budget approved early in 1973 already implied a reduction in the share
of the public sector in total expenditure°  There was a similar reluctance to
raise taxesÿ  the rise in consumer prices was already threatening savings and it
was widely felt that additional indirect taxes would pass quickly into prices
and make it even harder to hold the wage lineo  indeedÿ early in 1973 France found
it expedient to reduce the rate of its value-added tax in order to postpone the
date when the rise in the cost of living would trigger the escalator clause in
various wage agreements°  In Canada whereÿ as indicated aboveÿ a high rate of
growth in the labour force has tended to increase sensitivity to unemploymentÿ
fiscal policy remained mildly expansionary:  the 1973/74 budget included cuts
in corporate and personal incomeÿtax and an increase in certain deprecisÿtion
allowances°  In generalÿ howeverÿ the pattern of fiscal change was from a
relatively expansionary budget in 1972 to a more or less neutral one in 1973o

In some countries the upswing in activity served to raise government
revenue from existing taxes°  Thisÿ combined with a rather strict control over
expenditureÿ brought the United States federal budget ÿ ÿhich was in substantial
deficit in the first half of the 1972/73 fiscal year = into balance by midÿ1973o
The slowing down in the economy in the second, half of 1973 led to the planning
of a larger deficit for 1974/75 than seemed likely to eventuate in 1973/74o
There was also a change in policy in the Federal Republic of Germany where
cutbacks in government spending and tax restraints ÿ on corporate investmentÿ on
corporate and personal incomes and on house=ownersÿ for example ÿ were

introduced in May but relaxed in December, either immlediately or prospectively°

Other stabilization j0olicies

Over and above the use of monetary and fiscal instruments to affect total
demandÿ many actions were taken to influence supply°  Some trade liberalizing
measures were designed to increase imports ÿ a 30 per cent expansion in import
quotas in Japan in Aprilÿ for exampleÿ and a 25 per cent cut in tariffs on
manufactures in Australia in Julyo  This was also the effect of the up=valuation
of several currencies in the course of the year = the Federal Republic of
Germany, 3 per cent in March and 5°5 per cent in Juneÿ Australia and the
Netherlandsÿ 5 per cent in September°  On the other handÿ as shortages of
particular commodities - soya beansÿ cottonÿseedÿ !umberÿ non-ferrous scrapÿ
fertilizer - gave rise to differential price increases in 1973 and new trade
flows tended to open upÿ several Governments resorted to export controls in order
to protect domestic supplies°  Tax incentives and price support systems were also
used to boost production of items that were in short supply°

Some of the efforts at direct price and. wage control initiated in 1972 were
continuedÿ with modificationsÿ in 1973.  In the United Kingdom in March the
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price and wage freeze that had.. been imposed five months earlier was replaced by a
system of regulated, increases which also applied to profit margins°  This in turn
was modified in November by a somewhat relaxed ÿVprice and pay" code as the third
stage of an evolving incomes policy°   The squeeze induced by the rapid rise in
import price made the system difficult to operate and the year ended ÿ,rith widespread
industrial ÿ.inrest ÿ strikes and strike threats°   In the United Statesÿ 1973 opened_
with a marked easing of price and wage restraints of the previous yearÿs ÿphase II"
stabilization programme°   Hereÿ tooÿ the rise in commodity prices upset plans and
impelled a mid-year reimÿosition of the earlier freeze°   In August this was
replaced by the earlier form of regulation but the swings in policy had made it more
difficult to administer and as the year advanced controls were relaxed on an
industry-by-industry bs,sis o

The price upsurge caused several other Governments to take emergency action°
In Februaryÿ Belgium froze-the price of a!l public services for 90 days°   In Julyÿ
Italy imposed a three-month freeze on the prices of all basic food-stuffs and this
was extended in October and followed by a more general control of prices°  !n
Augustÿ New Zealand introduced a general 30-day price freeze and a lO-month pay
freeze°   In Septemberÿ Spain froze the prices of transport and public services as
well as food-stuffsÿ and the Netherlands intensified its existing price control
system in the wake of the upÿvaiuation of the guilder°  Australiaÿ following the
lead of the United Kingdom and the United Statesÿ established a Price Justification
Tribunal to supervise the price actions of ÿ.i larger firmsÿ

Prospects for internÿo stability

These mea, sÿa°es and other similar ones demonstrate the fact that most

Governments were experiencing great difficulty in turning their economic policies to
the needs of the hour°   In the first half of the year their main preoccupation was
to achieve an ordered deceleration of growth from the steep upsurge of the previous
18 months to more sustaiÿlable rates°   The boom in wor±d commodity prices supeÿvenedÿ
howeverÿ and priority had to be given to actions to dampen the rise in domestic
prices and to prevent its impact from. being ÿmduly harsh or inequitable°   Success
in -this effort was very limited:  fiscal actionÿ on the wholeÿ proved slow and
cumber some ÿ and the use of monetary restrainer was not only inhibited by fear of
"over-kii!ÿ but also by the fact that business profits and cash flow were generally
high and sn.y tightening of credit took a long time to "biteÿo   In a nÿmber of cases
interest rate policy was shaped as much by the external situation and the flow of
short-term capitsA as by the need for internal restraint°  Horeoverÿ the high rate
of increase in prices tended to weaken the effectiveness of interest rate
adjustments:   as indicated aboveÿ central baÿk discoÿmt rates often had to be raised
to unprecedented heights before they exerted the required influence°

Before any of the developed market economies had achieved control over domestic
inflationÿ the problem was greatly complicated by the actions of OPEC in restricting
the flow of oil aÿd raising its price°  The opening months of !974 thus found most
countries struggling mot only on the two main fronts of 1973 - to achieve a smooth
and limited deceleration in the cyclical swing of demand and to slow do-ÿ. the price
rise ÿo but also on a third and even more critical frontÿ namelyÿ the looming deficitÿ
of unparalleled magnitudeÿ in their trade with the petro!eum-exporting countries°

It is not expected that the restrictive monetary and. fiscal policies initiated
by the deve!oped market economies during the course of !973 ÿ with the consequent
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slowing down of growth which is already occurringÿ will moderate the rate of
inflation during 1974o  The huge increases in the price levels of petroleum
products will certainly be reflected in the aggregate consumer price indexÿ though
the up-ÿard trend of other commodity prices and food prices (following a good crop
year) is eÿected to ease°

Part of the pessimism surrounding -the hope for a greater measure of price
stability in 1974 stems from the ÿidespread feeling that many of the major
industrial countries are caught up in a wage-price spiral°   In 1972-1973ÿ-the rate
of inflation was to some extent mitigated by the favourable impact on unit labour
cost of rapid productivity growth during the upswing phase of the business cycle°

For 1974ÿ howeverÿ a slower growth of productivity combined with the large
wage settlements negotiated in many sectors during the course of 1973 indicates that
unit labour costs will rise in 1974o   Indeedÿ the Organisation for Economic
Coÿoperation and Development (OECD) forecasts that this rise in unit labour costs
will accelerate in all of the major countries with the exception of France and
Italy°

At the s.ame time (depending on the extent to which government monetary and
fiscal policies maintain the restrictive stance set last year)ÿ it will be difficult
for many countries to maintain unemployment rates at the generally low levels
recorded in 1973o  Although it now appears that the impact of the oil crisis on
production -will not be nearly as severe as was originally fearedÿ the climate of
uncertainty which the crisis sparked could have an adverse effect on investment and
employment creation°

Forecasts of 1974 growth rates have been substantially lowered since they were
first made towards the end of 1973o  In the United States where total production
dropped sharply (almost 6 per cent) in the first quarterÿ recovery to a 4 per cent
expansion is predicted for the second half of 1974ÿ for the year as a wholeÿ
thereforeÿ the prospect is for only minimal growth°  By Aprilÿ the European
Commission had reduced its expectations of growth to below the lower limit of the
earlier range of 2.5-5°2 per cent.  In the United Kingdomÿ the 1974/75 budget
introduced in April was predicated on a 5 per cent decline in the gross domestic
product in the first half of 1974 followed by a recovery in the second half to a
level about 2.5 per cent above the corresponding 1973 figure°  The Japanese
forecast for the fiscal year 1974/75ÿ a!so made at the time of budget presentationÿ
envisages a gross product about 2°5 per cent above that of 1973/74.  These national
forecasts led the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) to
predict an average growth rate for the industrial countries of between !o3 and
2.4 per cent in 1974o  This is only about ha!f the rate implicit in the principal
forecasts made around the turn of the year and it suggests that the increase in
production between 1973 and 1974 may be less than a third of that achieved in the
previous interval°

Changes in external balance

All the developed market economies participated in the upsurge in exports in
1973.   On a year-to=year basis the increases in dollar earnings ranged from
17 per cent in Italy to about three times that figure in Australia and Iceland°  The
increases in the major trading countries were nearer the developed market economy
average of 37 per cent:  United Kingdomÿ 25 per centÿ Japanÿ 29 per centÿ
Franceÿ 38 per cent ÿ United Statesÿ 43 per centÿ and Federal Republic of
Germanyÿ 45 per cent.
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in the case of import expenditureÿ the major trading countries were at the
extremity of the ramge:  the increase between 1972 and 1973 was 24 per cent in
the United States and 63 per cent in Japan°  The increases in the case of Franceÿ
the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom clustered around the
developed market economy average of 37 per cent°

In terms of international ba!anceÿ the most significant changes were brought
about by the expansion of exports from the United States and of irLports into Japan°
These tended to correct the payments imbalance that had emerged in 1971 and 1972o
There were a number of other trade developments working in the opposite directionÿ
however ÿ chief among them being the expansion in exports from the Federal Republic
of Germany and in imports into the United I(inÿzdomÿ increasing very greatly the
surplus of the former and the deficit of the latter (see table II-8)o

Merchandise trade

The most notable increase in United States exports was to the cemtrally
planned economiesÿ to Japanÿ to Singapore and to Brazil and Mexico.   The share of
these countries in United States exports has been rising steadily in recent years
and between 1972 and 1973 it jumped from 19 to 25 per cent°  There was also a
recovery in the proportion of exports going to Australiaÿ Israel and the Netherlsxldsÿ
after some slippage in 1972o   Other destinations to which United States exports
increased by more than 50 per cent in dollar value in 1973 include Demmarkÿ
Hong Kong and New Zealand°  Proportionatelyÿ the largest gain was in food-stuffsÿ
exports of which doubled between 1972 and 1973 to reach over $12 billionÿ three
fourths of which was for crude foods°  Raw materials and semi-manufactures increased

by 50 per cent and manufactured goods by 30 per cent°  In the face of a relatively
modest rise in imports - 24 per centÿ two thirds of the developed market economy
average - this expansion in exports served to reduce the United States trade
deficit below $2 billion (measuring exports foo°bo and imports Coiofo) not much
more than a fifth of the record 1972 figureo 2/

The massive increase in Japanese imports was very widely distributed:  a
doubling was not uncommon among the smaller suppliers - Argentinaÿ Austriaÿ Finlandÿ
Portugal and Yugoslavia - as well as in purchases from Hong Kong and Nigeria whose
share in total imports has been rising rapidly in recent years.  More important in
absolute terms was the expansion of 75 per cent or more in imports from Brazilÿ
Canadaÿ Franceÿ Indonesiaÿ Italyÿ the Philippines and the centrally planned
economies - countries that accounted for almost a fourth of the total in 1973o  The
United States supplied another fourth of Japan's importsÿ though its share declined
fractionally in 1973o  As its export earnings increased at less than half the rate
of its import expenditureÿ Japan swung from its large surpluses of 1971 and 1972
into deficit in the second quarter of 1973o

Like Japanÿ the United Kingdom increased its imports far more than its exports°
This was in part a reflection of the rise in colÿodity pricesÿ but more important
was the continued high growth of imports from the industrial countries of Europe:

2/ Valuing imports f.ooboÿ the United States actually moved into surplus in the
second quarter of 1973 and by the fourth quarter the surplus was running at an
annual rate of $7 billion - more than the deficit in the corresponding period
in 1972o
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for the fourth consecutive yeas this was substantially above the over-all averageÿ
raising the share of this region 3_/ in total United Kingdom imports steadily from
31 per cent in 1969 to 41 per cent in 1973o   The only countries from which imports
rose at more than the 48 Der cent reco_ÿed by this European group were relatively
minor suppliers = Brazilÿ Chileÿ Greeceÿ Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Hexicoÿ the Philippines
and. Tukey ÿ whose combined share of United Kingdom imports in 1973 was less than
4 per cent°   The expansion in exports was not much more than half that of importsÿ
especially small gains being registered in shipments to the deve!oping countries
(except West Asia) ÿThose share in the total dropped to a new low of 21 per cent in
1973o  The result was a trebling in the trade deficit in the course of the year -
to an average of shout $1 billion a month in the last quarter°

In contrast to the United Kingdomÿ -the Federal Republic of Germany increased
its exports far more than its imports° Its export expansion was widely distributed
to all areas except the deve!oping countries of the western hemisphere - though even
to this region shipments increased by about a fourthÿ which was itself a record
growth°   The most notable expansion was in exports to Spain (over 50 per cent in
cnrrent do!lars)ÿ Derÿlarkÿ New Zealand and South Africa (over 60 per cent) and
Indonesiaÿ Iranÿ Japan and the centrally planned economies (over 70 per cent)ÿ
between them this group of countries increased its share of the Federal RepublicVs
exports from less than 13 per cent to more than 16 per cent°   Compared with this
surge in exportsÿ import groÿth - thoughÿ at 36 per centÿ extremely high by
historical ÿandards = was relatively modest°   It was highest in the case of
purchases from the centra!ly planned economies (up 51 per cent) and the developing
countries (up 47 per cent)ÿ especially in the Asian region (up 60 per cemt)o
Exports exceeded imports by a margin that rapidly increased in the course of the
year:  the surplus reached an annual rate of over $17 billion in the third quarter
and for the year as a whole it totalled $13 bil!ionÿ twice the 1972 figure and
three times the average of 1970-1971o

Changes in the balance of pan, tents

The state of balance of these four countries - the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ
Japanÿ the United Kingdom and the United Statesÿ which together account for well
over a third of world trade = is of great importance to the functioning of the
international monetary system.   Of less significance from a globa! point of view
but troublesome for the country itself and indicative of internal imbalanceÿ
inappropriate exchange rate or deterioration in terms of tradeÿ was the further
widening of the trade deficits of a number of other countriesÿ including Italy
(whose deficit reached $5°6 billion)ÿ Spain ($4o1 bil!ion)ÿ Greece ($2oi billion)
Denmark ($1.4 billion) and France ($1o3 billion)°  On the other handÿ several
countries enlarged their active trade balances in 1973ÿ among them Switzerland
(with a trade surplus of $2oi billion)ÿ Australia ($2 billion) and Sweden
($1o6 billion)°

Changes in merchandise trade dominated the international economic scene in
1973o   This reflects not only the sheer size of trade flows in 1973 - in volume and
-even more in vs£ue = but also the fact that after -the monetary crisis of Februaryÿ

3_/ The region includes ,ÿm.striaÿ Be!giumÿ Denmarkÿ Franceÿ the Federal ÿepublic

of Germanyÿ lta!ÿ the Netherlandsÿ Norwsyÿ Sÿeden and Switzerland°
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which set most of the major currencies floatingÿ there was no dramatic building ÿ@
of pressure against particular exchange rates but rather a continuous process of
adjustment°   In the aggregateÿ there were sizable movements of capital and
substantia! changes in effective exchange ratesÿ but they were less influential -
and much less disruptive - than had been the case in 1971 and 1972o   After
February 1973 ÿ funds that might have been used to speculate against particular
currencies tended to find their way on to the coÿmÿodity marketsÿ adding to the
price boom discussed in the previous chapter°

In the United Statesÿ the turn-around in the current account reached the
remarkable total of $11o4 billion°  Trade accounted for ÿhe bulk of this swingÿ but
there was also a one-third increase in gross income on direct investmentÿ raising
investment income receipts to $14 billion gross and $9°7 billion net°   Net transfers
outwards (mostly foreign aid) increased only margina!lyÿ to $3°9 billion°   Receipts
from tourism rose to a greater extent than did tourist outlays°  There was a
substantial ($1o5 billion) increase in the outflow of direct investment in 1973 but
it was more than offset by an extraordinary direct investment inflow of over
$1o9 billion - almost 12 times the 1972 figure°   There was also a larger inflow of
portfolio investment°   Bank and other long-term lendingÿ ÿhich had been sharply
reduced in 1972ÿ rose again in 1973 - especially in the last quarter of the year
in the wake of the Arab-lraeli warÿ but not enough to keep the ÿbasic balanceÿ
negative:   for the first time since it was first computed in 1960 the combined
current and long-term capital account yielded a surplus (see table 11-9)o

The net outflow of short-term funds from the United States was almost twice as
great in 1973 as in 1972ÿ but still well below the record !971 level°  Much of -this
took place in the early part of the year - before the second !0 per cent devaluation
of the dollar - when Euro-dollar borrowing was intense and interest rates relatively
high°   For the year as a wholeÿ howeverÿ the inflow of liquid private capital again
exceeded the outflow and this reduced the over-all deficit to about half its 1972
figure and less than a fifth of the unprecedented 1971 total°   Financing this
deficit involved a $5 billion increase in United States liabilities to foreign
agencies o

The reduction in the United States deficit was paralleled by a corresponding
reduction in the Japanese surplus°   in Japanÿ in -the wake of the upsurge in imports
described aboveÿ the current account surplus in 1973 was !ess than a tenth of
its 1971-1972 average°  And it was accompanied ]ÿy a sharp increase in -the net
outflow of capital°  Thus the over-all balÿiceÿ after a steep decline in 1972 from
the extraordinary $i0 billion surplus of 1971ÿ swung into deficit in 1973ÿ and there
was a $6 billion drawing down of the countryVs official reserves°

No such turn-around occurred in the Federal Republic of Germany°   Thereÿ as a
result of its strong export performanceÿ the ctÿrrent accomÿt surplus registered
another and larger increase - from less thaa $2 billion in !972 to over $5 billion in
1973o  As net capital inflows continued at much the same annual rate as in 1971
and 1972ÿ the over-all surplus rose again and there was a further accretion - of
over $9 billion - to the country's 'international reservesÿ bringing gross holdings up
to $33 billion or 18 per cent of the world total and almost a fourth of the
developed market economy total (see table I!-i0)o

After two years of surpiusÿ the current accounts of Italy and the United
Kingdomÿ reflecting the expansion in importsÿ swung into deficit in 1973o
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In both cases this was met by increased borrowingsÿ this caused an opposite swing
in the capital account - from net outflow in 1972 to net inflow in 1973o  Hence
there was no further reduction in international reserves°

The rise in imports also weakened the current balance in Austria and Frÿceo
in France this was aggravated by a large outflow of capital in the second half of
tiÿe year:  the over-all balance swung into deficit and official reserves were
drawn down to their end-1971 level. In Austria there was another net inflow of
cÿitalÿ though it was much smaller than in 1971 or 1972o   A surplus on capital
account - and in this case a much larger one than in 1971 or 1972 - slso offset a
marked deterioration in the current account of Denmark°

In Greece and Spainÿ the -widening of the trade deficit wÿs offset by an
increase in other current receiptsÿ particularly from tourism and migrant workersw
remittancesÿ so that in both cases the over-all accounts again registered a surplusÿ
though a smaller one than in 1972.

In Sweden and Switzerlandÿ the capital account swung into deficit in 1973ÿ but
as the current account surplus was greater than in 1972ÿ the over-all balance
remained active - to an increased degree in Sweden but a sharply reduced degree
in Switzerland where a drawing down of international reserves began in the third
quarter of 1973o

Adjustment through exchange rates and reserves

On the ÿTholeÿ the process of adjustment that ÿ¢as set in motion in 1971 and
continued with a series of currency revaluations in 1972 and 1973 and the
introduction of a system of managed floating in March 1973 seems to have improved the
state of equilibrium among the developed market economies.  The increase in the
amount of foreign exchange moving into the world's official reserves - which is a
measure of the external deficits of countries whose currency is regarded as usable
reserve assets - declined from almost $34 billion in 1971 and $25 billion in 1972
to $18 billion in 1973. 4/ The proportion of this increment going into developed
market economy reserves d--eclined from 88 per cent in 1971 and 66 per cent in 1972 to
39 per cent in 1973o  As a result of the primary co1ÿmodity boomÿ the surpluses
that had opened up were largely in the developing countries°

The increase in foreign exchange reserves in the developed market economies
amounted to $7.2 billion in 1973 (less than half the 1972 figure and a fourth of
the 1971 figure) and this was all accumulated in the first quarter of the yearÿ
chiefly in the Federal Republic of Germany.  There was only a small increase in the
second and third quarters and a reduction in the fourth when the movement of
exchange rates induced dollar sales by a nÿber of central banksÿ including those
of Belgiumÿ Franeeÿ the Federal Republic of Germany and Switzerland
(see table II-iI).

4/ As a proportion of the foreign currency reserves being held at the end of the
preceding year the decline was much steeper:  from 75 per cent in 1971 and
33 per cent in 1972 to 18 per cent in 1973.   Most of these foreign exchange reserves
are claims against the United Statesÿ the rate of increase in which declined from a
more than doubling in 1971 to 21 per cent in 1972 and 9 per cent in 1973o  Claims
against the United Kingdom increased by 19 per cent.in 1971 and Ii per cent in 1972ÿ
but were reduced by ii per cent in 1973.  The remainder of the reserves represent
chiefly holdings of Euro-currencies and in 1972 and 1973 these increased more - both
absolutely and relatively - than the liabilities of the traditional reserve currency
countries.
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Al! the principal developed market economy currencies appreciated against the
dollar in the first quarter of 1973 and most of them did so again in -the second
quarter whenÿ after its I0 per cent devaluation in Februaryÿ the dollar continued
to weaken despite large ($2 billion) purchases by pÿivate interests° At the end of
June the central rate of the deutsche mark was raised by a further 5°5 per cent
in relation to the other EEC currencies participating in the joint float that had
been agreed to in March°  in the third quarter arrangements were made to support
the dollarÿ but very little of an $18 billion swap line of credit was in fact
used:  rising United States exports and the tightening of monetary conditions
combined with some easing of restraints in the Federal Republic of Germany served
to steady the exchange rate°   0nly the currencies of Australiaÿ Italy and the
Netherlands increased in dollar valueÿ those of Franceÿ Norwayÿ Swedenÿ Switzerland
and the United Kingdom began to depreciateÿ and this process continued into the
fourth quarter when the dollar strengthened against a!l the developed market
economy currencies (except that of Canada)ÿ gaining about ii per cent relative to
the EEC group by the end of the year and thus restoring its position to that
obtaining immediately after the February devaluation°  In the first quarter of 1974ÿ
howeverÿ the United States dollar weakened againÿ against all currencies except
those of France and Italy (see table II-12)o

Measured in relation to the currencies of trading partnersÿ only the currencies
of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands appreciated in 1973 after the
inauguration of a floating rÿgimeÿ and even these weakened in the last quarter of
the yearÿ when the dollar was regaining ground lost in the summer°  As implied
aboveÿ the French and Italian currencies continued to depreciate in the first
quarter of 1974 and the United States dollar slso weakened again°  The remainder
strengthenedÿ even sterling and the yen whichÿ with the liraÿ had !ost most in
1973 (see table 11-13).

Since the Smithsonian parity fixing of December 19719 some major chanÿes have
taken place in currency relationships.  Against the currencies of their trading
partnersÿ the Swiss franc has appreciated by over 17 per ceÿt and the deutsche mark
by 20 per cent°  At the other extremeÿ the pound has depreciated by 17 per cent and
the lira by about 20 per cent.  This range of changes while wide by the standards
of recent history under the Bretton Woods systemÿ is not altogether out of keeping
with the magnitude of other changes that have characterized the early years of the
1970s°

Implications for the international monetary system

In 1973ÿ the Federal Republic of Germany held down the rise in internal prices
to about 7 per cent and in the face of a 3 per cent deterioriation in terms of trade
increased its trade surplus by an amount equivalent to 15 per cent of its average
of exports and imports and expanded its international reserves by 40 per cent°  At
the other end of the spectrumÿ Japan eÿerienced a 16 per cent rise in domestic
prices and a i0 per cent deterioration in the terms of trades.the swing in its
merchandise balance amounted to a fourth of its total trade and it lost almost a
fourth of its reserves°  Large increases in internal prices (10-12 per cent)ÿ an
adverse movement of the same order in the terms of trade and a massive enlargement
of the merchandise deficit were also registered by Italy and the United Kingdom
in 1973 (see table 11-14).
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The sheer size of these changes transformed the problem-miÿ facing the
developed market economies in Yÿespect of their trade and paymenÿs interrelationships°
The IHF Committee of 20 (on Reform of the !nternavÿional Honetary System and Related
Issues) deferred its search for adjustment mechanismsÿ controls and indicators
necessary to maintain a r6gime of ÿstable but adjustableÿÿ currenciesÿ and little
progress could be made towards agreement on the details of relationship between
goldÿ the dollar and SDRo _5/  Insteadÿ the main topic of concern at a-meeting of the
Committee in Rome in January 1974 was how to prevent the fourfold increase that had
taken place in petroleÿLml prices from creating an unmanageable payments situation°
And at a meeting of the Committee's Deputies in March 1974ÿ the main achievement was
agreement on an interim set of guidelines to ensure that in so far as official
intervention was necessary to maintain a satisfactory system of floating currencies
it was effected in ways that would facilitate and not disrupt or distort the flow
of trade°

The easing of the burden of defending a particular rate of exchangeÿ combined
with the strengthening of the dollar in the second half of the yearÿ led to the
relaxs;tion of various controls over capital movements°   Belgiumÿ Franceÿ the
Federal Republic of Germany and Switzerland all eased their restrictions on the
inflow of funds in the fourth quarter and Japan soon followed suit°   !n Novemberÿ
the countries that had formed the gold pool in 1968 decided to permit sales of
official gold (but not purchases) on the free marketÿ the dollar price having more
or less trebled in the course of the year°   in Decemberÿ the United States began
dismantling its controls over the outflow of eapitalÿ"  restrictions on direct
investment were endedÿ the Federal Reserve System's guidelines for voluntary
restraint on foreign credits were withdrawn and +he equalization tax on the
purchase of foreign securities was reduced to zero°    Only certain reporting
requirements were retained°

The relaxation of exchange and other controls on capital flows tended to
increase the relative importance of differences in interest rates and domestic
monetary policy°   !n these circumstances and given the magnitude of the trade and
price changes that characterized 1973 ÿ it became difficult to maintain the joint
float of European currencies°   !n January -%974ÿ Franceÿ anxious to ease internal
monetary conditions and reduce the e)ÿ_change losses involved in the link with a
rising deutsche markÿ withdrew the franc from the arrangememtÿ letting it float
without reference to the previous margins and supporting the action by tightening
once again its regulation of csÿpital movements,

In Apri]o 1974ÿ the cost of the joint float to the weaker currencies was
reduced by an agreement to value gold near its free msÿq<Let price for purpose of

5/ It was generally acceptedÿ howeverÿ -that SDR should be "the central reserve
asset in any new monetary system°   And some progress was made in the course of 1973
in accustoming the financial world to deal in currency baskets°   The European
Investment Bankÿ for exampleÿ floated a nÿmÿber of bond issues in the ÿEurcoÿ - a
weighted basket of the nine EEC currencies°   And Barclayÿs Bank International has
initiated dealings in a five-currency unit consisting of the doilarÿ poundÿ
deutsche markÿ and Swiss and French francs in eqtÿ.al proportions°   Baskets of this
nature would prestmÿably be used for valuing SDR as the nÿ$raire of the system°
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interparticipant settlements°  !n the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ monetary
conditions had been easedÿ in the other participants - Belgiumÿ Luxembourgÿ the
Netherlandsÿ Norway and Sweden - there had been a correspondimg stiffening°
Co-ordinate measures were recognized as mecessary for the maimtenance of the joint
flosÿ and the common agricultural policy with its uniform pricing of major products°
But it was still unclear how the needs of the still separate domestic economies
might be served if these diverged°

Another of the problems whose dimensions have been changed as a result of the
events of 1973 is that of the link between liquidity creation and development aid.
The need for international liquidity andÿ even moreÿ its distribution have been
greatly affected by the changes in price relationships that have occurredÿ
particularly the rise in the relative prices of cereals and petroleum.  While it
is not certain how long these prices will persistÿ 6/ it is clear that for the
period immediately ahead large sums will have to be transferred from importers of
these commodities to their exporters.  This means that the flow of aid will have
to conform to need much more than has been the case in the past°  The desirability
of more discriminating aid policies was foreshadowed in a statement of the
Development Assistance Committee of OECD in March 1974 in which the 18 developed
market economies concerned pledged not to reduce the amount of their aidÿ despite
their own balance-of-payments predicÿentÿ but to accelerate transfers to the
most needy of the developing countries°

The outlook for external balance

The balance-of-paÿents prospects of the developed market economies cannot be
delineated with any precision even though they have been a preoccupation of most
of the Governments concerned ever since the second doubling of the crude
petroleum price at the beginnimg of 1974.  In the aggregateÿ if the new price is
maintainedÿ it is expected that the developed market economies will have to pay
about $50 billion more for petroleum imports in 1974 than in 1973o 7_/  How the
finamcial burden is distributedÿ howeverÿ depends not only on the volume of

6/ Cereal pricesÿ subject to market forcesÿ have already begun to recedeÿ
andÿ dÿepending on 1974 harvestsÿ could well be back to traditional relationship
with other prices by 1975o  Petroleum pricesÿ fixed by a producer carte1ÿ seem
likely to adjust much more slowlyÿ as demand is choked off and alternative fuel
supplies are developed°

7/ This assumes that imports of crude petroleum for consumption in the
developed market economies will remain at the 1973 level of i0 billion barrels and
the imcrease in unit cost will be $5 per barrel (up from rather less than $3 to
about ÿ8 on an fooobo basis)°  As a result of substitutionÿ conservation and
reduced economic activityÿ consumption and imports may be lower (by as much as
i0 per cent according to some forecasts).  On the other handÿ the unit cost
increment may be higher because of the increase in the proportion of
'ÿparticipation" oil bought back by the operating companies at above the
$8 average price.
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petroleum purchased but also on the way the total purchase price is 'Vrecycledÿ,
that is, on the distribution of the purchasesÿ debt repaymentsÿ investmentsÿ !oans
and grants made by the exporters on the basis of the proceeds°

As there is usually a lag  of many months between the shipment of petroleÿn
and the returm flow of funds, not much of the new higher revenues accruing to
OPEC found its way back to the developed market economies in the first quarter°
Imports of the groupÿ which were approaching $20 billion in 1973, may be expected
to continue to rise rapidly with the receding of financial constraints on
development plansÿ and most of the goods will come from the developed market
economies°  No 1974 trade figures are yet available but some of the $5 billion used
to finance recent Arab arms purchases is reported to be on the way back to the
United States in payment for Soviet wheat purchases° 8--/ There is little sign that
much of the petroacurrency has been used on any of the stock exchanges°  Some real
estate transactions have been reportedÿ mostly in high-fashionÿ no-risk areas,
but the total value does not yet seem to have reached ÿi billion°

Some of the funds will be used to pay for the increase in the WparticipationVV
of host Governments in the activities of the concessionary oil companies°  According
to press reportsÿ for exampleÿ Saudi Arabia is paying $500 million for an initial
25 per cent share in the equity of the Arabian American Oil Coÿany (ARAMCO)°   Such
transactions are taking place in all the petroleum-exporting countriesÿ though the
pace and extent of participation, the terms of purchase and the method of valuing
assets differ appreciably from case to case° The resulting divestment will
constitute a reflux of capital into the United States andÿ on a smaller scale, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

Additional funds will be used for the purchase of new assets connected with
the petroleum industry.  A group of Gulf States - Abu Dhabiÿ Kuwait, Qatar and
Saudi Arabia - is contributing half of the $400 million cost of a pipeline from
Suez to the Mediterranean, for exampleÿ and Abu Dhabi intends to put $i00 million
into the building of a dry dock to accommodate super-tankers°  This type of
investment will be reflected in orders to the developed market economies for capital
goods and engineering services.

There is also likely to be an addition to the amounts made available as
development loans and grants to other developing countries°  Some of this will move
bilaterallyÿ some through IBRD and some through the various Arab development
institutions° 9/ But in due course all of such transfers are likely to generate
orders for imports from the developed market economies°

8/ In The New York Times,  25 April 1974o

9/ Including the Kuwait Fund for Economic Development (the oldest of themÿ
whose--capital has recently been raised to $3.35 billion), the Arab Fund for
Economic and Social Developmentÿ the Islamic Bank (recently established with a
capital of $i billion), the Arab-African Bank and the Abu Dhabi Fund for Arab
Economic Development.
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The international reserves of the i0 OPEC members for which data are available
increased by almost $3 billion in the first quarter of 1974.  This reflects the
fact that most of the petro-money tends to be deployed on the Euro-currenCy market°
On a net basis (that isÿ the foreign currency liabilities of the participating
institutionsÿ excluding interbank redeposits)ÿ the funds on this market increased
by about 60 per cent in the course of 1973 and by a further 7 per cent in the
first quarter of 1974ÿ reaching an estimated total equivalent to $160 billionÿ of
which rather more than 70 per cent comprises United States dollars.  Publicly
announced borrowing from this market has risen rapidly from less than $7 billion in
1972 to $21.9 billion in 1973 and as much as $14 billion in the first quarter of
1974o i0/ Most of the borrowers on this market are private entities but they
include local authorities and nationalized industries and these first quarter
transactions include arrangements for large-scale loans to France ($2°5 billion)ÿ
Italy ($2°2 billion) and the United Kingdom ($4°3 billion).

Sinceÿ until recentlyÿ the Euro-currency market has been essentially a source
of short-term fundsÿ how successfully it will function if it is used by
oil-importing countries for the purpose of medium-term finance is far from clear:
there is an obvious potential conflict in objective between the lenders and the
borrowers that will need to be adjusted.  It seems likelyÿ for exampleÿ that only
the strongest of the borrowers can be assured of access to this marketÿ particularly
ifÿ for whatever reasonÿ a credit squeeze develops in the course of the year.   It
is for this reason that it is of particular importance that trade-reducing measures
be avoided:  inability to earn foreign exchange through normal exports could
trigger restriction on non-essential imports and a self-defeating run on whatever
funds there are for financing essential importsÿ including those of petroleum.

It was with these considerations in mind and against a background of
import-restraining measures recently adopted by Denmark and Italyÿ that the
24 members of OECD met in May and agreed to a ÿ'code of good conduct'ÿ aimed at
avoiding destructive competition through unilateral action to limit imports and
stimulsZe exports.  In order to facilitate consultation among those most affected by
the financial implications of the emerging deficitÿ the major trading nations have
reconstituted the ÿ'Group of i0".

Because many countriesÿ especially in the developing groupÿ are unlikely to
have access to an adequate source of financeÿ IMF is setting up a specific
7ÿbridging facility'v for the use of countries that are finding it difficult to
pay for vital imports of crude oil or products.  This would be financed by
borrowing - presumably from oil exporters as far as possible - and would operate
outside the regular framework of the Fund for a two-year transitional period while
other adjustments are being made.  Up to the end of April 1974ÿ some SDR 2.3 billion
had been pledged (including SDR i billion by Saudi Arabia and SDR 0.6 billion by
Iran) and it was hoped to inaugurate the facility at the final meeting of the
Committee of 20 in June.

In the meantimeÿ the United Nations General Assembly has approved a ÿSpecial
Programmevv to provide emergency relief to developing countries most seriously
affected by the changes in price relationships.  On 9 Mayÿ the Secretary-Generalÿ

i0_/ Data compiled by IBEDo
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pursuant to the decision of the Assemblyÿ addressed an appeal for funds to 45
industrialized or petroleum-exporting countries with a view to providing grants
or soft-term loans°

The amounts that are required for this purpose will depend on the availability
of other sources of finance and above all on the maintenance of a high level of
trade°  In this respect a special responsibility rests on the developed market
economiesÿ many of which will themselves be under considerable strain.
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Table Ii-!o  Developed market economies:  growth of gross domestic
product in constant market pricecÿ 1970-1973

(Percentage)

Region and country
Average

annual rater

1970-1973
Change from preceding year
1971     1972     1973 a/

North America  ..........

Canada  ............

United States  .........

4°0

5.2
3.9

3.B      6.o     6.1

3ol      6.0      6.0

Western Europe  ..........

EECÿ 6 countries  .......

9 countries  .......

Belgiumb/  ..........

France  ...........

Germanyÿ Federal Republic of.
Italy  ............

Luxembourg  .........

Netherlands  .........

Denmark  ...........

Ireland  ...........

United Kingdom  .........

Other Europeÿ 15 countriesÿ!
12 countries.

Austria  ...........

Cyprus  ...........

Finland  ...........

Gre ec e  .............

Iceland°--/  ..........

4.7

4.8
4.5

5.6
5.7
4.4
3.8
2.4
5ol

4.3
4.4
3.4

4.3          3.O
5.3         3.6

6.5         5.6
6.2          12.2
5.6            2.4
8°5            7.1
6.6         9.5

3.4

3.4
3.2

3.4     5.2
5.3     5.3
2.6     2.9
1.6      3.2
o.7     3.o
3.9     4.4

4.1     4.9
3.6     3.9
1o6      3.o

4.5
6.0

6.4
5.0
7°0

10.2
6.0

Malta  ............

Norway  ...........

Portugal  ..........

Spain  ............

Sweden  ...........

Switzerland  .........

Turkey  ...........

4.6          3.8     5.8     4.5
6.7            9.5      6.2      5.o

(9.5)           9.o      9.o      ...
4.3            5.5      4.3      3.9
6.7            6.2      7.5      4.ÿ
6.5           4.3     8.2     8.-/
3.0            0.2      2.5      4.3

4.o      6.o

4.0      6.0
3.6     6.0

6.2
6o

7.
5.0

5.1
7.5
5.5

5.8
5.8

5.7
2.0

5.2
9.0
5.0

Asia

Japarÿb/ 9.3            6.8      8.9     ii.0

4.2            4°0      3.2      5.8

4.2            4.1      3.2      6.0
3.4            3.5      2.5      5.5
4.3            4.0      3.3      5.5

4.7            3.6      5.5      6.5

Southern hemisphere  .......

Australiaÿ/  ...........

New Zealandÿ/
South Africa  .........

Totalÿ 27 developed
market economies  ....

(Source and foot-notes on following page)
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ISource and foot-ÿnotes to table If-l)

Sourceÿ  Centre for Devel6pmemt Plaunimgÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Yearbook of Natioma! Accounts
Statistiesÿ 0rganisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Economic

aris)ÿ and national sources.

a/ Preliminary°

bJ Gross national product.

cJ Including Denmarkÿ Ireland and the United Kingdom.

d/ Fiscal year ending BO June of the indicated year for Australiaÿ
31 March for New Zealand.
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Table 11-2.   Selected developed market economies:   changes

in industrial productionÿ 1971-1973

Country
Index of industrial production

(cgrrespondinÿ quarter of previous year = i00)
1972                       1973

I!      III      iV        I      II      III     IV
1974
I

Australia  ....  96.3  i01o!  i01oi  104o7

Austria  .....  105o4  104o8  106,7  114o7

Belgium  .....  !04.8  103o0  102.5  107.6

Canada  .....  109.0  110,6  104.1  iii.i

Denmarkÿ/  ....  -    107.1  106.6  111.3

Finland  .....  123o7  109.4  108.5  115,5

France  .....  107,1  109,2  106.8  108.2

Germanyÿ Federal
Republic of .    102.2   98.4   98.5  107.1

Greece  .....  113.9  114o9   67,4  114.3

Ireland  .....  102o7  108,8  106.3  108o4

Italy  ......  102.9  102.0  104.6  109.6

Japan  ......  106.1  109.9     -     103.8

Luxembourg          103.5  102.0  103,6  108.9

Netherlands    .     109.7  108.6  106.3  106,9

Norway  ......  97.7  106.3   99.7  105.0

Portugal  ....  128.2  116.4  114.8  123.9

Spain  ......  116.4  116.5 113o8  118.3

113.0 107.7 115o2 106o4

106o4  88.3 106o8 100.8

107.5 104.7 105.4 106.5

iio°7 11OOO I08o6 I06°i

Sweden  .....

Switzerland o

United Kingdom

United States o

91.6  96.7 108o0 107ol

104.4 102.0 102ol 103.9

98.2 103.4 101.4 103.3

I03°9 i06.2 110.2 !11o4

107.6 ÿ.io9 107o7 105o7

116.8 llt.7 116ol 111o5

113.5 112o3 108o3   ooo

103.5 113o9 114o7 117.1

106.9 108.1 118ol 115o8

116.2 112.3 108.5  112.4

108.1 107.3 106.3 107.5

110.7  96°8 109.1 106.2

91°o  .........

116o4  114.7 119.5 113o7

lO9.1  lO8oO lO9.2 135.5

lO5.6  lO4.O lO5o5 lO9.4

11o.4  lO4.1 lO8.1 lO3o7

111.9  11o.5 lO9o2 lO5o7

°,6        ÿ        °.ÿ        ÿOÿ

107o3 104.4 105oi i00o3

iiio0 109.2 108o0 106o9

i12o7J

lo8° (ÿ/

lO35J

102.2

92 eÿ

oÿ q

lO9.3a/

106.5

1o4.4-ÿ/

i05.i

1ÿ5.5k/

lO7o 3J

9o.2 -/

lOO.9J

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on United Nations ÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ
and national reports°

a_/ January.

b_/ January and February°

c/ Manufacturing only.

d_/ January-April.
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Table 11-3o   Selected developed market economies:   changes in major components
of gross domestic product in constant pricesÿ 1970-1973

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Gross
Country and   Private     Public       Fixed     Change inI                          domestlc

year     consumption consumption investment inventoriesÿ! Exports Imports product

North Americaÿ/

1970  ....  i. 8
1971  ....  4o 0

1972  ....  6°2
1973  ....  5 o4

-3,5        3.6        0°4      8°2     2°2    0°7

-0,2        5°7        0°4      2°3     5.8    3°3
3.3       11.9       0°5      7.0    12.O    6°0
1,4        7ol        0°6     17.O     6°0    6ol

Canada

1970  ....  2ol
1971  ....  5,5
1972  ....  7o 8

1973  ....  8°5

i0°0        0.9        Ooi      9oi    -1o8    2°7

5.3        7.9        0,2      5°7     8°8    5°8
3°4        3.6        0°5      7ol    13o4    5°6c/i
4.5        8°3        0°6      9°2    11o6    7.--

United States

1970  ....  1o8

1971  ....  3.9
1972  ....  6ol

1973  ....  5 oi

-4°5       -4,1        0°4      7.9     3°5    0°5

-0.6        5°5        0°4     -l°O     4°8    3ol

3.3       12o7       0,5      7°0    11o5    6.0
1,2        7°0        0°6     19o9     4°3    6°0

Western Europeb/

1970  ....  5o 2
1971  ....  4.0
1972  ....  4.8

1973  ....  4.7

3.9        7°2        2°8      9°8    11.2    5ÿo
5°0        3°3        1o6      8.O     6°o    3°3
4.O        4°O        1.2      7.9     9°O    4.o
3°5        5°0        ooo     !3o0    12o8    6.0

197o  ....  5,3
1971  ....  4.2

1972  ....  4 o7
1973  ....  4°9

3.4       7.2       2°0      9.6    11o0    4°8
5ol       2°3       0.8      8.4     6°7    3°2
4,0       2°8       0°7ÿ    7°8     9,2    3°6
3,5        5,4        ooo     13o8    13o6    6.0

Belgium

1970  ....  4.6

1971  ....  3.9

1972  ....  5.9
1973  ....  4° 4

3.3       8°8       1o5     i0°0     7ol    6°6
5.9       -2.2        1o2      8.7     6.5    3°4
7.2       4°8        .°o      7,2     8°3    5°2
4.5       7.0        ooo     16.6    18,9    6°2

Denmark

1970  ....  3.2
1971  ....  2o 0

1972  ....  3o 0

1973  ....  4°7

11,9        6°0        0.3      5°7     7°9    3oi
6°6        1o6       -0°8      7,6     1o3    3°9
7°2       3,2       -1o2      7.9     3°4    4°9
6.3       !2°0        ooo      6°4    16o8    5oiÿ
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Table II-3 (continued)

Gross
]ountry and   Private     Public       Fixed     Change in    .                     domestic

year     consumption consumption investment inventoriesa! Exports Imports product

France

1970  ....  4o 5

1971  ....  5.8

1972  ....  5.6

1973  ....  5 o7

3.5       7°5       2.1     16.9     7.8    5.8
3°7       6.2       1.4     13.O     9°6    5,3
2°6       6.9       1o2      9.7    ii.0    5°3
3°4        6°7        2°0     12.2    12o9    6ol

Germany ÿ Federal
Republic of

1970  ....  7.0

1971 . ÿ    5o5
1972  ....  3 o4

1973  ....  2.9

4.9      11.4       2.2      8°7    15o4    5.8
7.2       4.5       0°5      6.6     9.9    2°6
4.4        2°0        0°5      7°9     8.7    2°9c/3
4°2       1.4        o.o     19o6    12o6    6.-

Ireland

1970  ....  7.8
1971  ....  2.8

1972  ....  3o 8

1973  ....  7o 0

Luxembour g

197o  ....  5.5
1971  ....  4. o
1972  ....  4.2

1973  ....  5.0

Netherlands

1970  ....  7.6

1971  ....  3 o3
1972  ....  3o 3

1973  ....  2.5

Unit ed Kingdom

1970  ....  2.5
1971  ....  2° 6

1972  ....  5o 9
1973  ....  4.5

Italy

1970  ....  2.1

1971  ....  2° i

1972  ....  5.4
1973  ....  6.3

6.3        -        2ol      4°7     2.5    2.7
11.2       7°9       ioi      4°9     4ol    3.6
10.4       2.5       2°2      2°0     7°7    3.9
7°4       13.O       1.5     lOo6    13.5    7.5

1.9       3°4       1.6      5.8    16ol    5.o
5°2       -3.5       0°4      5.9      -     1o6
4.2       -0.2        0.8     ii.i    12o7    3°2

3°3        7.0        ooo      7.5    14o0    6.5

2.2       16.4        -       1.3     5.3    3°5ÿ
1o5        8o0        0.6     -4°0     1.2    O.ÿc/
2°5        4.0        ..o      4.0     3°7    3o -

2.0       2°5        ...      8.0     5.4    7°0ÿ

5°9       i0°i       2°5     13o3    14.6    6.9
3.9       1°5       1.5     Ii.0     6.5    3.9
1o6      -1.3       1.3      9.7     4.3    4.4
1.o       4.o       oo.     12o5    ll.5    5.O

1.3        2.O        0.4      5°O     5.O    1.9

3.7       0°5        -       7.1     4.8    2.4
3.8        1.2       -0.6      3ol    lO.l    2.3
2°8        5.2        0.8     11.3    12.8    5.5
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Table 11-3 (continued)

Gross
Country and   Private     Public       Fixed    Change in   ,                    domestic

.    a!
year      consumption consumption investment inventorzes--  Exports Imports product

Other Europef/

1970  ....  4.6

1971  ....  3.5
1972  ....  5.5
1973  ....  3.7

5.9      7.1
4.6      5.3
4.0       8.8
9o6      3°5

4.6
3.3
2.2

ll.O   11o9   5°9
5.1   3.1   3°6
8.4    8.1   5.9
9°4     9°9    5.8

Au str ia

197o  ....  6ol
1971  ....  6.6

1972  ....  7.3

1973  ....  5.0

3.3      11.8i
2°6      12.9
6.o      11o4
4.o        3.o

2°5
ioi

-0.5

18o6   18.7   8ol
4°8     5°9    5°6

1Oo3   11o2   6ok
7.5   12oo   5°7

Finland

1970  ....  6o 7
1971  ....  2.9

1972  ....  7.4
!973  ....  6.0

5°7      12o9
5.o        3.6
5.7          5.9
4.3      6.7

7ol
5°8
4.2

7.7   19o0   8ÿ3
-i.i   -0.4   2.4

15.3    4ol   7.0
4°3   12ol   5.2

Iceland

1970  ....  12°6
1971  ....  12.6
1972  ....  ii.0

1973  ....  3.5

4.5         8.7
6.4     43.6
5.7      -2.0

6.2       6.5

-0.7

3.0
-0°9

o

18.9   26.6   6. oc-/
-2.3   22.o   9°5- J 
m4.6     3.6    6. ozj,
l°o   !o.8   5.oÿ/

Norway

1970  ....  2.0
1971  ....  5.0
1972  ....  i. 6

1973  ....  i. 8

4.o      16.o
7.5       18.6
5.3      -5.7
4.4       12.9

4.0
2.0

0.8

1.5   13.3   3°5
3.O    6.5   5°5

14.7    1.5   4.3
9.7  16.8  3°9

Spain

1970  ....  3.9
1971  ....  3 .i
1972  ....  6°7
1973  ....  6.7

9.3
6.5
6.6
6.0

3.8
-1.6

15.o
15.5

1.8
1.7
1.2

18.3    1.5   6.O
13.6    O.2   2.3
ioo4   18.8   8.2
12.8   17.2   8.i

Sweden

1970  ....  2.0
1971  ....  -0.9

1972  ....  2.3
1973  ....  2.3

7.3
3.6
0,9
2.7

2.9
-1.6

6,1
-i, 4

2.9
0°7

-0.i

8.7   10.6   4,6
5.8   -3.0   0.!

6.O   5.3   2.5
15.1   7.9   4.3
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Table 11-3 (continued)

Gross
Country and   Private      Public       Fixed    Change in   !                    domestic

year      consumption consumption investment inventoriesÿ1 Exports Imports product

Switzerland

1970  ....  5°3       2.3       8°0       1o7       7.2   13o7   4.2
1971  ....  5°5       3°7        7°8        io0        2.5    6oi   3.8
1972  ....  5°7       4°5       7°7        0°9       5°0    6.0   5.8
1973  ....  4°5      4°4       3oO       1.2       6.4    5°7   4°5

Japan

1970  ....  7° 5

1971  ....  7 o0
1972  ....  9° i

1973  ....  8.7

6°3      13o3       4.5      15o9   20°8  lO ÿ 3 ÿ--'I;
7°7       7°9       2°4      17o9    304   6° -8ÿ
9o6       9°5       2oi       7.5    8°4   8o 9c-/ÿ
7o3       16o2       3o3       6o6   23o2  !io0c-!

Australiag--/

1970  ....  5°8
1971  ....  3.3

1972  ....  3° 5

1973  ....  5o 9

2°6       5.4       1.7       18.9   10o2   5.8ÿ
4°3       3°5       1.4       8.4    3°4   4oi
1o9       0.8       -0.4       8.2   -2.2   3°2

5°7       -3°6      -0°5        4.6    4°4   3.8

Total (for 20 countries shown)b/

1970  ....  3 o4

1971  ....  4o 2

!972  ....  5°9

1973  ....  5.4

-2.2       3.5       3.0       i0.i    9°6   3.1

1.6       5.1       1o7       7.3    5.7   3.6
3°7       8.2       1.4       7.6    9.5   5.5
2°3        7°3        oo.       13.3   11.7   6°5

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat based on United Nationsÿ Yearbook of National Accounts
Statisticsÿ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Economic
Outlook and Economic Surveys (Paris)ÿ and national sources.

[/ At current prieesÿ as percentage of gross dcmestic product.

b_/ 1970 weights used in combining country data.

c_ÿ Gross national product°

d_] Excluding Luxembourg for all years°

e_! Excluding Belgium.

f_! Including Greece except in 1973o

g_/ Fiscal year ending 30 June.
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Table IIÿ4o  Developed market economies:  rate of increase in consumer pricesÿ 1970ÿ1973

(Percentage)

Country a/

Average annual
rateL         Change from preceding year

All items           Food First
All    Food   1971   1972   1973   1973    All   Food

items                                              items

Change from corresponding quarter of previous year
1973                              1974

Second            Third           Fourth            First b/
A!l    Food     All    Food     All    ÿ     All    Food

items           items           items           iÿems

Finland  ........  8.4    8.7    6.5    7.1   11.7   12.5    9.2   12,3    9.5   iiÿ6   13.3   13.7   14.6   12.3   15.5   iiÿ5
Japan  .........  7.4    7.5    6.1    4.5   11.7   13.0    7.1    8.1   10.5   IL6   12.8   14.3   16.4   14.5   24°5   28.7
Spain  .........  9.3    9.8    8.2    8.3   11.4   12.6    8.2    8.0   10.9   12.5   12.3   14.!   14.0   15.9   14.6   15.0
Ireland c_/  .......  9.6   11.8    8ÿ9    8,7   ll.3   16.4   10,1   16.6   ll.6   19.9   I1,2   13ÿ4   12,7   !6.2   15o4   ll, l
Italy  .........  7.1    7.3    4.8    5ÿ7   I0.8   11.8    8,8   10.5   II.I   13.3   11.6   12.7   11.7   i1.7   J2o8    ooo

South Africa  ......  7.3    9.0    6ol    6.5    99 ÿ   15.2    9.0   14.5   10.1   16.5    9.3   13.     9.8   !6.5         12ÿ2
Australia                7.1    7-5    6.1    5.8     [    15.2    5.8    8.0    8ÿ3   ii.0   10.5   17.ÿ                 9'2......  13 o 2    20.9     - o •
Denmarÿ  ........  7.2    9.5    5.8    6.6    9-5   13.6    7.5   10.6    8.6   12.9    9.6   14.6   ii.4   15.3   13.9   14[$
United Kingdom  .....  8,6   ll.6    9.4    7.1    9.2   15.1    7,9   ll,3    9-3   15,4    9,2   14.3   10,2   18.8   12,8   19ÿi
Switzerland  ......  7.3    6,3    6.6    6.7    8.7    6.0    7.7    7.9    8.2    6,7    8,3    4.7   10.8    5.3   10.4    7,0

New Zealand  ......  8,5    8,4   10.4    6.9    8.2   ll.3    6ÿ0    6.1    7.6    9.9    8.9   Lÿ.0   i0.2   16,1   10,3   14,3
Netherlands  .....  • •    7,8    6.2    7.6    7.8    7,9    7.9    7.7    8,3    8.2    8.6    8.2    8.2    8,1    7.1    8.7    7.6
Cyprus  ......  . ÿ •    5.6    6.7    4.]    4.9    7.8    8.5    4.9   1.9    7.2    7.4    8.8   i1.7   10.3   13.1   14.0   17.4
Malta  .........  4.4    6.2    2.3    3.4    7.7   14.0    8.8   16.1    9.4   18.3    6.5   11.9    6.2   10.O    5.9    8°5
Canada  ........  .    5.1    2.9    2.9    4.8    7.6   14.5    5.9   10.4    7.3   14.8    8.2   15.5    9ÿ0   17.4    9.7   17.3

Austria  ........  6,2    5.8    4,7    6.3    7.5    7,8    7,9    9.2    7.7    9.3    6.7    6.8    7,6    6.2    8.6    7.5
Norway  .........  7.0    7.6    6.2    7.3    7.5    9.7    7.4    8.2    7.8    8°0    7.0    6.0    7°5    6.0    8.7    7.1
France  ........  6.3    7.9    5.ÿ    6.2    7.3    9.4    6.5    8.2    7.1    9.7    7.6   10.5    8.3   10.9   i1.3   12.3
Belgium  ........  ÿ5.6    5.5    4ÿ3    5.5    7.0    8.0    6.9    9.0    7.2    9-9    7.3    7.0    6.9    6ÿ3    8.2    7.3
Germany, Federal

Republic of  .....  5.9    5.7    5.3    5.5    6.9    7,6    6.8    8.1    7.7    9.8    6.9    7,0    7-3    5.7    7.4    5,4

Sweden  .........  6.7    8.0    7.4    6.0    6.8    5.8    6.0    6.4    6.7    6.9    6.5    4.8    7-7    5.1    9.8    7.1
Unitedÿes  .....  4.6    7.2    4.3    3,3    6.2   14.5    4°1    8,0    5.5   12.1    6,9   17.4    8.4   19.5    9.9   19,3
Luxÿourg  .......  5.3    5.8    4.7    5.2    6.1    7ol    5.9    8.1    7.1    9.5    5.5    5.6    5.7    5.4    7.9    8.3

Totalÿ 28 countries       5.9    7.7    5.3    4,7    7.7   12,8    5.8    8,8    7.3   12,1    8.3   14,1    9.7   15.2   1L5   15,5
North America d_/ . .    4,6    6.8    4,0    3,2    5,9   14.5    4,2    8°2    5,6   12.3    7.0   17o2    8.4   19.3    9.9   19.1
Europe d/% .  ....  7.4    8.5    6.7    6.6    8.9   i1.2    7.7    9.6    8.9   12.1    9.1   i1.4   iOÿ0   i1.9   11.5   10o5
EEC ÿ.  ......  6.9    7.9    6.2    6.2    8.2   i0.7   7.4    9.5    9.5   ii]8    8.5   i0.8    9.0   !iÿ2   10.6    9.1

HH
i,

Yugoslavia  .......  17.9   20.4   15.6   16.6   21.4   25,9   20.O   23.7   21,8   26.8   18.4   18,6   19.4   18.0   20,0 19,8
Iceland eÿ  .......  12.1   15.O    6.4   10.3   20.1   27.9   16.7   20.6   17.9   26.6   20.3   28.1   28.9   39.6   32.7   47.0
Turkey  .........  15.1   14.8   16.3   13,0   16.6   20.0   11.4   10.9   !7.1   21.9   20.2   27.5   17.3   19.5   16.5   17.9
Greece  .....  . - ..    7,5    9,8    3.O    4.4   15.4   21.3    7.3    9,2   10.5   16.4   15,9   21,5   27.8   36,9   3ÿo4   36.3
Portugal  ........  11.8    9.3   11.9   10.7   12.9    9.2    9.8    5.7   10.4    4.3   13ÿ6    8.4   17.9   16.3   24.2   23.1

(Source and foot-notes on following page)



(Source and foot-notes to table 11-4)

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
and Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics°

a/ Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage increase in
consumer prices ("all itemsÿ') from 1972 to 1973o

b/ January only in the case of Turkeyÿ January-February average in the case of
Maltaÿ South Africa and Yugoslavia°

c_/ Quarters ending in Februaryÿ Mayÿ August and November in the case of
Iceland and Ireland°

d/ "All itemsw weighted by private consumption in 1970ÿ "foodw weighted by
food consumption in 1970.
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Table 11-5o Selected developed market economies:  unemployment rates
and changes in unemploymentÿ 1970-1973

(Percentage)

Countryÿ/ Annual average°.       1971
o/

unemployment rate--  .     and
z-gW   19 2

Percentage change in average
number of unemployed between

1972    December 1972
and   ÿ               and   ÿd!
1973L!  December 1973ÿ! --

Cyprus  ........  i.i   l.l   0°9   1.2

Yugoslavia  ......  7°7   6°7   7.0   8°1

Germanyÿ Federal
Republic of  ....  0°7

Belgium  .......  2.9

France  ........

Netherlands  .....  i°i   1o6

Italy  ........  3.2   3.2

Finland  .......  1o9   2.2

Canada  ........  5°9   6°4

Sweden  ........  1.5   2.5

Ireland  .......  7.2   7.2

Japan  ........  1.2   1.2

United States  ....  4°9   6.0

Norway  ........  0.8   0.8

Australia  ......  1.4   1o6

Austria  .......  2°4   2.1

Denmark  .......  2°9   3.7

United Kingdom  ....  2.6   3.4

0°8  i°I  1o2

2.9  3°5  3°7

1.¢/2.0e/ 2o2e/ 1.9d

-ii. 6  31 .,3         49.0

8o 2  21.3         19o 5

33°0  !i.0         74.2

22.4   4.7          2°2

13.4   2.8         11.5

2,7  2°8     74°0   1.9          3°4

3° 6 3.5     14.4  -4,2        -17o3

2.5  2o3     12o2  -7.3        -II.3

6.3  5,6      1.8  -7.5        -12.3

2°7  2°5      5.9  -8,4        -13o0

8°1  7.2     13,7  -8,5         -4.8

1.4  1.3     14°1  -9°6         18.2

5,6  4o9     -3,1 -11.1         -1°4

1o0  0o8     21o3 -13.5        -35.6

2.3  1.9     43,7 -14.5        -22.5

1.9  1o6     -5.6 -15.9          6.5

3.6  2.4     -0.3 -32.8         -2,3

3,8  2.7     i0.8 -33.4        -33.9

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

a_/ Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage increase (or
ascending order of percentage decrease) in number of unemployed between 1972 and 1973.

b_/ Unemp!oyment rate refers to the number of persons wholly unemployed and
temporarily laid off (derived from unemployment insurance statistics, employment
office statistics or sample surveys) expressed as a percentage of the civilian
labour force.  Because of differences in definitionÿ the  data do not permit simple
intercountry comparisons.

c_/ Preliminary.

d_/ Change between December 1972 and December 1973 expressed as a percentage of
the former, except for Australia (November to November) and Italy (October to
Oetober).

e_/ Cited in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentÿ Etudes
$conomiquesÿ France (Parisÿ February 1974).
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Table IIÿ6.  Selected developed market economiesÿ  unemp!oyment and job vaeanciesÿa-/
1971-1973

Country

J

Australia  .....  74

Austria  ......  53

Belgium  ......  71

......  552

Denmsmk  ......  30

Finland  ......  49

France  ......  337

Ger2mmy, Federal
Republic of . . °     185

Greece  ......  30

Ireland  ......  42

Italy  .......  613

Jaÿ  .......  547

Netherlands . ÿ . .       62

Norway  ......  !2

Spain  .......  !9o

Sweden  ......  45

Switzerland  ....  -

United Kingdom  ° °     776

United States o o .   4 993

Number of unemployed                          Number of vacancies               Percentage ratio of unemployment
(thousands)                                 (thousands)                             to vacancies

1973                             1973                             1973
( fourth                             (fourth                             (fourth

1972     1973    quÿter )     1971    1972     1973   quarÿr ÿ     1971    1972    1973    qusmt er )

104      84       79        41     32     64      '82       180    325    151      96

50      41       47        56     62     66      66        95     81     62      71

87      92       95        13      9     14      17       546    967    657     559

562     520      527  ........................

3o      20       22  ........................

57      51       49        12     16     23      26       408    356    222     188

380     394      421       123    165    252     25o       274    230    156     168

247     282      379       641    548    564     448        29     45     50      85

24        21          24  ........................

48            44              43  ........................

697      669        592  ........................

584     527      502       452     516    687     5ÿ2       121    ll3     77      93

108     ll0      107       107     63     67      73        58    171    164     147

15      13       ll        ii      9      8      lO       109    167    163     llO

193     155      135  ........................

48      46       44        56     52     55      40       Le5    15o    131     ÿo

-          -            4        5        4        4

855     611      517       176     189    398     502       441    452     154     105

4 84o    4 5o4    4 259  ........................

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Orgÿnisat!on for
Economic Co-operation aad Developmentÿ Main Economic Indicators (Parls), April 1974.

a_/ Because of differences in definition both in measuring unemployment and in determiniÿg vacsmcies, these data cÿnnot be used for
Intercountry comparison.  In general, the figures represent the averages of various registratlon or ssmÿple survey enumerations tÿken at
specific times.

b/ Average for June-September 1973o



Table 11-7o  Developed market economies:   changes in hourly earnings

of wcrkers in iLanufacturingÿ a/ 1970-1973

Country                Percentage change over corresponding portion of preceding year

1971            1972             1973            1973 fourth quarter

Australia  .....  11o3

Austria  ......  iioi

Belgium  ......  12.0

Canada  ......  9.0

Denmark  .......  15.0

Finland  ......  15o0

France  ......  11.2

Germanyÿ Federal
Republic of .  o  .  13o7

Greece  ......  8.8

Ireland  ......  16.0

Italy  .......  13.5

Japan  .......  13.9

Netherlands  ....  12.0

Norway  ......  o12.0

Spain  .......  14.0

Sweden  ......  7.0

Switzerland  ....  i0.0

United Kingdom        11.3

United States          6.0

9.6         12.0             13o7

12.2         10.9             15.6

1ÿ. 3         16o3k/            o.o

7.3        8.5            9.1

12o2         13oiÿ-!             ...

13.9         14.5c-/             . ..

iio 3        13.0b/           o ° o

8°8        i0.i '           10o5

9.2         15.7             20°7

14.7         18o5b/             ..°

i0.4         24.3             28.7

15.6         23.6             27.1

12.5         12o7             14o7

8.9         i0° 2b-/             ...

14. o         19.1ÿ/             ...

15°0          8.1              8°8

8.2          9.2              9.1

12o8         12o7             13.4

6.6          7.1              6.9

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Developmentÿ Main Economic Indicators (Paris)ÿ April 1974.

/ Including mining in the case of Austriaÿ Denmarkÿ Finlandÿ the Netherlandsÿ
Norway and Swedenÿ including mining and construction in the case of Denmarkÿ firms
employing 20 persons or more in the case of Canadaÿ male workers only in the case
of Australia and the Netherlandsÿ wage rates in the case of Franceÿ Italy and the
Netherlandsÿ weekly earnings in the case of the United Kingdomÿ monthly earnings
in the case of Japan°

b_/ January-September.

c/ January-June.

D.9
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I
Table 11-8.  Developed market economies:  changes in exports and imports

and the balance of trade, 1970-1973

Percentage change from preceding
year

Region and country                           Exports                           Imports

1972      972

Developed market economies . . .   ll,8       18,9       36,5       ll.2       18.3       37.1

North America  ........  4.2      13.4      37.2      14.4      21.7      24.1

Gaÿada  ..........  9.7     14.7     23,0     15.9     21.5     23.3      2 399
United States  .......  2,1      12.8      43.2      13.9      21.8      24,4         795

Balance of trade
(millions of dollars )

(exports f,o°bÿ - imper%s e°i,f, )

1971       1972       19ÿ

HH

EFÿA  .............  9.O     2O.6     38.4      9.O     15o9

Austria  ..........  ll. 0       22.4       36 . 2       18.2       24.3

Belgium-Luxambourg  .....  9.7
Dermmmk  ..........  9.9
France  ...........  14. 7
Germany, Federal

Republic of  .......  13.9      19.9      44.6      14.9      !7ÿ3
lÿeland  .....  .....  17.5      22,0      33,0      13,1      14.9
Italy  ...........  14.3     21,6     16.3      6.6     20.6
Netherlands  ...... . ,   18, 3      20, 5      45.4      14.7      13.8
JUnited Kingdom  .......  15.4       9.0      25.4      lO. 1      16, 5

20.5     36.1     11.7     18.7     39.3

26, 9     38.8     13.0     20. i     41.7        187       -174        662        470
19.7     41.5      4.7      9. 9     51.5     -1 051       -9£6       -653     -1 434
27.4     37.9     ll.2     26.9     39, 7     -! 033       -523       -551     -1 258

35, 7      4 374      4 686      6 511     12 980
29.9       -502       -518 -5O2       -601
4O.9     -1 763       -864       -733     -5 586
4O.O     -1 651     -1 467       -738       -461
39.4     -2 373     -1 589     -3 514     -8 312

37.3
36.5       -69@     -i O23     -i 333     -1 832
31.7       -330       -437       -251       -493
34, 7       -lO       -60       -42       -68
53.2     -i 247     -i 521     -z o86     -i 874
37.6       -64o       -771       -1999     -i 171
31.0       -212        396        659      1 559
37.2     -i 355     -i 479      1 648      2 137

Finland  ..........  2.2      25.0      26.2      6.0     _14,5
Iceland  .....  ÿ . •  ....  2.0      26.7      53.2      33.8      10.5
Norway  ...........  3.9     27.3      46.8     10.0      6.4
Portugal  ..........  1o. 7     22.3     42.7     14.7     19.9
Sweden  ...........  i0, i      17, 3      38, 9       i, i      14.5
Switzerland  ........  ll.9      18.8      39.0      ll.3      17o3

Oÿher Europe  ..........  14.9      27.6      40.0       9.1      20.9

crprus .  ..........  6.4     15.5      34. 3      10. o     19.8
Greece  ......  , , • , •    3,1       31.4       50,3        7.2       11.9
Malta  ...........  15,4     48.9      46.3      -2.5      11.5
Spain .  .....  .....  23.1     29.1      42.0      4.8     36.3
Turkey  ...........  14o9     30.3     49.4     23.5     33.1
Yugoslavia  .........  8.0       23.3       27,5       13.2       -0,6

............  24.4     19.1     28.6      4. 5     19. 5     62.5        435      4 301      5 126     °1 384

Southern hemisphere  ......  7.5       24.5       44.7        7.9       -3.4       44.9

Australia  ......  ° . .   9,3      23.8      49.0      3.4      -1.8      49,3       -285        -12       1 327      1 962
New Zealand  ........  ii.3      31,7     45.9      8.3      4.1      43.7        -22         13        269        390
South Africa  ........  1,2      20,8      34.ÿ      13.7     -i0o3      39.5      -i 657      -2 156     ÿi 247      -I 862

41.4

43.2       -13o       -147       -181       -271
48.5     -1 314     -Z 43ÿ     -1 475     -2 141
37.1       -122       -112       -108       -142
41.4     -2 328     -2 oo2     -2 941     -4 139
34.2       -359       -494       -676       -773
39° 5     -i 195     ÿl 436       -996     -i 658

m_ÿo  .............  14,3

1 74o       861       994
-4 212     -9 074     -1 885

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ
International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D° C. ).

a/ Preliminary.



Table II-9c United states balance of payments, 1970-1973
(ltillions of dollars)

Change from preceding year
Item

1973~1970 1971 1972 1971 1972 1973
~

A. Balance on merchandise tradeE!'. 2 176 -2 698 -6 912 688 -4 874 -4 214 7600

B. Balance on services • · · · 1 454 3 507 2 301 6211 2 053 -1 206 3 910

C. Balance on goods and services
(A + B) • · · · · · · 3 630 807 -4 610 6 900 -2 823 -5 l~17 11510

D" Balance on, transfers aud
grants f:! . · · · · · · · -3 214 -3 598 -3 744 -3 860 -384 -146 -116

E. Balance on current account
(c + n) • · · · · · · · 416 -2 790 -8 353 3 041 -3·206 -5 563 11394

F. Balance on direct investment
f.lows • . · · · , · · · · · -3 370 -4 832 -3 244 -2 787 -1 462 1 588 457

G. Balance on long-term capital
flows. . · · · · · -3 u,47 -6 760 -1 491 -1 827 -3313 5 269 -336

H. Basic balance (E + G) • · · · · · -3 031 -9 550 -9 843 1 214 -6519 -293 11 057

I. BeJ.ance on short-term
transactions · · · -482 -23)+7 -1 637 -4 210 -1 865 710 -2 573

J. Errors and omissions · -1 205 -10 784 -3 112 -4 793 -9 579 7 672 -1 681

K. Balance on net liqui.dity
(I + J + H) • · · · · · · · · · -3 851 -21 965 -13 882 -7 789 -18 114 8 083 6 093

L. Balance on liquid private
capital flows • · · · · -5 988 -7 788 3 542 2 503 -1 800 11 330 -1 039

M. Over-all balance e.xcluding
SDR (K - L) • · · · · -10 706 -30 470 -11 050 -5 286 -19 764 19 420 5 764

N. Allocation of 8DR • · · · · · 867 717 710 -150 -7 '" III if

O. Liabilities to foreign agencies • '7 362 27 405 10308 5 077 20 043 -17 097 -5 231

P. Balance on United states
official reserve assets • · · · 2 477 2 348 32 209 -129 -2 316 177

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on United States of America, Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business (Washington, D. C. ),
:March 1974.

~ Preliminary.

E! Valued f.o.b.

f:! Excluding military grants.
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Table II-10,  Developed market economies:  international reservesÿÿ 1970=1974ÿ first quarter

Group and country

1970

Change duriÿ quarters
Reserves, endÿof period                            (millions of dollars)

Millions of dollars              Millions                   1973                    1974
of SDR

1971      1972      1973       1975     First    Second   Third    Fourth   First

Reserve s ÿ  end
of 1973 as

percentage of
impoÿ sÿ 1973

North ÿmerica

Canada .  °  .  ÿ  ......
United States  ......

4 679   5 701    6 050    5 768    4 781     102    -106    =326     48     334         23
14 487  13 190   13 150   14 371   ll 918    1 217     -19     15     15      210         20

Western Europe

H

kn

e giuU  ........
Denmark  ........

Geÿ, Federal
Republic of  .....
eland  ........
alF  .........

Netherlands  ......
UnitÿdEingdom  .....

34 104  49 271   56 170   68 591   56 856   12 669   1 148   2 079 -3 475   -1 621         32
2 850   3 479    3 878    5 109    4 234      997     191     155   -ll2     =321         23

484     722      855    1 324    1 097      220      90    -227    386     -303         17
4 960   8 253   l0 015    8 529    7 070    1 167     411    -370 -2 694     -403         23

13 610  18 657   23 785   33 3.47   27 476    8 539     -71   2 998 -2 104     =273         61
697    995    1 126    1 025     850    -109     22     42    -56      22         37

5 352   6 787    6 079    6 434    5 333      165    -261     525    =74     233         25
3 234   3 796    4 785    6 547    5 427    1 301    =211    -413  1 085     -544        27
2 827   6 582    5 647    6 476    5 368     389     977    -631     94      =32         17

Other

Austria  .....  •  °  °
Cÿrus  .........
Finland  ........
Greece °  .  .  •  ,  ÿ  .  •  =
Iceland  ........
Malta o  .....  % .  •

Portÿugal  ........
Spain .  ........
Sweden  ....  .  .  •  °  •
Switzerland  ......
Turkey  .........
Yugoslavia  .....  ÿ

751   2 343    2 719    2 873    2 381     220     167     173   -406     -ll3         40
2O9    285     32O     3O7     254      28     =7     -2    -32     -24        68
480    715     758     644     534     -94    -81    -12     73      38         15
310     525    1 032    1 047     868      63      8      25    -81      -99         32
54      70      84     100      83       -7     16      7    -       -23         28

158     198      275     325      269      20     23     -i0     17      16        135
813   1 154    1 325    1 575    1 305      44     210      -1     -3      213         24
504   1 945    2 ÿ12    2 839    2 353      303      19     133     72     -164         94
817   3 268    5 O14    6 772    5 613     325    432    864    137    -164         71
761   1 ii0    ! 575    2 528    2 095      540     264     ÿ14    163     -241         24
132   6 966    7 488    8 078    6 696     388     346     -73-    -73     -490         70
431     761    1 401    2 120    1 757     328      98     301      8      136        lO1
140     212      750    1 338    1 109     i35     178     236     59      81         30

Soutliern hemisphere

Australia   .  o  °  •  °  .  o  0
New Zesÿislld  .......
South Africa  .......

Total  .....

1 693   3 316    6 141    6 085    5 044     =126     120     -50            ÿ258         79
126    315     578     767     636     182    279    -24   -248      -7        35

1 012     711    1 290    1 234    1 023      346     165    =164   =403      180         23

4 840  15 360   18 365   12 246   l0 151     -240  -2 926    =404 =2 549     179         32

74 411 107,416  126 777  139 615  ll5 725   16 443     534   2 755  =6 694   -1 817         33

Source:  Centre for Development Plannirÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on iÿbernational Monetaxÿ ÿttudÿ
International Financing Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.).

aÿ Includiÿ goldÿ positions in International Monetary Fund and foreign exÿhangeo

bÿ Including L%ÿembovÿg holdings of SDR.



Table II-ii°   Developed market economies:   international
reservesÿ by typeÿ 1970-1972

(Billions of dollars)

Type of reserve
Change during quarters

Reserveÿ end of ÿeriod                      1973
1970    1971    1972    1973   First   Second   Third   Fourth

Gold  .......  33.9   35.6   35.3   39.3   4o0      -      -      -

SDR  .......  2.6    5.4    7.9    8.7   0.9      -      -      -

Reserve position
in !MF  .....  6.7    5.9    5.9    6.1   0°5    -0.i     -    -0.2

Foreign exchange     31.3    60°5    77.8    85.5   ii.i       0.3     2.8    -6.4

Total ÿ above   .   74.5   107.4   126.9   139.6   16.5     0.2     2.8    -6.6

Foreign exchange :

Australia             i.i      2.7      5.4      5°3   -0.2       0°i    -0.!       -

Belgium  ....  0.8     0.7     i.i     2.0    0.7      0.i     0.2    -0.i

Canada  .....  3.0     4.1     4.4     3.9   -0.i     -0.i    -0.3     0ÿi

France  .....  1.3     3.6     5ÿi     3.7    0.6       0°3    -0.4    -1.9

Germany ÿ Federal
Republic of       8.5    12.6    17.2    25.1    7.9       -      3.0    -3.0

Japan  .....  3.2   13.8   16.5   i0.2  -0.4    -2.9   -0.4   -2° 5

Netherlands          0.8     0°4     1.4      3.3    0.9     -0°i    -0.4     1.4

Spain  .....  1.2    2.5    4.2    5.9   0.2     0.4    0.9    0.i

Sweden  .....  0.4      O o 7      i. i      2.0    O. 5       O. 3       -       O° 2

Switzerland          2.4      3.8      4.3      4.6      -        0.3    -0°i     -0. i

Total ÿ above     22.6    44.8    60.7    66.0  10.2     -1.5     2.4    -5.8

United Kingdom .    1.2     5.1    4.1    (4.7)   0.i     1.0   -0.6    0.i

United States        0.6      0.3      0.2       -    -0.2        -        -        -

Other developed
market
economies   ÿ       6.8     10.4    12.8    14.8     1.0       0.8      0.9    -0.7

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washington D.C.)ÿ April 1973.
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Table 11-12.  Developed market economies:  changes in exchange rates of
selected countries against the United States dollar

Country

Changes in exchange rates
Exchange ratesÿ end of period                   between
(US cents per currencÿ unit)       mid-1971 and end of quarter

1970  1971  1972  1973  1974            1973         1974
March  First Second Third Fourth First

Australia

Belgium  ....  2. Ol

Canada  ....  98.98

Denmark  ....  13.35

France  ....  18.12

Germany ÿ Federal
Republic of .   27.41

Italy .  .  . .  .    0.16

Japan  .....  O. 28

Netherlands       27.80

Norway  ....  14. Ol

Sweden  ....  19.34

Switzerland       23.17

. 111.50 119.10 127.50 148.80 148.80  25.7

2.23  2.27  2.42  2.57  24.2

99.78 100.44 100.42 102.84   2.4

14.16 14.60 15.89 16.50  20.7

19.14 19.51 21.24 20.99  21.4

30.60 31.23 37.00 39.64

0.17  0.17  0.16  0.16
J

0.32  0°33  0.36  0°36

30.73  31.00 35.41 37.24

25.7 32.2  32.0 32.0

35.0 34.8  20.4  27°8

2.5  1.7   2.8  5.2

31.7 30.8  19.1 23.7

34.3 29.8  17.1 15.8

23.2

7.0

34°5

21ol

14.90 15.04  17.42 17.54=I 20.3

20.55  21.06 21.79  22.68  14.8

25.54 26.50 30.83  33.33  26.6

2.4United Kingdom  239.38  255.22 234.81 232.32 239.40

44.2 44.5  29.4 38.6

6.8 10.5   2.6  0.2

34.7  34.5  27.6  29.5

36.1 40.6  26.2 32.8

31.9 28.3  23.9 24.7a/

26.0 22.5  12.5 17.1

38.4 35.6  26.3  36.6

6.7 -o.3  -4.o -l.1

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Internaticnal ÿ(cnetary Fundÿ Intÿgnatÿonal
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.)ÿ ÿay 1974.

a/ February.
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Table IIÿ13o   Selected developed market economies:   changes
in trade-weighted exchange rates of national
currencies ÿ 1973-!974

Countryÿ/

Percentage change between

February and     December 1973     December 1971
December 1973   and April 1974   and April 1974

Germanyÿ Federal Republic of o  o  o         8°7

Netherlands  ...........  ioi

United States  ..........  -0°5

Switzerland  ...........  -ioi

France  ..............  -1o2

Belgium  .............  -3°3

United Kingdom  ..........  -6°5

Japan  ..............  -,6°8

Italy  o o o  .......  ..o  ....  -7°8

5°7           19o9

2°7          8°3

-2° 5           -7 o 0

4°9           17o4

-7 o 3          -4 o 2

2°2           247

1o7          -16o 9

0,6            6°5

-5.2          -20° 2

Souÿo   ,ce_ÿ  Cemtre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on effective exchange rates of individual
currencies against a basket of 20 currencies weighted by their importance in the
trade of the country concernedÿ computed by the National-Westminster Bank and
reported in The Economist (Lomdon)o

a/ Listed in descending order of increase of effective rate between February
and December 1973o
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Table I1":14. Selected developed market economies: indicators of external balance. 1973

Balance of trade Change :from corresponding portion of 1972 in
(exports f.o.q. - i.Io;ports c.i. f. )

Average 1973

CoUIfcdi Change in exchange End of 1973
Change :from 1972 rate against dollar Unit value 1973 fourth international

from mid-1971 to of Terms quarter reserves
1973 Percent- of consumer

(millions Millions age o.:f End-1972 End-1973 Exports Imports trade price index Millions Per-
of dollars) of dollars trade "EJ (percentage) _(percentage) (percentage) of dollars centage

Germany, Federal
Republic of • · 12 980 6 469 15 9.2 29.4 22 26 -3 '7 9 362 40

United states • -1 885 7 189 13 15 19 -3 8 1 228 9

Australia .\ 1 962 635 11 13.1 32.0 57 13 39 13 -56 -1

Sweden . · 1 559 900 11 8.8 12.5 25 27 -2 8 953 60

Switzerland. · 2137 489 6 8.6 26.3 28 34 -5 11 590 8

France '. . · -1 258 -707 -3 7.6 '17·1 23 20 2 8 -1 486 -15

Austria · · · -1 832 -499 -11 7;,0 12.5 22 22 8 154 6

H Denmark. · · · -1 434 -781 -16 9.5 19·1 30 28 1 11 469 55H
I

\Jl
United Kingdom -8 312 -4 798 -18 -3.0 -4.0 10 27 -13 10 829\0 15

Spain • -4 139 -1198 -23 8.7 12.3 22~ 1~ 7~ 14 1 758 35

Japan • · • · . -1 384 -6 510 -25 18., 27.6 23 36 -10 16 -6 119 -23

Italy • . -5 586 -4 853 -26 7.0 2.6 11 21 -8 12 355 6

Greece . · Ii ~ IP · . -2 141 -666 -42 H.I 2r% 219:1 L,9J 28 15 2

Source: Centre for Development Pj.a.'ming, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations; Monthly Bullethl
of statistics, and International Monetary Fund~ International Financial statistics (Washington, D.C.).

I}} Selected on the basis of the size or persistence of the change in trade balance. 1970~1973. Countries are listed in descending order of
relative improvement in the balance of trade between 1972 and 1973.

E! Change in trade between 1972 and 1973 expressed as a percentage of the average of' 1972 exports and i.Io;ports.

:i January-June average.

9:1 January~November average.



Chapter III

E6ENJÿ TRENDS IN TÿE CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union

The Union of Soviet s  ° ÿ° ÿ,_oclaAÿsÿ RepÿJÿlics and the centrally planned economies of
Eastern Europe I/ experienced a year of accelerated growth in 1973ÿ the third year
of the present fiveÿyear plan periodÿ as the continued strong expansion in the
Eastern European countries was reÿnÿorÿed by the reeoveÿy of the Soviet Union from
the preceding yearÿs agricultural setback°

This growth was led by the industrial sector in which output generally
increased more rapidly than in 197i and 1972 and which in all couÿtries appears to
have exceeded the plan targets set for 1973o   in agricÿItureÿ the incidence of
unfavourable climatic conditions resulted in a more varied picture°  There was
a record harvest in the Soviet Unionÿ but in spite of peak or near-peak grain
harvests in several countriesÿ overÿall agricultural growth rates were !owner than in
the  preceding  year in most of the Eastern European countries°

Changes in the final use of output and the distribution of national income
are still rather hard to deterrmine:  -they seem to have differed from countÿ to
coÿmtry rather more than did production trends°  The rate of expansion in gross
fixed capital formation appears to have slowed down somewhat for the group as a
whole in 1973 as the Soviet Union and several of the Eastern European countries
restrained the growth of eÿpenditure in order to concentrate on redressing existing
imbalances ÿd the completion of past investment starts°  Neverthelessÿ except in
Hungary and the USSRÿ the rate of investment growth was highÿ and in a number of
cases it exceeded the planned levels by large amountsÿ particularly in Poland where
the actual increasÿ was 23 per cent as against a planned rate of I0 per cent°  At
rates of increase ranging from 5 to I0 per centÿ aggregate consumption appears to
have grown roughly in step with net material product or only marginally less in all
countries other than Hungary and perhaDs Romania°

The foreign trade of the region shared in the very bigh expansion rates
observed in world trade in 1973o  While the accelerated growth reflects the
influence of world market price inflation on trade values.ÿ it appears that for the
group as a whole both imports and exports grew faster than in the preceding year in
real terms alsoo   Imports expÿuded apprecigfbly faster than eÿports in the Eastern
European countriesÿ whereas the opposite relationship prevailed in the Soviet Union
whose exports rebounded from the 1972 setback°   Iÿ several Eastern European countries
(and for the region as a whole) the accelerated import growth threw the trade
balance into deficit°  This was concentrated in the EastÿWest portion of trade and
was financed to a large degree by means of foreign credits ÿ which increased sharply
in 1973o   The use of foreign resoÿuÿces to sustain high eÿansion rates of

I/  Albaniaÿ Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republicÿ Hungaryÿ
Polandÿ Romania°   For lack of ds:taÿ aggregates for the Eastern European group
mentioned in this chaoter do not include Albania°
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consumption and capital formation was especially marked in Poland where imports
exceeded exports by 22 per cent°

The price increasesÿ exchange rate fluctuations and commodity scarcities that
characterized the world economy in i973ÿ though they obviously caused some
dislocationÿ do not appear to have materially affected the internal economies of
the socialist countries during the year°  Howeverÿ the continued insulation of the
domestic markets from outsids events seems likely to become increasingly difficult
to maintainÿ in view of the expansion of trade and the deepening economic linkages
with the non-socialist world through intensified industrial and technica!
co-operation and long-term credit finaucingo

In 1973ÿ trade with the rest of the world again increased fasterÿ in value
terms and probably also in real termsÿ than the intra-trade of the socialist group°
Inflationary pressures emanating from world market developments were contained at
the frontiers through exchange rate adjustmentsÿ export price levies and import
price subsidies°  Since export prices appear generally to have risen less than
import pricesÿ the process must have involved significant net transfers from the
budgetÿ with the attendant dsÿger of financial imbalance in the economy°  Retail
prices remained stable or ÿ as in Hungary and Romania ÿ rose only within the limits
of a planned readjustment°  While domestic price levels were thus successfully
protectedÿ the resulting insulation of the internal price structure from world
market changes in relative prices and the changed relative costs of imported
components and raw materials conflict with the desireÿ especially in the more
trade-dependent countries of Eastern Europeÿ to obtain more reliable efficiency
criteria for investmentÿ production and trade decisions from the domestic price
system°

The world fuel crisis late in the year called forth conservation measures of
various degrees of stringency in several of the centrally planned economies.  While
the group is still a net exporter of fuelsÿ and outside of the Soviet Union
petroleum products provide a much smaller share of the energy requirements than in
the Western European countriesÿ it has in recent years begun to rely on outside
markets to meet peÿ demand and specialized needs.  The precise impact of world
supply reductions on fuel imports ÿd trade values of the socialist countries
cannot yet be gauged°  Since for the Eastern European fuel importers the bulk of
supplies of coal and oil comes from the Soviet Union and Poland at prices held
constant for the duration of the present five-year planÿ balance of payments
implications are not likely to be very significant in the short run for most
countries°  Neverthelessÿ in several countries the prices of petroleumproducts
were raised early in 1974ÿ and under the prevailing pricing practices of the
intra-group marketÿ an adjustment of fuel prices towards world market levels is to
be expected for the next five-year plan period (1976-1980)o  This could seriously
affect the trade balance of the importing countries.

Production and use of resources

In 1973ÿ the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
registered a much better economic performance than in the preceding year°  The
combined net material product of the seven countries of the area rose by over
7 per centÿ against a 5 per cent increase for 1972 (see table III-I)o  All comÿtries
of the area except the German Democratic Republic and Romania overfulfilled their
plan targets for the growth of national income.
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The marked acceleration of net material product growth for the group as a
-whole is chiefly a reflection of the recovery in the USSR9 though expansion was
also accelerated in Bulgaria and Hungary°  Poland had another productive year with
national income expanding by approximately I0 per centÿ thus ranking the country9
along with Romaniaÿ as the fastest-growing of the European socialist group over the
past three years°  In Czechoslovakiaÿ though the growth rate of national income
between 1972 and 1973 was the lowest in the group (5°2 per cent) and lower than in
19729 plan targets were exceeded in most measures of output°  In the German
Democratic Republicÿ national income growth of 5o 5 per cent lagged behind the °
performance of the previous year and was also somewhat lower than that envisaged in
the annual plans though significantly above the five-year plan rate°

industrial ÿroduction

in most of the countries of the area9 gross output of the major sectors of
material production - industry and agriculture - grew faster than planned°  Gross
industrial output of the group increased by 8 per cent in 1973ÿ substantially faster
thÿ1 during the first two years of the present five-year plan period (see
table IIi-2)o

In the Eastern European countriesÿ industrial expansion accelerated to almost
I0 per cent:  all countries except Czechoslovakia exceeded the growth performance
of the past two yearsÿ while Bulgariaÿ Poland and Romania achieved output growth
rates well over !0 per cent°  The increase in industrial output during the first
three years of the 1971-1975 plan ran well ahead of the target growth rates in all
of the  Eastern European countries except Bulgaria (where it was within the target
range)ÿ and annual plans for 1974 indicate that most countries intend to maintain
expansion at the higher pace°

In the Soviet Unionÿ the growth of industrial output regained momentum after
the difficulties of the preceding year and output exceeded the annual plan target
for both producer goods and consumer goods°  The acceleration was concentrated in
the producer goods sector where the growth rate increased from 6°8 per cent in
1972 to 8°2 per cent in 1973 (compared with a plan target of 6.3 per cent)°  The
production of consumeÿ goods was probably still affected by the results of the
poor 1972 harvest and grew only marginally faster than in the preceding year
(5°9 per cent in 19739 as against 5.7 per cent in 1972)ÿ though well above the
planned rate (4°5 per cent)°  Despite the recovery in 1973ÿ the average rate of
growth in 1971-1973 lags behind the goals of the five-year plan9 which had envisaged
am average annual growth rate of 7°6 per cent for the first three years and
accelerated growth at close to 9 per cent during the final years°  The plan also
postulated higher growth rates for the output of consumer goods (annual average
for 1971-1973 of 7°7 per centÿ as against 6°4 per cent actually attained) than for
producer goods (7°4 per cent planmedÿ 7°6 per cent actual).  The 1974 annual plan
is directed towards a return to the growth proportions originally intended
(7°5 per cent for consumer goodsÿ 6.6 per cent for producer goods)9 but as the
over-all growth target is rather cautious (below 7 per cent)9 the original goal for
1975 may already have been scaled down°

As in recent yearÿ the highest growth rates in the region in 1973 were
generally realized in industries which are the principal carriers of technological
progress.9 especially the electric power9 engineering and petrochemical and other
chemical branches°  Above average or relatively high rates of increase were also
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reported for light industry in Bulgariaÿ Humgsÿyÿ Poland aad Romaniaÿ for the
wood-workingÿ furniture a:ad paper industry in Hun.gary and Polandÿ and for
construction materials - often a bottle-neck - in Polandÿ while the food.-processing
inÿstry grew at rates be!ow the industrial average in most of the Eastern European
countries and the USSRo

Theÿ production of consumer goods increased less than that of producer goods in
.....  iBulgariaÿ Romaniaÿ the USSR andÿ less certainlyÿ in the Gÿrmaÿ Democratic Repub!icÿ

whereas in 0zechoslovakia - for thÿ first time in recent years ÿ Hungary and Polandÿ
the opposite relationship prevailed°

!n the group as a wholeÿ industrial employment increased at approximately
the same rate as during the past two-yearsÿ namelyÿ about 1o6 per cent°  The rangeÿ
reflecting mainly demographic differeÿcesÿ was from less than I per cent in
labor, m-short Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic to 3°2 per cent in
Polsmdo  In Hungaryÿ where the labour market is also tight and industrial employment
had declinedÿduring the previous two yesÿsÿ am above-plan increase of !o3 per cent
was registered in 1973ÿ perhaps iÿ consequence of incentives introduced in 1972 to
encourage the postponememt of retirement° On the other handÿ in Polandÿ where the
actual growth in employment has in the past tended to outrÿm the planned incrementÿ
the above-plan increase in output was obtained with a below-p!an increase in labour°

In all countries of the area otheb than Czechoslovakia and Hungary the
upswing of industrial output was reflected in higher growth rates of output per
worker than had been registered in the preceding two yearsÿ with the largest gains
being registered in Bÿlgariaÿ Poland ÿnd Romania (see table ili-3)o  Industrial
labour productivity increased by an estimated 7oi per cent in the Eastern European
countries as a group and by 6 per cent in the Soviet Unionÿand in the aggregate
accounted for over two thirds of the increase in industrial output in 1973o

Agricultural production

Gross agricultural output of the region expanded by almost ii per cent in
1973:  there was a strong recovery in the Soviet Unionÿ and in most of the Eastern
European coumtriesÿ the increaseÿ though generally below that of 1972ÿ was above
the longerÿrun average°  All countries except Bulgaria and Romania fulfilled their
planned output targets (see table I!!-4)o

In the Soviet Unionÿ special efforts to organize the grs£n gathering and to
overcome unfavourable weather conditions in several parts of the country during the
1973 harvesting season resulted in a record grain harvest of 222 million tonsÿ
nearly one third above the 1972 level°  This brought the average output for the
first three years of the present planning period (191 million tons) almost up to the
annual average (195 million tons) envisaged for 1971-1975o  Record harvests were
registered also in the case of teaÿ sunflower seedsÿ potatoesÿ vegetables ÿ.d
cotton°  Data for the total output of the livestock sector are not yet availab!eÿ
but in the light of a reported I per cent decline in meat production and a 5 per cent
increase in egg and milk outputÿ it would sÿpear that the over-all change was
probably very smallo  In spite of the tight fodder situation inherited from 1972ÿ
smimal herds were not permitted to decline in 1973ÿ and increases are planned for
1974 in al! major livestock products°
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In Czechoslovakiaÿ Ho_ngary and Polandÿ good grain harvests were reaped for
the third year in a rowÿ but dry weather conditions late in the crop year appear
to have hurt the yields of fodder and root crops (especially potatoes and
sugar-beets)o   Drought also affected root crops in Bulgariaÿ the German Democratic
Republic and Romaniaÿ where the grain crops also suffered°  The combined grain
output of the Eastern European group was therefore slightly below the peskÿ level
of the preceding year°

\
In the German Democratic Republicÿ though drought reduced crop yields below

the record levels of 1972ÿ the output of livÿstock products grew at an above-plan
rate° Elsewhere the results achieved by the animal husbandry sector were generally
somewhat below those of crop productionÿ with the notable exception of Poland
where price incentives and feedstuff imports stimulated the output of livestock
products which increased faster than agricultural output as a whole for the third
year in a rowÿ rising by 9°3 per cent in 1973 for an average growth rate of more
than 8 per cent over the 1971ÿ!973 period°

Planned "production for 1974

The annual production plan of the centrally planned economies of Eastern
Europe and the USSR for 1974 generally take account of the need to improve internal
balance and appear to stress consolidation and structural harmonization rather than
acceleration of growth°  With the exception of Bulgaria and Romaniaÿ the Eastern
European countries plan to expand net material product at lower rates than those
attained in 1973ÿ orÿ in the case of Czechoslovakia and Hungaryÿ at rates below
the average attained during the past three years°  Accelerated growth in Bulgaria
is based on the expected continuation of the ii per cent industrial growth rate of
1973 and a substantial increase in the growth of agricultural production°   In
Romaniaÿ the annual plan postulates a further upswing of the very high industrial
expansion rate of the past few years (from 15 per cent in 1973 to 17 per cent in
1974) and an increase of as much as 22 per cent in agricultural production°  Taking
into account the plan targets of these two cotÿutriesÿ the growth goal for the
combined national income of the Eastern Eÿopean group shows a slight aecelerationÿ
from 7°9 per cent in 1973 to 8°4 per cent in 1974o

In the USSRÿ where a repetition of the large recovery gain in agricultural
production cannot be expectedÿ overÿall expamsion is planned at a slightly lower
rate than was attained in 1973ÿ though above the planned rate for that year°
Industrial output is also expected to grow somewhat more slowlyÿ not only in
comparison with 1973 but also relatively to the average for the past three yearsÿ
even though the expansion rate for that period was below the fire-year plan target°
This moderate growth goal may well be connected with the shifting of priorities
back towards the consumer goods sectorÿ in accordance with the original planÿ as
mentioned earlierÿ and with increased stress on quality aspects of output growth°
The Soviet plan devotes a special attention to technological progress as a source
of increased productivity andÿ for the first timeÿ includes targets for the share
of premiumÿquality products in the total output of leading branches°

Balance of resources

One of the salient features of the cÿmÿrent fire-year pla1ÿs of the centrally
plÿned economies of Europe is the attempt to attain or to consolidate the
equilibrium between domestic production and the final use of resoÿCeSo  in this
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regardÿ efforts seem to have been rewarded to a larger extent in 1973 than during
the preceding year.  Polandÿ whose high expansion rates of both accÿmu1ation and
consumption were financed by an above-plan deficit in foreign tradeÿ was the main
exceptionÿ though divergence between domestic production and final resource use
was also observed in Czechoslovakia where the deficit was apparently financed by
means of assets accumulated from the export surpluses of preceding years°  In all
other countries income expanded faster than expenditure in 1973 (see table 11i-5)o
In Romaniaÿ although the net export proceeds of 1973 contributed to the reduction
of the deficit cumulated during the early years of the current five-year planÿ
future plans for acquiring technology from abroad mÿy run up against foreign
exchange bottle-neckso  In the USSRÿ the exceptionally large harvest of 1973 not
only provided resources for further domestic expansion but also made possible an
export surplus.  Howeverÿ as the net foreign exchange proceeds obtained in 1973 were
lower than the outlays made in 1972ÿ a restrained investment policy was adopted
for 1974o

Cross-country comparisons of the behaviour of the main components of final
demand are barred because of differences in the domestic price structures°  More
fruitful is a survey of the trend over time of these componentsÿ this yields a
picture diversified in the short runÿ but fairly homogeneous when a longer period is
considered.  While in Hungaryÿ Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union a slight
contraction of the share of accumulation in net material proÿIct appears to be one
of the basic features of economic development in 1973ÿ it was the share of
consumption that was reduced in the remaining countries of the area°  This
expenditure pattern was determined chiefly by the decisions made in respect of
capital formation.  While the rate of expansion in capital formation was
exceptionally high in Albaniaÿ Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakia and Poland in 1973ÿ higher
rates of investment are planned in Czechoslovakiaÿ Hungaryÿ Romania and the USSR
for 1974.  Thusÿ over the two yearsÿ the rather homogeneous growth strategy which
characterized the whole area in the past seems to persist°  This pattern may well
have been moulded by an end-of-plan investment driveÿ aimedÿ inter aliaÿ at
expanding production capacities to the levels needed for a timely fulfilment of
the output targets planned for the mid-1970So

Structure of investments

The decade-long drive by the centrally planned economies to improve
productivity has relied to a very large extent on an acceleration in the rate of
introduction of advanced technology°  The latterÿ provided for in the last
two-year plansÿ has become a pivotal element in the implementaion of annual plans°
The year 1973 was no exception: high priority was assigned to industries producing
new equipment and sophisticated instruments needed for technological reconstructionÿ
and to the importation of commodities with a high technology content°  Against the
usual background of investment policies aimed at reducing waste and increasing
efficiencyÿ the flow of capital formation was directed towards narrowly selected
targets.

while the direction of this flow was quite uniform over the areaÿ its
year-to-year rate of increase differed substantially from country to country
(see table III-6)o  In 1973 it ranged from zero in Hungary to 19 per cent in
Albania and 23 per cent in Polandÿ where the high (and above-plan) growth of
investment expenditure in 1972 was not slowed down in 1973 and the yearVs planned
growth target was exceeded by almost i00 per cent.  Also above the planned level
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were the investment outlays of the USSR andÿ even moreÿ Bu!gariaÿ where a planned
net decrease in gross fixed capital formation did not materialize°  In Hungaryÿ the
investment boom of the early 1970s came to a halt in !972ÿ and did not resume in
1973 when the rate of credit utilization by domestic enterprises was substantially
below the approval level°  Though from the point of view of the domestic and foreign
balance this was a favourable developmentÿ from the point of view of forward planning
it may prove to be costly if the expansion of capital goods purchases from abroad
to make up for the postponed 1973 investment outlays has to be effected at much
higher prices°

A corollary to the concentration of investment on selected targets has been
the improvement in investment completions:   a basic requirement faced by all
centrally planned economies for the containment of capital!output ratios°  In this
respectÿ 1973 developments were favourable in at least three countries of the area -
Czechoslovakiaÿ Hungary and the USSR -thoughÿ despite pressure from the planning
authoritiesÿ the share of completed projects in gross fixed capital formation
seems to have been below- 1972 levels in Poland and Romania.

A pattern common to many countries of the area seems to emerge when the
sectoral distribution of investments is considered°  With the possible exception
of the German Democratic Republicÿ more weight was assigned in 1973 to the
agricultural sector where investment expanded at higher rates than before°  In
additionÿ various financial incentives to farmers were introduced to make capital
more productive°  Czechoslovakia and Hungary seem to have implemented this policy
chiefly in order to reach or maintain self-sufficiency in food production°  Poland
and the USSR apparently aimed not only at the satisfaction of constantly rising
domestic demand but also at potential foreign markets°  ÿGiven the rapid rise in
world prices in 1973ÿone 'common underlying motive for such agricultural
investment was to hold down outlays on imported food-stuffs or provide food
exports for financing higher-priced imports of fuels and high-technology
manufactures°

The increase in agricultural investmentÿ together with improved weather
conditionsÿ lie behind the fact thatÿ except in Romaniaÿ agricultural output
expanded substantially in all countries even though the labour force employed in
the sector continued to decrease°  This growth of labour productivity was
accompanied byÿ and to some extent also derived fromÿ an improvement in the income
position of agricultural workers relative to those in other sectors°

The distribution of industrial investment differed to some extent between
countriesÿ but relatively little over time°  The inertia in the investment pattern
reflects the persistence of some conflicts in priorities that have troubled the
centrally planned economies for many years:  the pressure to improve the efficiency
of productionÿ the need to expand both the quality and the quantity of services
supplied to the populationÿ and the need to prevent the process of economic
integrationÿ on which the raising of income levels dependsÿ from giving rise to
interindustry and intersectoral bottle-neckso  Although technological improvement
remains a primary objective and capital formation in the material sphere continues
to expandÿ there were marked intercountry differences in the sectoral distribution
of investment in 1973ÿ  Slow growth in population and a relatively poor fuel and
ra-ÿ material endowment have magnified the importance of raising productivity in
such highly industrialized countries as Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic
Republic and also in Hungaryÿ causing them to expand the share of labour-saving
projects in total fixed capital formation.  In additionÿ 1973 saw new steps being
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taken towards the modernization of the transport and coÿmanications networksÿ
and other services°  In the USSRÿ the introduction of %eehnelogically advanced
assembly lines continued to receive high priority while new efforts were made to
achieve a more effective utilization of existing energy capacities°   In Bu!gariaÿ
Poland and Romaniaÿ the shift in new investment towards the engineering and building
materials industriesÿ light industryÿ and the food industry coÿtinuedo

Two more investment features were common to all countries in 1973o  Firstÿ the
share of new construction and installation work in total construction output tended
to decrease°  The corresponding expansion of the share of repair and maintenance
work is a natural development in the light of the earlier low rates of
amortization and the resulting relatively high average age of capital equipment°
Secondlyÿ the volume and quality of the domestic supply of advanced machinery and
equipment seem to have remained below the level and standards desired by investors
in enterprises under pressure from higher planning organs to achieve higher
efficiency°  This tended to increase the importsnce of the infusion of new
technology through imports as a supplement if not ÿ alternative to domestic
suppliesÿ even though this was costly in terms of foreign exchange°

Although throughout the areaÿ investment financing in 1973 d.epended heavilyÿ
as beforeÿ on budgetary a!locationsÿ self-financing from enterprise  profitsÿ
amortization allowances and credits played an increasing role in Hungaryÿ
Czechoslovakia andÿ to a less extentÿ the USSRo   Polandÿ on the other handÿ relied
more than usual on foreign credits.  In the German Democratic Republic and Poland
and also in the USSR certain investments in the consÿer sphereÿ above al!
residential constructionÿ were to an increasing extent financed out of household
savings and bank credits to the household sector°

Developments in consÿmÿer markets

Some difficulties were reported in the consumption sphereÿ where the
relationship between demandÿ price and simply suffered from imbalances°  In
Bulgaria and Poland real personal incomeÿ and real wage income in Po!andÿ grew
faster than plannedÿ although they remained more or less in line with the
expansion of retail trade and national income°  in the Soviet Unionÿ the expansion
in real personal income was almost 6 per cent between 1972 and 1973ÿ and thus
lower than the rate of growth of net material product°  in Czechoslovakia and
Hungaryÿ retail trade turnoverÿ though moving at a rate below that of the net
material productÿ expanded faster than the earnings of the popu!ationÿ the
difference probably being accounted for by increases in transfer payments.

The expansion of personal income throughout the area in 1973 reflected the
desire of Governments to improve .standards of living°  Wherever this expansion
was linked to efficiency improvementsÿ through far-reaching incentive schemesÿ
the income policy supported the productivity policy°  As indicated aboveÿ in all
the European centrally planned economies with the possible exception of the German
Democratic Republicÿ this linkage appears to have prevailed in the agricultural
sectorÿ where the expanded output seems to have been achieved not only by pumping
increasing amounts of capital into the sector but also by raising labour
productivity through financial and non-financial incentives to farm workers°
Howeverÿ this policy does not seem to have been extensively applied to other
productive activities°  Romaniaÿ indeedÿ attempted to narrow income differentials
for comparable activities in different sectorsÿ in line with income guidelines
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set by its five-year planÿ eroding thereby some of the incentives traditionally
granted to workers of the faster-moving branches of the economyÿ to the benefit of
the rest of the labour force°

While the impact of such financial incentives on the future productivity of the
area is likely to be far-reachingÿ the iÿmediate result seems to have been the
expansion of personal money income°  This trend towards consumers was reinforced by
favourable developments on the commodity sideÿ since in the centrally planned
economies of Europe dÿring 1973 retail prices of consumer goods remained
substantially stable or increased only slightly°  In Czechos!ovakiaÿ prices are
reported to have fallen siightlyÿ in Hungaryÿ Poland and Romaniaÿ average retail
price increases ranged from io0 to 3°5 per centÿ although there were some additional
price increases disguised to some extent by new forms of packaging and new schemes
of customer service.°  Certain strains were none the less felt on the market for

various consumer goodsÿ and to the extent that changes on the supply side were not
transmittedÿ via pricesÿ to dems,ndÿ production and quality patterns were distorted
and the structure of resource allocation failed to reflect exchange values°  Besides
being expensive in terms of budget subsidies and other allocative proceduresÿ this
policy tended to frustrate the recent attempt of some Governments of the area to rely
less heavily on cÿntralized planning and to narrow the gap between prices and real
production outlays°

Under conditions of retail price stabilityÿ the expansion of personal incomes
was associated in most of the European centrally planned economies during 1973 with
high rates of saving°  Motivated by the desire to accÿulate funds for the purchase
of durable goodsÿ since the quality of the latter has been steadily improving in
recent yearsÿ consumers seem to have responded favourably to the anti-inflationary
measures taken by the authorities°  Another sector which contributed to the mopping
up of idle cash was housing constructionÿ where the share of consumer-financed
projects in 1973 maintained the same high expansion rate recorded in previous years°

Developments in the market for investment goods also required more intensive
monitoring in 1973o  While successful in circumscribing the destabilizing effect of
currency realignment and world inflationÿ the system of subsidies and levies
implemented by socialist countries to protect domestic markets from external
pressures could do little to prevent deterioration in the terms of tradeÿ
Furthermoreÿ the trade-off between insulation from the external economic environment
and integration with world technological deve!opmentsÿ posed at a time when East-West
trade was expanding at unusually high rates, became a critical policy choice°  The
urgency of the problem was apparent in several countries - including Hungaryÿ Poland
and Romaniaÿ and to some extent the USSR ÿ which relied in 1973ÿ or are planning to
rely in the futureÿ on foreign financing of investment and rapid introduction of
foreign technology°

The market in socialist countries which seems to have been most affected by
world developments in 1973 was that for energy productsÿ both for intermediate and
final use°  Following the events of the auturmÿ, of 1973ÿ strict regulations were
issued throughout the area concerning the consumption of oil and other fuels°  In
Czechoslovakiaÿ Poland and Romaniaÿ for exampleÿ the price of petrol was doubled
early in 1974o   Speed limits were instituted in Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakia and Poland°
In Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakia and Hungaryÿ various economies in the field of energy
consumption by industry were sought through the introduction of new technologiesÿ
hi!e limitations on the use of passenger cars were introduced°  In Romania even

tighter regulations were promulgated:  they included restrictions on the heating and
lighting of production s,reasÿ as well as social and cultural establishments and
private dwellingsÿ together with rationing of petrol for passenger vehiclesÿ and are
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expected to hold total 1974 fuel consumption about I0 per cent below the level
implicit in 1973 coefficients of useo 2/

No doubt9 most of these measures will achieve their purpose for9 given the
planned mature of their economies9 socialist countries are better placed than the
market economies to restrict non-essential energy uses and to protect their
productive systems from shortages and bottle-neckso  Moreover9 as °the Eastern
European press has often recognized9 there seems to be considerable scope for energy-
saving measures in centrally planned economies as the efficiency of resource
utilization is improved°  In the meantime9 the energy balance of the area may
continue to be rather precarious in 1974:  the countries with energy deficits will
attempt to save foreign exchangeÿ while those with an energy surplus9 Poland and the
USSRÿ will expect to improve their export earningsÿ

Foreign trade

The foreign trade of the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the
USSR again increased at an exceptionally rapid pace in 1973 (see table 111-7)o
Measured in internal foreign trade accounting units, the value of trade rose by
18 per cent°  Measured in current United States dollars, the group's combined value
of trade increased from approximately $40 billion each for exports and imports in
1972-to $53 billion for exports and $54 billion for imports9 in 19739 an increase of
roughly 33 per cent°  The following table shows the growth of foreign trade9 actual
and planned9 for the period 1966-1975o

Eastern Europe and USSRÿ  growth of foreign trade value, 1966-1975

Average   annual   rates

1966- 1971-  1971-
19 9 19 9  197_ A9

Country or
country grouÿ

actualplÿnned actual

Eastern Europe

Exports . o o  9.0 )       ( 13o3   i0o0  13.5  14o2 )  15o6  ( 23°3  28°3
Imports ÿ o o  9°7 )   9°0  ( 13o4    9°6  10o4  19o7 )       ( 19o9  34°4

USSR

Exports o . o  9°4 )       ( iioi    7°9   2ÿ5  24.1 )  I0   ( ii.3  39°4
Imports o o o  7°8 )5o9-6o2 ( 13o6    6°4  18ÿ4  16ÿ5 )       ( 28°6  30°9

Percentage change from preceding year

Value (SDR)             Value ÿurrent
dollars)

1971ÿ 1972ÿ 1973ÿ 1974,   1972ÿ 1973ÿ
actual actual actual planned  actual actual

Eastern Europe
and USSR

Exports ° o o  9ol )   8.9  ( 12o6    9ol   9.0  18o0 )  13o4  ( 18o4  32°5
Imports o o o  9°0 )       ( 13.4    8°3  13o5  18o4 )       ( 23.2  33°0

Source:  Data in table III-7o

Note:  The 1972 and 1973 growth rates are shown both in terms of IMF special
drawing rights (SDR)ÿ which corresponds to an aggregation in terms of ÿoldÿ dollars
or roublesÿ and - for the sake of comparability with other United Nations foreign
trade series - in terms of current dollars at averaged official exchange rates
1972 and 1973.  The latter measure thus reflects the dollar devaluation since 1971.

2/ In 19749 Romanian national income is planned to increase by 14.6 per cent
and industrial production by 16o7 per cent, whereas electric power consumption
should go up by only 9.3 per centÿ and the use of primary energy by 7°0 per cent.
(See Munca (Bucharest), 30 November 1973.)
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While this is slightly below the expansion rate reported for trade in the rest
of the world (36 per cent)ÿ the growth in volume was probably near the 12 per cent
rs/ÿe estimated for world trade:  since about two thirds of the socialist countriesÿ
trade is transacted on the intra-CMEA market at prices contractually stablilized
for the period of the current five-year planÿ the rate of price inflation for the
total trade of these countries is likely to have remained substantially below
the 21 per cent registered in world markets° 3/

The acceleration was especially marked in the exports of the groupÿ the growth
rate of which doubled (in terms of SDR values) in the wake of the recovery of
Soviet export growth from the consequences of the poor 1972 harvest°  Exports of
the USSR reached a value of $21.4 billionÿ and importsÿ which expanded somewhat less
than last yearÿ rose to $21o0 billion°  In the smaller Eastern European countriesÿ
the accelerating element was the growth of importsÿ whose over=all value rose to
$32°6 billionÿ exceeding thai of exports ($31o5 billion).

Information on the  geographical direction of trade is still incompleteÿ but
partial data indicate thai, trade value in exchanges with partners outside the
socialist group increased significantly faster than the value of intra-tradeo  Very
large increases wereregistered in exchanges with both developed and developing
market economies°  The Soviet Union reported an increase in trade turnover (exports
plus imports) with developed market economies of 39ol per cent and with developing
countries of 39°3 per centÿ while the value of the transactions with other
socialist countries grew by 7.4 per cent°  The four Eastern European countries for
which complete data are available also show much above-average increases in exports
to and impcrts from industrial market economies and in imports from developing
countriesÿ whereas the value of exports to developing countries lags far behind the
growth of total exports (and may have declined in real terms). ÿ/

3/  Except in this paragraphÿ all trade growth rates in this chapter and in
table 111-7  are derived from trade values at current prices measured in terms of
IMF special drawing rights or transferable roublesÿ the foreign trade accounting
unit of CYÿAo   In contrast to the trade data used elsewhere in this Surveyÿ these
current rates thus reflect changes in transaction prices in addition to quantum
changesÿ but not the value changes associated solely with the devaluation of the
United States dollar.  The expression of growth rates in terms of an unchanging
num@raireÿ which is also the reporting practice of the socialist countriesÿ was
considered preferable in view of the large share of intra-CMEA trade which is carried
out at unchanged exchange rates°

4-/  Selected Eastern European centrally 21anned economies:  growth of
foreign trade valueÿ bÿy country grouDÿ 1973

(Percentage)

Total  ..............

Centrally planned economies .  .
Developed market economies  o
Developing economies  .....

Exports     Imports

12°4     20°4
9.0     11.9

23.7     37.2
2.4      21.9

Source: Country data for Czechoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republicÿ Hungary
and Poland in table 111-7.  Growth rates in terms of SDR values.
Developed market economies include Yugoslavia; developing economies
include Cuba.
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The 1973 upsurge in unit values of the non-socialist portion of the socialist
countriesw foreign trade was in the neighbourhood of 12 to 18 per cent in SDR
terms. 5/  If the effect of the dollar devaluation is superimposed on these figures,
the estimated range of price changes would extend from 26 to 32 per centÿ
substantially above the rates of increase registered for the market economies as
a group, though not outside the experience of various regional subgroups (see
table 1-7).  For total tradeÿ including the intra-trade of the socialist countriesÿ
the rate of price increase is significantly lower - probably near the 5 to 6 per cent
in SDR terms (18 to 19 per cent in terms of current dollars) registered by Hungary°

An estimate of quantum growth in the trade of the four northern tier Eastern
European centrally planned economies with the aid of the Hungarian price deflators
indicates that the volume of exports to socialist and non-socialist countries
increased at approximately the same rate (7 per cent) whereas the volume of imports
from non-socialist countries grew significantly faster than that from socialist
trade partners (17 as against i0 per cent). 6_/  Extension of this approach to the
remaining countries of the group - Bulgaria, Romania and the USSR - is rather risky
because of the divergent commodity structure of their tradeÿ but yields estimates -
which probably represent lower limits of the true values - of 12 to 13 per cent in
quantum growth for the total experts of the group (9 per cent for Eastern Europeÿ
18 per cent for the Soviet Union) and ii to 12 per cent for imports (over 12 per cent
for Eastern Europeÿ 9 to i0 per cent for the USSR).

In Hungary, import prices rose faster than export prices, both in trade with
non-socialist countries and in total trade.  A worsening of the terms of trade has
also been reported (though without precise data) for Czechoslovakia and Polandÿ a
country which over the past four years had benefited from rising world market prices
for its primary goods exports. _7/

5/  Soviet trade turnover is reported to have grown by 20.3 per cent in (SDR)
value terms and by 16 per cent in quantum terms (Ekonomicheskaia gazeta (Moscow)ÿ
4 April 1974).  If the entire impact of price changes is assumed to have fallen on
the non-socialist portion of Soviet tradeÿ the quantum growth rate and the rate of
price increase in terms of SDR for this part of Soviet trade can be computed at
26 and 12 per cent, respectively°  The Hungarian Statistical Office reports foreign
trade price changes by direction and commodity groups, with the following aggregate
changes (presumably in SDR terms):  total tradeÿ exports 5.0 per cent, imports
6.3 per centÿ trade with socialist countriesÿ exports 1.7 per centÿ imports
1.0 per cents trade with non-socialist countriesÿ exports 13.1 per centÿ imports
17.5 per cent (Statisztikai havi k6zlemen_nÿ(Budapest)ÿ No. 2-3, 1974).

6/  Application of the Hungarian price indices to the trade values of
Czeehoslovakiaÿ German Democratic Republieÿ Hungary and Polandÿ for which the
analysis of trade by direction is possible, yields the following quantum growth
rates:

Exports   Imports

Total  .................

Socialist countries  ........

Non-socialist countries  .......

7°0     12.7
7.i     10o5
6.7     16.7

The implicit rates of price change for total trade (socialist and non-socialist) are
5.1 per cent for exports and 6°8 per cent for imports.

7/   Hospod£rskÿ noviny (Prague)ÿ No. 5ÿ 1974, and B iuletyn statystycznÿ
(Warsaw), No. i, 1974.  In the first quarter of 1974, import prices in Polish
non-socialist trade are reported to have been 22 per cent above the level of a year
earlier whereas export prices rose only 13 per cent (Zvcie gospodarcze (Warsaw)ÿ
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The rapid price rises for raw materials in internationsl markets put pressure
on the balance of ÿayments and caused some financial difficulties in the iiÿternal
economy of several countries.   In Czechoslovakiaÿ for instanceÿ goods haÿ to be

diverted from internal use to foreign markets in order to finance raÿr material
imports at the planned rate, 8/

In most cases the price rises were not initiallTf permitted to feed. through
into the internal price structureÿ but were compensated for-by additional subsidies
from the state budÿeto  The impact of the fuel crisis was moderated by the fact that
the bulk of petroleum imports of the Eastern European centrally planned economies
is provided by the Soviet Unionÿ though in several countries (Bu]_gariaÿ German
Democratic Republic and Romania) substantial portions of petroleum import
requirements are satisfied from sources outside the areaÿ and in most countries some

of the peak demand is met from western markets.   Thereforeÿ as sAready notedÿ almost
all countries introduced fuel conservation measures late in the yearÿ and in early
1974 petrol and petroleum product prices were raised by considerable amounts in
Poland and Romania,

The current account balance of the Eastern European countries smlng from a
$310 million surplus in 1972 into a $1oi billion deficit in 1973 as all countries
except Hungary and Romania expanded their imports faster than their exports°   In
the Soviet Unionÿ the opposite movement took placeÿ the 1972 deficit
($690 million) - caused mainly bY the emergency grain imports and the slow export
growth of that year - turning into a $410 million surplus°   In the absence of
regional data for the Soviet Unionÿ Bulgaria and Fomaniaÿ a full geographical
analysis of the trade balance is not yet possibleo   Neverthelessÿ it is clear that
the Eastern European countries as a group registered a surplus in trade with other
socialist countries and a greatly increased deficit with their non-socialist -trade
partners.   For the European centrally planned economies and the USSR jointlyÿ this
deficit was probably in the neiÿhbourhood of $3 billion, 9--/  The largest contributor
to the passive balance of the Eastern European group was Polandÿ which more than
trebled its trade deficit (from $400 million to $iÿ440 million) asÿ for the third
yearÿ it continued a policy of reliance on foreign credits to accelerate the
modernization of plant and equipment andÿ to some extentÿ to ease imbalances on
domestic consumer markets.   ÿile the plan for 1974 as well as the surroundinÿ
discussions indicate some unease on the part of the Polish leadership about the
recent widening of the imbalance between domestic output and total resource useÿ the
policy has clearly paid off in large output incrementsÿ and there appears to be no
desire to throw the rudder around sharply,   Under the 1974 planÿ the trade deficit
may increase to almost $2 billion as imports are again expected to ÿrow faster than
exportsÿ though the target for imports (a 22 per cent increase) has been declared
a maximum not to be exceededÿ and the target for exports (an increase of 19 per cent)
may well be raised during the year,

8/ V, Hula in Hospodÿrsk$ noviny (Prague) No, 49ÿ 1973.

9/ Czechoslovakiaÿ the German Democratic Republicÿ Hungary and Poland jointly
showed a surplus of $870 million in their trade with centrally planned economies
(compared with ÷iÿ01ÿ0 million in 1972)ÿ a deficit of almost $2ÿ300 million with
developed market economiesÿ more than doubled the 1972 level of $980 millionÿ and
a much reduced surplus of $40 million  (as against $220 million in 1972) in their
trade with developing countries,   Partner data on Soviet trade with ii European
market economiesÿ the United States of America and Canadaÿ which in some instances
cover only the first three quarters of 1973ÿ suggest a Soviet deficit of $1,3 to
$1,5 billion in trade with those countries.   This would be offset to a certain
extent by the traditional Soviet surplus with developing countries,
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An over-all import surplus was also registered by the German Democratic
Republic in !973 ($330 million) and by Czechoslovakia ($80 mil!ion)ÿ reversing
their traditional export balances°   Both countries reduced their export surplus with
other centrally planned ÿconomies (from $230 million to $80 million in the case of
Czechoslovakiaÿ and from over $700 million to about $400 million in the German
Democratic Republic) and with developinÿ countriesÿ and both significantly increased
their deficits with industrial market economies (from $i00 million to over
$200 million in Czechoslovakia and from $500 million to almost $800 mi!lion in the
German Democratic Republic)°  A much greater increase of net imports is planned in
Czechoslovakia for 1974 (up to $700 million):  the accumulated surplus with other
socialist countries is to be run down and further credits are expected to finance
the deficit with the market economies°

Export surpluses were achieved by Bulgaria ($40 million)ÿ Hungary (almost
$500 million) and Romania ($230 million) in 1973o  The Hungarian surplus was
concentrated in trade with the centrally planned economies butÿ uniquelyÿ it
included an active balance with developed market economies of $31 million which was
more than offset by a passive balance ($52 mi!lionÿ foo°b0/coiofo) with developing
countries.  The stump!us was probably in line with ÿolicy since foreign credits
taken up during the 1971 import surge had to be repaid.  It seems to have been
larger than expectedÿ howeverÿ as was the probably related slowdown in domestic
investment spending.  Hungarian foreign trade plans envisage a more rapid rise of
imports in 1974ÿ the elimination of the surplus in trade with the socialist
countries and a more or less balanced growth in non-socialist trade.

The foreign trade targets for the Eastern European countries for 1974 thus
indicate continued strongly rising demand for imports°   In some countries (notably
Hungary and Czechoslovakia) this is coupled with the expectation of significantly
decelerating export growth as output is given priority uses at home and accumulated
credit balances are run down (especially in the intra-trade of the group).  In
other countries (Poland and Romania in particular)ÿ greater export efforts are
being madeÿ either to reduce debts incurred in the past or to prevent new debts
from rising too fast.

China and other Asia

Though official data on the economic aggregates of most Asian centrally
planned economies are lackingÿ qualitative information and data on individual
commodities suggest that in China and Mongolia the 1973 economic performance was
much stronger than that of the preceding yearÿ owing mainly to improved agricultural
resultsÿ while in the Democratic Republic of Viet-Namthe recovery from the war-
caused dislocation may have been hampered somewhat by difficult climatic conditions°

In Chinaÿ good crops were Obtained in spite of persistent drought in parts of
the country early in the year°  This reflects in part the benefits of large=scale
irrigation projectsÿ construction of which continued in many farm districts°  Grain
output is reported to have exceeded the previous (1971) record of 250 million tonsÿ
and record harvest of sugarÿ tobacco and the fibre crops were also reaped°  Cotton
output increased by 20 per cent and the jute and hemp crop by 40 per cent°  The
total value of farm produce and auxiliary non-agricultural output of the farm
sector increased by 14 per cent°
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No aggregate data for industrial output have been reported°  Howeÿerÿ the irom
nd steel industry is  said to have exceeded its production planÿ reaching an output
ore than twice that of 1965o  Light industry was reported to have expanded its
production by 8 per cemt in the first ii months of the yearÿ with especially large
increments in the output of polyester fabrics (260 per cent of the previous yearÿs
Level)°   Industrial deliveries to agriculture registered a 20 per cent imcrease in
the case of chemical fertilizers and a 12 per cent increase im insecticides°  Im
the course of the yearÿ over i00 small nitrogenous fertilizer plants began producing°
ew capacity installed in power plants in 1973 exceeded the previous yearÿs

incrememt by 30 per centÿ and total power output surpassed the planned level°
Petroleum production appears to have expanded substamtiallyÿ and may have reached
the level of 50 million tons cited by Jsÿanese business soureesÿ though this figure
has not been confirmed in Chinese sources°

A dramatic expansion took place in Chinese foreign trade in 1973ÿ continuing
and substantially accelerating the upswing observed in the preceding year-  Trÿe
partner statistics show that Chinese exports to developed markÿ ÿconomies rose
74 per cent over 1972 (from $1o2 to $2°0 billion) and imports doubled (from $1o5 to
$3°0 billion)° i0/  Since the growth of trade with centrally planned and with
developing economies is likely to have been significantly lowerÿ total export value
can be estimated to have grown some 60 per cent (from $2°9 billion in 1972 to
$4o2ÿ$4o5 billion in 197B) and that of imports by almost 70 per cent (from
$2.4 billion to approximately $4 billion)o iIÿf

The largest increase took place in trade between China and the United States
of America:   Chinese exports doubled (from $32 million in 1972 to $64 million in
1973) and imports grewt llÿfold (from $60 to $657 million)°  This expansion raised
the ranking of the United States to third among Chinaÿs trade partnersÿ after Japan
(exports and imports of about $i billion each) and Hong Kong (Chinese exports of
$i bi!lion)ÿ with both of whom trade approximately doubled in 1973o  More than
80 per cent of Chinese imports from the United States in 1973 consisted of
agricultural goods ÿ wheatÿ maizeÿ cotton and soya beans ÿ while amomg the remaining

i0/ Data in International Monetary Fundÿ Direction of Trade (Washing%onÿ DoCo)ÿ
February and March 1974ÿ covering the full year in most instancesÿ i0 or ii months
in the rest.  In i972ÿ the developed market economies took almost 40 per cent of
ChinaVs exports and provided about two thirds of its imports.  It should be noted
that because of their origin in partner returns these data are Coiof. partner country
for Chinaÿs exports and f.oob° partner country for its importsÿ and hence would
require a downward adjustment for exports and an upward adjustment for imports if
they are to be put on the normal f.oob./cÿi.f, basis°

iI/ Trade totals for 1972 are taken from Deutsches Institut fÿr
Wirtschaftsforschungÿ Wochenbericht (Berlin) No. 27ÿ 1973ÿ and growth rates for
trade with developing countries are estimated from data in Direction of Trade -which
in most instances cover only the first two or three quarters of 1973 (but the full
year for Hong Kongÿ which takes about 50 per cent of Chinaÿs exports to this group)°
Comparing equal periods for each partner countryÿ Chinaÿs exports to developing
countries increased by about 50 per centÿ while imports ÿ where the coverage comes
to somewhat less than one third of the 1972 total - appear to have declined slightly.
Chinese exports to the four centrally planned economies for which data are available
(Czechoslovakiaÿ the German Democratic Republicÿ Hungary and Poland) increased by
22 per cent and imports by 15 per centÿ but since trade turnover with the Soviet
Union declinedÿ growth rates for trade with the group as a whole may have been lower.
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transactions a large purchase of jet aeroplanes took a significant place°   Chinese
imports from Japan were dominated by steel purchasesÿ which doubled in value and
accounted for almost one half of the totalÿ %he bÿik of the remainder comprising
machinery and chemicals (\including fertilizer)ÿ while raw silk and textiles provided
over 60 per cent of Chimaÿs exports to Japan°  Petroleum appeared for the first time
among Chinaÿs exports in 1973 with the delivery of I million toms to Japanÿ and thisl
trade is expected to grow rapidly in 1974 under contracts reported under negotiation
early in the year with Japamÿ Hong Kong and Thailand°

As in previous yearsÿ Chinaÿs commodity trade account probably closed with an
over-all surplus in 1973ÿ a large trade surplus with Hong Kong and the developing
countries more than offsetting a deficit with the developed market economies°  OwingI
to the upswing of exports to Japanÿ the deficit in this important trade flow was cut
to about half the previous yearÿs level (from $120 million to $66 million)°   !t
apparently comÿtinues to be Chinaÿs policy to abstain from long-term credit for
financing of imports°   Howeverÿ large capital goods purchases from market economies
are in the pipeline - contracts worth at least $io 5 billion have been placed im
Europeÿ Japan and the United Statesÿ mainly for complete petrochemicalÿ synthetic
fibre and fertilizer plantsÿ a steel complex and other industrial equipment - and
their financing may require increased recotÿ:ÿse 1o short-term credit of the type
recently used in some "transactions with Japan and France (25 per cent downÿ balance
payable over five years)°

The economic development of Mongolia accelerated in 1973 in the wake of a
successful crop yes, ro  National imcome increased by 7°7 per centÿ as against the
4 per cent annual average groÿh registered over the 1966-1972 period°   Industrial
production increased by 8o 3 per cent and agricultux'al output by 13 per cent°  A
record grain crop was harvested - 150 per cent above the previous yearÿs low level
and 38 per cent above "the previous (1971) peak°  Field crops provide only about a
sixth of total agricultural product ion ÿ hoÿeverÿ and as livestock outputÿ which did
not reach the plan targets, may in fact have declined under the impact of the 1972
harvest failureÿ the over-all increase ÿn the output of the agricultural sector was
more modest°   Living standards may have increased s!ightlyÿ as is indicated by a
1o4 per cent increase in average wages stud a 6°7 per cent increase in retail sales°
In foreign tradeÿ turnover is reported to have increased by some 20 per cent
significantly faster than the planned expansion rate of 6o8 per cent°  The 1974 plan
envisages continued high rates of expansionÿ with a national income growth target of
6,7 per centÿ slightly accelerated industrial output growth of 9°2 per cent and
somewhat slower agricultural expansion of 6°9 per cent,

No statistical informeÿion is available on 1973 developments in the Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea°  In the only
available report on the economy of Viet-Namÿ i2_/ achievement is generally measured
against output levels attained during the middle i960So   In 1973ÿ the main efforts
were devoted to the reconstruction of basic industries and -the transport and
communication network°  Electricity output and the production of the chemical
industry surpassed 1965 levelsÿ ÿhile in the building materials sector the capacity
for brick production exceeded the 1971 level by 20 per cent°   In agricultureÿ the
early (winter-spring) harvest was satisfactoryÿ but the fall harvest appears to have
suffered a 20 per cent output loss from drought dmring the summer and typhoon-caused
flooding in several provinces in September and October°  Pig herds are reported to
have increased by 9 per cent over the preceding year and to have yielded a 7ÿ000-ton
increase iÿ, market supplies of meat°

12___/ Vietnam Courier (Hanoi)ÿ February 1974o
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a/
Table I!!-iÿ  Eastern Europe and USSR:   growth of national incomeÿ--

actual and plannedÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country and group Average annual rates
1966-1970ÿ i971-1975ÿ 197!-1973ÿ
actual      planned    actual

Increase over preceding year
197!ÿ  1972ÿ        1973        1974ÿ
actual  actual   Planned  Actual    planned

Albania                     9o 0       9° 2-i0 o 0  ......

Bulgaria                 8o 7      7o 7-8° 5      7o 7          7° 0

Cze choslovaki a             6o 8       5 o!            5o 4            5° I

German Democratic
Republic               5 o2      4 o9          5 o2          4 o4

H
H      Hungary                    0.8       5o5-6o0       6oi           6.5H
P
-ÿ       Poland                      6o 0       7° 0            9 o4            8 oi

Romania                     7o 7      11-12         Iio 3          ÿ12 o9

Eastern Europe b i       6°5       6°7-7°0       7°6            7°2

USSR                  7o!     6o8        5o5        5o6

Eastern Europe b/
and USSR            7°0     6°7-6°8     6ol         6°0

7°5      7°3    8°7      i0o0

5°9      5°0    5°2       5°2

5°7       5.7     5°5        5°4

5ol      4°0-5°06°5-7°0   5°0

!0oi      7°9   I0o0       9°5

10o3     16ol   10o8      !4o6

7°8      7°9    7°9       8°4

4°0      6°0    6°8       6°5

5°0      6°5    7ol       7°0

Source:   Centre for Development P!anningÿ Projections and Policies of the -United Nations
Secretariatÿ based on national plans and plan ftÿIfilment reports°

a i National income producedÿ except for the USSR where the reference is to national income
domestically distributed°

b/ Not including ÿklbaniao



Table 111-2. Eastern Europe and USSR:  growth of industrial outputÿ a/
actual and plannedÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country and group Average annual rates
1966-i970ÿ  1971-1975ÿ  1971-1973
actual        planned       actual

Increase over preceding year

1971ÿ  1972ÿ        1973         1974ÿ
actual  actual  Planned   Actual     planned

HHH
I

Co

Albania              12.9      10-10o5  .........  10o4     9.4       8°0

Bulgaria             11o3       9.2-9.9       9.6       9,0     9°2     9.9    10.7      i!o0

Czechoslovakia         6.8        6.0-6.3        6°6        6.9     6.6      5°3      6.3        5.8

German Democratic
Republic            6.6       6°0           6.1       5.6    6°0     6.6     6.8       6°7

Hungary              6.1       5.7-6°0       6°3       6.6    5.2     5.5-6°0  7.2       5.5-6°0

Poland               8°4       8°2         10.3       8°3   10o7     9.8    12.0 b/   iioi b i

Romania              i!.8      11.0-12.0     12.7      11.5    12o0    14.7    14.7      16o7

Eastern Europe c/    7°9        7,5-7.8        8.5        7.6     8.3      8.5      9.6        9°5

USSR c/              8.5       8°0          7°2       7°7    6°5     5°8     7.4       6.8

Eastern Europe c_/
and USSR            8.3       7°9-8°0       7.6       7.7    7.0     6.6     8.0       7°5

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on national plans and plan fulfilment reports.

a_/ Gross value of output at constant pricesÿ except in the case of the German Democratic Republic
where the data refer to the value of commodity production (ioeoÿ gross output less work in progress)°

b_/ Value of output sold.

c_/ Not including Albania.



Table 111-3o Eastern Europe and USSR:
in industryÿ 1966-1975 ÿ/

labour productivity changes

(Percentage)

Country Average annua! rates
i966-1970 ÿ  1971-1975 ÿ  1971-1973,
act ual        pl anne d       act ual

Increase over preceding year
1971ÿ  1972ÿ        1973         1974ÿ
actual  actual  Planned   Actual     planned

HH
I

kO

Albania  ....  2.2         4.6  ..................

Bulgaria  ....  6.9       7.6           7.0        7.2     5°9      7.6 b/   8.0       9.5 c/

Czechoslovakia d_i     5.7        5°4-5°7        6.0         5.8     6.4      4.3      5.6  ....

German Democratic
Republic      .    6ol       6.2           5.0        4°9    4.2     5,7     5.8       6°0

Hungary  .....  3.6       4o5-5.0       6o3        7o0    6°0     5o5-6.0  5.8       5.0-5.5

Poland  .....  4°9       5.4 e i        6.4        4.9     5.8     6.3     8.5        8.i

Romania  .....  7.3        7.3            6.3         4.5     5.7      9,1      9.0        9°6

USSR  ......  5.8      6.8          5.8       6.3    5.2     5.1     6°O       6°O

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on national statistical reports°

a_/ Labour productivity is measured as output per emp!oyee°

b/ Annual average for 1971-1975 plan.

c_/ Social labour productivity is measured as gross social product per person employed in material
production sector.

d_/ Manual workers only.

e i Including construction.



Table iI!ÿ4o Eastern Europe and USSRÿ  growth of gross value of agricultural
outputÿ actual and plannedÿ 1961-1975

( Percentage )

Average annual
Country and         change from                 Average annual

group            preceding five-                  rates
year period

ange from precediÿg year

i966ÿ1970ÿ  1971ÿ1975ÿ
actual     planned

HHH

O

Albania            5 o 8       8o 4ÿ9o 2        6 o 0  .........

Buigaria         4ÿ 7      2 o 5 ÿ3o 7       4o 0          3 o 7       2 o 0      5o 9

Cz echoslovÿkia     3o 5       2o 7            2o 7            3o 8        3o 2       3 o9

German Democratic
Repÿolic        lo ÿ    2o 4          lo ib-/         5o 2       Co 5     10o 7

Hungarÿg           3 o 0      2o 8 ÿ3 o 0       2 o 6           5o 7       9 o 6      2 o 5

Poland           2o 9      3o 6ÿ3o 9       2o 5          6°6      3°6      8°4

Roumania           4o 2       6 o 3 ÿ8 o 3        3o 4           9o 2       18o 4      9 o 7

Eastern ÿ
Eÿopeÿ-J        3o i      3 o 5 ÿ4o 0       2o 5           6o 0       5 o 6      7o 5

USSR            3°9     3ÿ 7-4o0      3°3          5°4      io!     ÿ4o!

Eastern ÿoped-/
and USSR,       ÿo 6      3o 6ÿ4o 0       3o 0          4° 2       2o 5     ÿOo 5

1961ÿi970ÿÿ  i97!ÿ1973ÿ   !971ÿ    1972ÿ       1973
actual          actual     actual    actual     planned actual

1974ÿ
planned

6°6    7°0      27°0

7°4    ÿoI       5°0

4°o    4o2       3o8

ca, i    ca. 5          2 o 0-2 o 5

2oi    7°8       4o3

20°0   0°2      21o5

5°9    4°9

12 o 6   14 o 0

7ÿ'0

6o4

i0 o 2   !0 o 8 6o6

Source:   Centre for Deve!opment Plaÿningÿ I>ÿojections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on national plansÿ plan xÿalfi!ment reports and Statistical Yearbook of the Council for ÿatual Economic
As sistsÿuce ÿ 1973o

Regression parameters ÿom time-series (1960-1970) on simple index numbers except for the German
Democratic Republiÿ where annual data were not available for the ÿal! period°

bjÿ Average annua! compound rate,

cÿ Production and services of the agricultural sector smd the food industÿyo

d/ Not including Albania°



Table IIl=5o Selected countries of Eastern Europe and USSR:  growth of real personal
incomeÿ  retail trade turnover and total consÿumptionÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

A = Per c<pitÿ real personal income
B = Real wage income per enÿloyed person
C = Retail trade turnove£ at constant prices
D = Total conscription at constant prices

Czechoslovakia
B  .......  3°6

C  ........  6°3

D  ........  5oÿ/

Hungary
A  ........  6°0

B  ........  3°4

C  ........  8°3

D  ........  6°0

Poland
B  ........  2°o     3°4      7oÿ    5°5    7°o   6 @ÿ   lÿ!,    c/
c  .......  6°2     ÿf°ÿ!    Io°9    8ol   ÿo2oÿ  lO]ÿ/   ÿ2oÿ/   9ÿi/
D  .........  5°5      6°9        8°9     7ÿ7     9ol   9ol     eaolO    8.5

Romania

B  ........  3°7     3o5ÿ4oÿ     2o1     2o2     Oo2   3,8

C  ........  7°2      ooo       8ol     8°9     6ol   7.3     7°5     9o

USSR
A  ........  5°9      5°5       4°5     4ÿ5     3°,9   4°5      5.o     5°0
C  ........  8°2     7°2       6°5     6°8    6°8   5°0     5o3     6ÿ3

Geÿ-ÿm Democratic
Republic

A  ........  4ol

C  ........  4°6

D  ........  4°7

Bulgaria
A  ........  6°0

C  ........  8°6

D  ........  8°2

Country Average annual rate                 Increase over preceding year

1960ÿ197% 1971ÿ1975ÿ 1971ÿ1973ÿ  1971ÿ  !972ÿ      1973       1974ÿ
actual    planned     actual    actual  actual  plaÿaued  actual  planned

4o6ÿ5o4     5°6     5°0     4.0   6°5     7°9     5°0
6°8   ÿ/    7°4       6°9       6°7    7°4        8°6       8°5
8o4ÿ9oÿ   ooo    5°5    5°0  .........

5oiÿ5o4    5[ÿ-     5ÿ5    5°5   6o6zÿ    5o6/!   5o6c/°°°
4°9       6oi     6°2     6°0   oo0,      6.2     5°9

4oo iÿ/     5°3    3°9    6°0   6°2     5°9
4°2       ooo     5oi     5°8  ..........

3°0-3°4     2.5     3ol     1o5   2o2cl    2o8ÿI   3°7
6ÿ0ÿ6o4     5°3     7°0     3ol   6.2      5.7   5o0ÿ6o0
5°0       ooo     6oÿ    3 o4  .........

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariatÿ based on national plans and plan fulfiÿent reportsÿ national statistical
yearbooks and statistical bulletins°

a!

sÿ

Estimated°
Nominal.
Approximate°
Industry and construction onlyo
1967-1970o
Fund of eonmmÿer goods for saleo
Delivery of goods to domestic ÿ%rketÿ
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Table III-6o Eastern Europe and USSR:  changes in gross
fixed investmentÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country
Averag_e annual rate

1966-1970ÿ 1971-1975ÿ
actual     planned

Increase over 2receding year

1971-1973ÿ 1971ÿ 19729      1973      1974ÿ
actual    actual actual  planned  actual planned

Albania      9,3   11.2-11o 8J  ............  19     oo.

Bulgaria     12o 5         6-7a-/      6.6       Io 7    9.8     -2° 2      8.5    3o 5

Czechoslo-

vakia        7.2       6.2-6.5      7°6       5.7    8.7      ,..      8°4    9.6

German
Democratic
Republic    9.9        5o2a/     4°0      0.6   2.9     9.0     8.5   5°3

Hungary      8o4a-/    8.1-8.4     3.1     ii°0  -1.2     3.0      -   l0b/

Poland       8.1        8.3      17.8      7.7  23°4    12.9    23b-/  12o4

Romania      10.9         8.4       12.6      10.8   18.1     10.4      9.1   18.3

USSR        7.6       6.7      6.2     7.3   7.2     1°8     4.0   6°5

Source:  Centre for Development Plannings Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national plans and plan fulfilment reportsÿ
national statistical yearbooks and statistical bulletins.

a_/ Average annual change over preceding five-year period.

b_/ Approximate.
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Table III-7. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR: growth of foreign
trade value, by country group, 1966-1975 ~/

(Percentage)

Average annual rate Change from preceding year

Country and 1966-1970 1971-1975, 1971, 1972, 1973 1974,
planned actual actual Planned Actual ;planned

partner group Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports

Bulgaria
10.eft./Total . 11.2 8.4 9·8 8.9 15·8 11.1 11.8 --13·3-- 12·7 13.8

Centrally planned
__ 10.~ 18.0 12.4 11.1;:/ 12.#/ e/

economies . 12.0 10·5 9·3 15·9 __ 17·CJ-'C__

Developed market )
economies 6.6 -0.4* -- 8.2-- 5·2 3.2 7·6 0.8) 19·2 17·7

Developing )
economies 15·3 17·9 --11.2 -- 12.8 28.5 5.8 -3.3)

Czechoslovakia
5.:/;} 15.# 3.rfj l4.6!'/Total . 6·9 6.8 6.3-6.7 10.2 8.5 8.3 7·1 8.4 15·8

Centrally planned
7.4-7.eiY 4.4;:/ 11.5;:/ 2.7;:/ 11.1;:/economies 5·9 6·3 10.0 8.8 12.0 9·7 6.1 11.6

Developed market

~ ~ 8.0 0.8~ ~19.8 )
economies 11.5 10.6

4.-#-
10·9 3·5

7.~/ 24.5.!£/
24.7)

6.") 22.2.!£/--
Developing ) ( ) ( )

H economies 3·9 0.7*) (17.5 -2·7 -4.0 8.0) (-3.0 22.7)H
H,
i\) German Democratic'" Republic

Total 8.6 10·5 10.8 2·3 12.2 9·7 9·4 19·6 --10.0--

Centrally planned
economies 8.3 10·5 10-11 11.5 1.0 14.9 6.1 14.3 6.4 16.4

Developed market
economies 9·7 11.0 9·7 6.6 9.4 23.2 18.5 25·2

Developing
economies 7·3 8·5 7·0 -3.1, -10.6 -22.4 14.4 28.4

Hungary #/ l'f-./Total 8·9 9·4 - 7·0-8.5 - 7·9 19·3 21.2 -2·9 --7-8-- 18.1 9.4

Centrally planned
10.#/-- 6-7;:/ 2~/economies 8.0 9·2 12·7 20·7 22.3 -3·1 15·7 4.9

Developed market )
6cl ~-0.6 26.1 )

economies 12·3 10.8 23,2 21.8 -2·5 16.5) 10-1~/ 10-1~/) --1. -__
Developing ) ( )

economies 5·0 5.4*) ( 0.0 -5·2 6.8 -1.6 8.6 21.4)



Table 111-7 (continued)

Avera[J;e annual rate Change from preceding year

Country and 1966-1970 1971-1975, 1971, ' 1972, 1973 1974,

partner group planned actual actual Planned Actual planned
Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports &':Ports Imports

Poland
Total 10·3 8·9 9·2 9·8 9·2 11.9 17·1 2l.Lf 12·9 20.1 17·9 33.2 18·9 22.0

Centrally planned
8.e:=../ 7.6'::../economies 11.4 10.2 7·3 8.9 18.2 10.2 12./ 12·5

Developed market ) (
economies 8·5 8.6 ) 10.0 13.9 (15.5 20.1 18.7 49·0 30·9 68.0

Developing ) (
economies 8.3 0·3-)(- ) (-0.5 7·8 -0·3 6.0 -3·4 2.,"·

Romania
Total 10.8 12·5 --10-1l-- 13·5 /.3 14.0 14., 25·, 15.4 29·2 20.4 39·6 33.0

Centrally planned
24.;;./ 16.2V 17.0'!..! 27.7~jeconomies 7·2 9·0 9·9 5·8 13·5 10.3

Developed market ) ( )
economies 15.8 16.2 21.6 8.8 12.8 18.0)

27.J.I£/ 14.~/
( ... 000\

76 .:J~/ 50.2fi/)

Developing ) ( )
economies 19.4 14./ 4.8 8.8 22.2 26.6) ( .. , ... )

H USSR
H Total 9·5 8·3 - 5·9-6.2 - 7·9 6.4 2·5 18.4 ---7·9 -- 24.1 16.5 --10.0--H,
f\) Centrally planned+

__ 8.5·~-/-economies 8·5 7·1 8.5 10·3 2·3 17·7 --7·4--

Developed market ) ~13.5economies 10.0 11.4)
_ 2.0-2.6'2L

).2 -2.0 30·5 -~39·1--

Developing ) (
economies 11.8 7·7) ( 0·5 -3·2 8.0 -0·7 --39·3--

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on national statistics, plan and
plan fulfilment reports.

~ See foot-note ~/.

a/ Trade partner grouping, unless otherwise specified, follows the classification employed by the Statistical Office of the United Nations
(cf. United Nations Standard Country Code (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.70.XVII.13)). Average annual rates for 1966-1970 were
obtained as semllogarlthffiic regression trends. Cases of poor fit (R2 < 0.5) are indicated by asterisks. Growth rates are calculated from current
values of eA':Ports and imports, both f.o.b., except for Hungarian imports which are reported on a c.i.f. basis. In some cases, information was
available only on total trade turnover (i.e., the sum of exports and imports); these data are shown centred between the respective export and
import columns.

~/ !~d-point of planned growth range, 9.9-11.2 per cent per annum.

c/ Implicit planned grmvth rates estimated from the residuals in the value projections (i.e., total trade projected at the planned rate less
components projected at planned rates).

9:../ Cl.'JEA countries only.

~/ Including Yugoslavia ~~d Cuba.

!/ Growth rate of total trade estimated as weighted average of components.

rJ "Capitalist economies", i.e., economic classes I and II of the classification system referred to in foot-note ~/, but excluding
Yugoslavia and CUba.

hi AQ"l)roximA.te.



Chapter IV

RECENT ECONOMIC TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPING-COUNTRIES

A marked recoverly in agriculture and an unprecedented beom in foreign trade
raised the over-all rate of economic grovth of the developing countries sharply
in 1973ÿ bringing the average for"the !97os back to the annual 6 per cent rate
that had characterized the closing years of the 1960sÿ  Though the widespread
nature of the primary, commodity boom ensured that most countries improved their.
terms of tradeÿ there were some notable exceptionsÿ particularly among the
exporters of jute and tea and some of the mineral ores°  Moreoverÿ countries with
sizable food deficits were hard hit by tlÿe steep rise in cereal prices°  The
even steeper rise in petroleum prices later in the year posed another serious
threat to the external balance of a number of developing countries°  More
generallyÿ the rapid increase in all import prices magnified very greatly the task
of msintainiÿg internal equilibrium°  Thusÿ although most developing countries
entered 1974. with their agriculture and industry in better shape than a year
earlier and with appreciably higher international reservesÿ the radical change in
price reSationships had added some 'grave shortÿterm difficulties to their many
!origen'-trend deve!opment problems  .....  :-

The production and use of resources

Total crop production was significÿt!y.greater in i973 than in 1972 and
there was a notable acceleration of industrial production°  Together with a
remarkable upsurge in foreign tradeÿ this resulted in a sharp recovery in the rate
of. gr6wth.in total oÿputÿ which hadreceded in 1971 and 1972 from the high average
achieved in the last few years of the 196OSo  Preliminary estimates indicate that
the overÿall production of goods ÿd services in the developing countries increased
by over 7 per cent between 1972 and 1973o  The acceleration was widespread:  the
most notable gain was in southern and southÿeastern Asiaÿ where the 1973 expansion
was almost three times the figure to which crop failures had reduced the rate of
economic growth in 19T2ÿ but there were also advances from the much higher rates
thsl had been achieved in 1972 in West Asia and the western hemisphere.  Only .in
Africÿ ÿere 1973 was a veÿ poor agricultural yearÿ was there a reduction in
the'0verÿa!l rate of growth (see table IVÿI)o

Agricultural ÿ.  ÿj

One Of the main factors underlying these changes in over-all economic
performance was the swing in agriculture°  The most important element in this was
a recovery in southern and south-eastern Asia where crop failures had been
widespread in 1972o  Very few. countries in the region suffered a further decline
in agricultural production - the I{hmer Republic and Sri Lanka being the chief
exceptions - and some registered a notable increasei.  Thailand had an excellent
rice crop ÿd the 1972 setback was.more than made good in Indonesia and the
Philippinesÿ India regained the.1971 level of outputÿ and Bangladeshÿ Burma and
Pakistan recovered from two poor. agricultural years (ÿee table IV-2) o
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The developing cotult[ies of the wesÿe,rn hemisphere also had a generally
satisfactory agricultural year in 1973o  The Central American area recovered the
ground lost in the 1972' drdught-ÿ/ except for, Chileÿÿ the A/dean countries sAso had
a better outturnÿ after two lÿpoor years ÿ Argentina registered a sizable increase
and Brazi! continued to exl0and its agricultural production°  The weakest area
in. 1973-was ÿ$he Caribbean group :of. Guyanaÿ Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago where
th@ 1972/T3-ÿsugar ÿand ÿrice ÿcTops ÿwere both° down.           '   "  ÿ   °  .  ....

West ÿAsia was on a ÿdifferent agriculturÿl cycle .from that Of the other• regions
inthis periodÿ  tNe upswing was iÿ 1972ÿ and 1973 saw a largeÿ and widespreadÿ,
reduction ÿin crops J,ÿ ,.In Africa the .small gain< that had been scored in 1972 was
reversed:ÿinÿ'1973o  Drought CauSed,a sharp reduction in output,in Southern
Rhodesia end Zambiaÿ where the 1972ÿ73 maize crop was".a very small:ÿoneÿ dud alsoÿ
in Moroecoÿ eÿd..in Algeria which suffered:its third successive decline Ln.-
agricultural proÿductÿonoÿ  The 1972/73 cotton-cr0p--in the Sudswas alamo reducei
by adverse, wea'gheÿ°  In hi, an termsÿ howeverÿ the most serious situation Was  ....
that of the areas bordering on the southern Sahara whereÿ after, Seve#ÿ yeÿrs '0f
belowÿaverage rsinfallÿ famine conditions developed in 1972 and continued into:
1973ÿ  More.-locelized crop failures also occurred in other countrie:sÿ mOst notably
in EZhiÿopiaÿ.where critical food Shortages ÿlso emerged°  Despltÿe a maÿOrÿ. .  .,-
international relief effortÿ these areas were the scene of many ÿdeaZhsÿ-and muchÿ /
sufferingÿ and one of the results ÿwas the opening up of a far=reaching debate on
the most appropriate development strategy for places with agriculturally fragile
soils sad erratic climateS-  ÿ  ....  .o

The swing in ifood produetiohÿ- between 1971 aÿd, 1973 Was somewhatÿlÿss: than
that in: total agricultural production in Africaÿ somewhat gÿeater ih the ÿweStern , .
hemisphere , In the-aggregateÿ for the developing countriesÿas a"ÿoleÿ .thÿ:"0uÿpht,  .
of food=stuffs ÿ Which haÿ fallen by :rather more than ÿ2 per dent ÿbetween 1971 and
1972ÿ reboUnded by rather more than 6 per cent between!972 and i973ÿ:  "   ÿ,ÿ.  :  "

IndusZrial prod uc>ion

in the VakaJof thisincrease in supplies and a rapid growth ÿin •demands,.,   .
abroad as Well as.at homeÿ, the. output of.the }food :industry ÿseÿ by about        .ÿ
15 -per centÿ• .,  ÿtwice ÿthel rate registered in .the previous yeaL :,, There was alsoÿ
a sharp increase in "  ÿ° °÷  .......acÿvÿy in the text±le and clothing ihdustrieSÿ an,dini0ther.
light manufacturing°  Activity in heavy industry also acceierated:  %he growth
in outputÿ which dropped below i0 per cent a year in the early 1970s ÿ rose to .
ii per cent in 1972 and 12 per cent in 1973,  Preliminary dataÿ0r..the-ÿrs$' ÿ  ÿ,
three quarters of the year suggest that total industrial PrOduction may have
increased by as much as ii percent between 1972 and 19739 ÿappr-eeiably more"ÿthan
inÿthe..earl:ier ÿea!rsÿ Ofÿthe decade (see table .ivÿI3)ÿ  -'ÿ  .<....ÿi . • ÿ  ÿ ÿ- ., ÿ      ,

• ::"': in%he weStelÿ hemisphere the mosÿt Vigorous industrial greÿthÿwas inBrazilÿ
(14 pet.cent) and ÿMexieo (8. per:'.cent)ÿ .where sÿeel ÿproducti6n.gbSe by ÿZouÿdi!.ÿ >ÿ" ÿ
l0-per ÿ0ent and cÿeÿ% nroa ction by Per cent and 13 per cÿntÿ respecti:ÿe]ly:]
Motor Vehicle prNdÿct'ion also continued its" vi'gorSus[expansi0n .in Bÿaÿil,?iAf '-<
more modest rate of 'eÿ-ansibn ÿ around. ?ÿ]per cent "Was .ÿecorded iÿ:. A.rgentinÿ,
Colombiaÿ Peru andÿ Venezuela.  Thÿ mosÿ, disapp6iÿntfng perforÿmancewÿs :-ifi- Chile
where labour strikes and civil unrest caused a reduction in the output of many

•   /
industries.
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In Aÿiaÿ the pace was set by the Republic of Korea where industrial production
increaseÿd by 36 per cent:  steel production doubled to overa million tons 9 motor
vehicle aÿsembly irese by over 50 per cent to 259000 and cement production increased
by a fourth to over.8 million tons°  Somewhat lower rates were achieved by Iran
(16 per .ÿent)ÿ Malaysia (!5 per cent) .ÿ Pakistan (18 per cent) 9 the Philippines
(i0 per cent) and Simgap6re (14 per cent)°  The number of motor vehicles assembled
reached new peaks ÿin Malÿysia (up 55 per cent on 1972) and in the Philippines
(up 19 per cent) where:the output of cement increased by h5 per cent to over
4 ÿ.llion tons°  There was also a major expansion (of about a third) in vehicle
assembly in Irano  The lagging country was India where various shortages and   .
bottle-necks prevented any significant expansion:  though there was a 6 per cen%ÿ'ÿ.
increase in motor vehicle productionÿ the output of steel and cement wasÿ about    :
5 per cent below the 1972 levelÿ and even electricity production wss down..ÿ  ÿ  ....
2 per cent°

In Africa9 the poor agricultÿire1outturn aiversely affected industrial
activity:  the highest rates of increase in manufacturing production were achieved
in S0utheÿ Rhodesia (10 per cent) and Kenya and Zambia (around 8 per cent)ÿ
elsewhere only small gains are reported ÿ around 3 per cent in Tunisia9 for
example9 where cement production-dropped below the 1971 snd 1972 level though
electrici%yÿPr0duction increased and the number of motor vehicles assembled rose
by about an eighth to over 29000°  in Egyptÿ where cement production declined
for the second year in a rowÿ vehicle "asSembly remained at its 1972 level of Just
over 89000°  The oÿLly African countries tO"regi'ster a major increase in cement
production were Angolaÿ Malawi and Mozambique'°      ÿ-

Overÿalÿ

This wide range of performance in respect of agriculture and industry is
reflected in the distribution of overÿall growth rates between 1972 and
1973 (see table IVÿ)o , About a fourth of the 92 developing countries for which
estimates can be made registered rates Of inereeÿe in"total production Of less
than 3 per centÿÿ 'For most of theseeountries ÿ 1972!73ÿwas a bad agricultural
year J  On the" whole they were am,0hg -the smaller and poorer of the developing
eoÿ'ÿtries:  @hey accounted for about an eighth of the population and the income
of the group.  They included aÿ number of larger countr-ies ÿ however ÿ notably
Egypt (where the increase in output Just kept pace with the increase in
population) and Ethiopia and Morocco (whereunfavourable weather was the major
factor holding down production).  They also included some of the higher-income
countries9 notably Bahrain andÿKuwait (where production was restrained as a matter
of poliey)ÿ Chile (where9 as indicated above9 civil strife interfered with
production) and Sri Lanka (where agricultural difficulties aggravated shortages
of  various imported inputs).    ,.                                          '   '

At the other end of the spectrum, another fourth of 'the. developing countries
achieved rates of growth in excess of 8 per cent in 1973.  This group aCeounted
for about 18 per cent of the total developing country populationÿ and about
30 per cent of the total income°  It contained several of themajor petroleum
producers whose 1973 outputS,ÿ despite cuts at the end. of the ÿ;earÿ was well above
the 1972 level.  It also contained some of the countries thaiexperienced
particularly vigorous industrial growth in 1973 (Brazilÿ Hong Kong9 the Republic
of Korea end Singapore), some that enjoyed a sharp turn-around in agriculZural
production (Botswana9 Lesothoÿ Mauritius and Thailand) and some in which both
industry and agriculture expanded strongly in 1973 (Malaysia and the Philippines )o
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Countries accounting for almost 6C per cent of the combined developing
country population and almost 40 per cent of total income were in the group
whose production rose bY between 6 and 8 per cent in 1973.  This group included
the major %ÿian countries  • Bangladeshÿ indiaÿ Indonesia and Pakistan- a!l 6f
which beneficed from better harvests in 1973ÿ Co!ombiaÿ which achieved a slight
acceleration in growth and Mexicoÿ whichÿ after its 1971 set-backÿ regained the
rhythm it established Jn the i960sÿ were also in this group.  Algeriaÿ which
recovered from its 1971 set-back in 1972ÿ registered a near 7 per cent expansion
in 1973 despite poor 1972/73 cropsÿ benefiting from the exToansion of its
petroleum and associated industries°  Zaireÿ the other large African country
in this groupÿ also gained from a ÿigorous minerals industry thoughÿ in this
case ÿ a better agricultural performance helped to raise the over-all rate of
economic growth ÿell above the longer-term average.

Countries in the intermediate categoÿJ with growth rates between 3 and
6 per cent in 1973 ÿere mostly small:  they numbered 35 per cent of the total but
accounted for only 14 per cent of developing country poplulation and 20 per cent
of developing count<ÿ income°  The group included Burma where the better rice
crop helped to restore the longer-term rate of growth as well as Argentina ÿhich
also gained from an improvement in agriculture°  Several African countries were
also in this grouPÿ the largest being Nigeria where a poor agricultural performance
held down tlÿe over-all rate of increase in productiono  Agricultural diffie%dties
also had an inhibiting effect in the Ivory Coast and the Unitea Republic of
Tanzania where the 1913 increase in the gross product was appreciably below the
long-run average.  Despite its poor 1972/73 cotton cropÿ the Sudanÿs over-all
growth was well above its low long-run rateÿ in Ghanaÿ on the other handÿ sm ÿa!l
crops in both 1972 and 1973 kept economic growth down to little above the rate
of population increase.

The use of resources

Though no firm data are availableÿ the nature of the changes in production
and developments in international trade in !973 suggest that the increment in
domestic output went largely into consumlÿtion.  A sizable fraction of it, however,
went abroadÿ and because of the improvement thathad tÿken place in the terms
of trade this permitted not only a significant increase in imports but also a
large accumulation of foreign exchange.  The increase in imports provided the
physical means for an expansion in fixed investment°

About 60 per Cent of the developing countries increased their food production
in 1973 - 20 per cent in West Asiaÿ 45 per cent in Africaÿ 75 per cent in the
western hemisphere and 85 per cent in southern and south-eastern Asia°  The)
reductions in ÿ output that had occurred in 1972 were made good in the
western hemisphe-_ÿe and southern and south-eastern Asia with gains of 4 per cent
and 7 per cent, respectively.  Though some of this increase went intO exports -
maize from Argentinaÿ for exampleÿ sugar from Brazil and the Dominican Republicÿ
and rice from Thailand - the ovelÿzhelming bulk was available for domestic
consumption, i/  In West Asia there was a 5 per cent reduction in food output,
but its impact on consumption was softened by the large inventories that were on
hand ÿrom the generous !972 harvest (up almost ii per cent from 1971)°

i_/ It should be noted that coffee and tea are not included among the
food-stuffs whose output is measured by the index used in table IV-2.
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Only in-&fÿiee,ÿaa the over-all supply of aomesLically produced, food lowea ÿ
in 1973 than in 1972:  in three fourths of the countries in the regien ÿ
production of food-stuffs was down in 1973 and in Algeria and Sierra Leone as well
as Mali and the Niger and the Sahelian belt the decline in 1973  followed one
in 1972ÿ indeed for,the continent as a whole ÿoutput declined by
2 per-cent in 1972 and 4 per cent in 1973°  Not only did a majority of African
countries (16 out of 30) experience a reduction in food output in 1973 but the
longer-tin% performance was also unsatisfactory:  a somewhat larger majority
(18 out of 30) entered the 1970s with ÿ food production below the level
of lO years earlier 2/ (see table iV-5)o

The increased production also went into exports.  Though there was little if
any increase in the quantum of exports from Africa and only a modest (2 per cent)
expansion in the volume shipped from the developing countries of the western
hemisphereÿ the Asian countries exported much more than in 1972o  Petroleum
shipments from West Asia were up about a fourth and from southern and south-eastern
Asia there were major increases in exports of wood andwood productsÿ rubberÿ
mineral ores andÿ ÿoove allÿ a considerable range of manufactured goods°  The
resultant 15 per cent expansion in Aslan exports raised the over-all increase in
the' quantum of developing country exports to about 8 per cent.

As a result of the primary commodity price boom, these exports earned a much
greater increase in terms of external purchasing power°  Between the last quarter
of 1972 and the last quarter of 1973, food-stuffs exported by the developing
countries increased by about 46 per cent in price, agriculturalraw materials by
about 74 per Cent and non-ferrous metals and other minerals by 84 per cent.  A
typicslbasket of developing country exports of basic commodities was thus being
quoted at about 70 per cent more at the end of 1973 than at the beginning.  During
this period the average unit value of manufactured goods exported by the developed
market economies rose about 21 per cent°  The terms of exchange between primaÿj
products and manufactures thus improved rapidly in the course of the year(see
tgoble IV-6)o

In terms of current dollars only one developing country in ii earned less in
1973 than in 1972ÿ seven out of i0 registered an increase of over 20 per cent and
four out of i0 earned over 86 per cent more than in 1972 (see table IV-7)o  In the
aggregateÿ export earnings were up 44 per cent - 33 per cent in the case of
Africaÿ 37 per cent in the western hemisphereÿ 50 per cent in Southern and
south-eastern Asia and 52 per cent in West Asia. These were over twice the
proportional increases registered in the previous intervalÿ and in absolute terms
the gains were even larger (see table IV-8)°

This unprecedented upsurge in export earnings in 1972-and 1973 tended to leave
imports far behind and there was thus a massive accumulation of foreign exchange.
Official reserves increased by $5 billion in 1971, $8.2 billion in 1972 and
$11.5 billion in 1973 and there were also lÿarge increments in the foreign assets of

....  .         /

2/ As the countries for which adequate information is not.aÿailable include
some of the smallest and poorest ÿ several in the Sahel, for example - the African
food situation is probably even bleaker than these figures'suggest.
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commercial banks inmany developing countries°  Neverthelessÿ there, was a notable
upswing in importsÿ too - from an expansion of ll.per cent in 1972 to one of about
three times that figure in 197B (measured in current dollars Coiofo)o  Indeedÿ in
1973 the increase in imports into southern and southooeastern Asia ($i0ÿ5 billion)
fully absorbed the-increment in export earningsÿ and ..there was a major"expansion
in the purchases of the deve!oping cotuÿ.tries in the western hemisphere
($6o4ÿbillion) ÿ Africa ($4°2 billion) and West Asia ($3o6 billion)°

This eÿpansion was widespreadi  Only:one in nine of: the developing countries
reduced its imports in 1973 woall ÿ three fourths increased their imports by more
then% i0 per centÿ two thirds by more than 20 per cent and over a fifth by more
than 40 per cent°  In only a four-;ÿh.    . of the" developi,ng countries was the rate of
increase in imports between 19ÿ sÿd 1973 less .thÿeÿ that recorded in the previous
interval°  This corresponds very cÿosely to the patteÿrÿ of change in ÿxports
rather less thÿ a fourth of the developing countries experienced a deceleration
in the growth of eÿort earnings in 1973o    'ÿ .ÿ

Much of this extÿa expenditure was necessary to meet the rise in price of
major categcries of imports o- cereals were up 79 per cent between 1972 and 1973ÿ
for exmÿpleÿ petroleum 36 per ceÿt and manufactured goods by an average of
15 per cent,  These price increases sharply reduced the volÿme of imports obtainable
for a given outlay°  Despite thisÿ howeverÿ the increase in the developing countries
intÿe of imports Was one of the largest on record o- over. ll per centÿ or four times
the increase of the preceding year°  The expansion was greatest in the case of the
Asian countries:  West Asia a<bsorbed about 14 per cent more than in 1972 and
southern and south-eastern Asia about 17 per cent more°  The increase in the
quantumÿof imports into the developing .couÿntries of Africa wÿs abouÿ 9 per cent and
into those of the western hemisphere about 8 per cent°

Although"no prÿcise data are available regarding the composition of those
imports ÿ the pattern is likely to reflect veÿ largely the influence of earlier
policyÿ modified by the exigencies of the moment.  Among the latter was the
movement of extra food.ostuffs to the couartries in Africa and southern and south-
eastern Asia that had suffered crop failures in 197ÿ° andÿ later in the yearÿ the
movement of military and related equipment to West Asia°  .For the great majority
of developing colmtries ÿ howeverÿ established import policies prevailed and these
tended to be those formula-ÿed in times of greater foreign .exchange stringencyÿ
when priority was assigned to the acquisition of fuels and raw materials not
obtainable locally and of plant aÿd equipment and other capital goods required for
industrialization and similar development purposes°  That the bulk of the sizable
increase J.n imports in 1973 is likely thus to have gone into the investment process
tends to be confirmed by the available data of partner countries°

Exports of-capital goods to the developing comntries from the 20 leading
developed mn.rket-econoÿmies increased from $12o5 billion in the first ha&f of
1972 to $16o4 billion in the first half of 1973,  Of the increment of $3ÿ9 billion -

which was about hell the over.ÿall increase in this export flow - $0,8 billion went
to the developing countries of the western hemisphereÿ $0°9 billion to Africa and
$2ol billion toÿ'Asiao  Over half the increase in the flow of capital goods to the
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t,he
In

value

for the lag the of such and
the investment process and the fact that ~ based on

of the developed market economies to the developing - both total
and unit va~ue were rising rapidly during 1973, seems probable that the
of imported capital goods at the disposal of the developing was
about an eighth greater than in The estimated inl~rE!a.se ranges from about
5 per cent irithe case of the western hemisphere and than 10 per cent

Africa to over a fifth in the developing

The state of internal balance

economies,
shortages

to

pressure on resources that the process of
- IU:m:I.ng, as does ~ at simultaneously

ertetldlng the productive capacity of the economy - most
a constant state of potential inflation. This is

more goods become - from new discoveries or higher nrodU~~1

or from purchases or gifts from abroad - and, correspondingly,
flow of goods slackens or the flow of money incomes quickens. In the

the forces influencing the state of internal balance were not
but also of unusual intensity. Thus most developing found it
difficult to maintain economic stability and, as in the market
these dif~iculties were reflected in extraordinary price increases. The
were not always . confined to goods; many skills were scarcer than usual
the enhanced demand and in some of the more rapidly developing
countries as 1913 advanced even the less skilled types of labour were
difficult to obtain, even though large-scalelmderemployment
most of these economies.

One source of imbalance was the shortage of food, over from 1972
some countries (in southern and south-eastern Asia. for example) or from
1973 crop failures in others, as in parts of Africa. But the of food-stuffs
rose more than that of most other iteI!1S in the consumer basket even countries
that experienced no particular agricultural problem This reflects
world-wide rather than local conditions: as indicated I, price index
of food-stuffs entering inteTnational trade rose more than that of
other primary commodities.

Nor was the source of higher prices confined to imports of commodities.
As pointed out in the previous section, the average price of manufactured goods
entering international trade in 1973 rose in the course of the year from about
7 per cent above the corresponding 1972 figt~e in the quarter to 21 per cent
above in the last; and for 1973 as a whole was 15 per cent aboVe the level
in dollar terms. For many of the smaller countries, indeed, the main source
changes the local cost of Iiving in 1973 was the inflow of import!:'!'.
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The export boom Was also a destabilizi.ng influence, in many developing cou,ÿ:t.ÿcÿiÿ
In a number .of eases Governments-ÿ,felt impelled to curtai! or even prohibit eÿpoÿ.s
of particular commodities in order to protect domestic suppliesÿ  ÿmd in most
countries the rapid upswing in commodity prices greatly increased the ÿ<iquidity of
the export sector:  in three fourths of the developing co:re.tries in 1972 and again
in 1973 changes in foreign assets exerted a .positive influence on the local money
supply and in a%hird of those cases this was the principal cause of monetary
eÿpansionÿ      ÿ,.

The increase in eeonoÿ:ic activity, in i973 ÿ especiÿ&ly the: upsÿTing in
investment - was accompanied by a sigÿ.ifies::t acceleration in.the .supply of money
in half the developing countries and the ÿontimuance of. the !971-1972 rate of
expansion in ÿnother fish, he  In three .foÿ.!ÿhs of the countrJ.es the increase duri.ÿg
1973 (that isÿ between the end of 1972ÿamd the end of 1973) exceeded 15 per cent a:u
in one fourth it exceeded 30 peÿ cent (see table iV-IO)o

Reflecting the relative impoÿtsaCe of the increase irÿ exporÿs and investment
the growth of private credit played ÿ iarger ro!e in:%h:ÿs monetar:y expansion in
1973,them in 1972:'.  it was the. principal factor in 62 per cent of the developing
countries in. i973 comparedÿ.wiÿh lea's., ÿthan 44 per cent in 1972ÿ.  Governments began
to adopt a moÿeÿ.restraining, posture:, though the proportion of: tenantries in which
they.<>ÿxereised a. contrÿmtionary influence in their desAings with the banking,ÿystem
was much the samei:ÿ: 1973 as in 1972 -ÿ about a fourth of the total - the proportion
in which they were the leading soLuÿce of e=ÿpansion dropped from a fottrth to an
eighth (see table IV-il)o

.:In."most eases the increased pressure on resourfÿes ÿ,ÿas reflected iÿ:..movements
in.the.price levelÿ in some plÿmesÿ howeverÿ markeÿ,:ÿsig.uals were weak oÿ absent ÿ:sÿ
forexa:pleÿ in the ÿhÿought areas of the Sahelian belt.sm{l of Ethiopiaÿas we!l ÿs
in parts]gf lndiÿ where food shortages '{,,e:ÿe neuter,  In Sri. Lankaÿ changes in
subsidiesÿ.and:ÿrations, ma, sked the ,impact of. rice shÿrta,      gÿoÿes on the price levelÿ food ÿ
was alsoi:sÿbsidized, iÿ. Venezuelaÿ aÿd Sier:ÿ Leo:ie:ÿaiso introduÿedsubsidies ÿ of-.
fuels as ;':ÿe:l,,"as ,rice -while in ,a mÿ::ber ofobhef.eounÿrl ,s pÿ:::ee'.eontrols or tak
adjustments tended to reduce the sensitivity of the cost of living index to.:,:ÿhs::ges
in the state of balance on the market for consumer goods°  Despite the weÿAnesses
of such price indi:esÿ howeverÿ:they moved more rÿ.(ÿAy in 1973 than in,,aÿ:y-reÿent
year in aimOst all the-developing eountriesÿ0 signalling both internal irÿflatiom and
the extraerdiÿary rise: in t:ÿe eost of imports°

As in .the <developed market economies ÿ-the rise in food prices .after mid-&f972<
exerted_a strong upward pressure on the over-call level of co :sumeÿ prices"in most '
developing countries°  In 1973 there were four developing count.Vies in :,fhioh:fooG
prices advanced ahead of other retail prices for every one in which food priÿes
lagged°  Most of the latter were Afriesÿu coLmtries with large subsistence sectors or
as .in the, eese of Eÿrpt ÿ art.improvement :is food supplies in 1973: but they .ÿ:lso -
included Argentinaÿ Honduras and Iran -which also had betters" fooÿ'.:hÿ:ÿvests in 1973ÿ
as well. as a more sÿtisfaetory longer-run"agrieultural record°     '  ....  'ÿ"-

,<

In Indonesiaÿ the poor rice €top.in late 1972 led to a .rs, pid rise',<of food
prices-in the., cities in 1973 sad thiÿ pulÿiG'd":rp the, OV6r-alol conS'ÿmer pT:iee in:Sex
by ÿ7 per eent.iÿ. the course of the .year;ÿ  -The poor 1972 £grieul-'ttiÿ ÿoÿttuÿn on.used
extensive difficulties in Indiaÿ tooÿ and although 1973 food crops were much better
the low level of stocks smd serious distribution problems resulted in mÿDy loeslised
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seiedtive i!iport policy geared to %he proilotiom of vÿariepis licit! indsst:<°ies,  ll:ÿe
steepness' of the pries rise ].ed the doÿ¢errÿment to ts/Ke res:trsÿiÿ.ÿing actions  i::@
August credit conditions ÿex'e tighiÿeued and soÿe p'ÿ@lic projects defer-red #d@ iÿ
December a mÿfber of iÿ<port is,find excise taxes were red-ÿaed or semdÿ*,?ed} taxes o[ÿ iaÿ%{

sales aÿd an exports of luÿber ,ÿaLo.ÿ othez building ms:.teriels were ra:[@ed ÿd -= food
prises haring risen by over 130 peÿÿ sent duzing ÿ.he year o- a ÿ:ÿeÿ,ÿ effoÿ't was
inaugumÿated to achieve seZfÿsufficiencÿ in riceÿ,

India has enjoyed less price stÿfoility tb,ÿ,m iÿals.ysisÿ in reQen% %ye¢ÿss %u2, hesÿ
too the u:psurge_ in197rÿ<ÿ                                ÿ    24       pÿ.rÿ'ÿ- sent iÿ. the                                              ,ÿ.ÿ  ....... ÿ  of the yes.r iÿ:ÿ the ca, so of the

eonsÿ;_me:ÿ° basket ÿ 27 per eeÿt for food ,-- csÿssÿd conskdex'db,!e, oomoeWÿ.  On the sÿ,:pp].ÿ%

sideÿ shortages ÿ-/eÿ'e widespread, inÿolving not only the ÿ,grigu&%!jrel products that
suffered from the 1972 drought but ÿiso coal ÿs;ÿ.d power sÿ.nd,maÿ¥,ÿiÿ]ÿested rÿw     ,.
materials aund compoÿeats and hence of much of the output of ].ocaSL industÿj'ÿ   On th'ÿ
demand side the Goÿernment deficit in 1972/73 proÿTed to be oror three times the
budgeted figo_reo   Severe or'edit restru.,iats ÿ,ÿere placed oÿ, the coÿereial beÿmks ÿ.d
in August a sizdble cut wee re.ads in gov-ernment spending on vdriOus scala! p.rogÿ2ÿ[ÿi
AS the <ec0very- .in agriou].ture in 19'13 did no moz'eÿt, has.-put t%e ,coÿ.rntÿ'y bÿ,ek orÿ. to

i'ts rels.tieel¥ modest longeÿ'-.,run gsowth trendÿ the,.. ÿÿeed to,increase pÿ#oduetio;0.

beeeÿe more ÿzrgento  This seems to !ie beh:ind some apparent softeÿiÿ.lg ©f, offiei}ÿ
pc!icy im respect of the acid"rifles of ].arger private firms and also in reid, tie,as ,ÿ
with foreign ¢ompeaiesÿ  New gÿzidelines for the opese,t'.;ioÿ.ÿ of ÿbre,igÿ.ÿpÿHzed  ....
elites°prises wLere issued in December a.!oÿg with sÿ dstaft of the fiÿ%,ÿÿ pied"ÿ,,   ,ÿ,  ,.

(1974/75ÿ.1978179 }.
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eÿ@oye<! a fÿir degree of staaility iÿL, the !ÿer:£od [ÿreoedimg the ].972!73 ÿ%psurgoo
But eveÿ shÿ:ÿ,opÿr price £mcreases a<ÿd. othe.r sigc].s of in-{ÿ'is;Lÿo:ÿtrÿ ,gre}-:,s'ÿ'£°ÿ     '"

ehs:ÿosÿcf)er:ÿlÿed .ÿ, ÿ.ÿcÿaber of o-tb_er Asieÿo. s,.nd !3e.ti.<ÿ .ÿ,.me_<-icsÿ coum%r:ies,  t['hese iÿ-ÿ.¢£ÿz&e

Sj_ng-ÿ@ore mad the 8:?-z'ian Ardb Repoblic:ÿ fop exe_m<ÿle),., soNe °h:t. ,ÿ,)hich it has b, ee]%

some ix.ÿ ÿ(-D..ioi i% ztepresesotS a,. ]:oe.troge.,ssioÿ/) ÿsfteic ÿ, peri, o,l of co!pÿ.k,a:iÿive s°be;Di;%i<:;Y

(as ils the ea, sÿe o.f. Soli,,ÿis,ÿ Co!o£ibia. 8hi 7]sdom,asis.) and m_@!e iÿÿ ÿ-ihioh:. af%er m,ÿsjoI"

militazoy disrÿ<utions ii:6ern&L ¢oosÿoÿsic bs£tamce has ÿu.bt jeD -beeÿ fÿ.}].]]£ r<ÿstored
(%he Xiÿÿer Repdb]oioÿ Ls.osÿ tbe Repdb].ic of' Viet.-Ns.m ÿ,nS. ]%smgla,&esh}.

.                  ,,                                                                       ©ÿ
}[ÿs Sl]_'ÿ.gaÿporeÿ wrth its:} pe:<:,ÿ  ....  -.y,<'sd      .   ÿ...,:.ÿ  ......  ec>r s.ÿv> 1'1"ze impa, o%" "ÿ' -Oo, e coÿs£ods.%g

°                                 _.       <.']5 ÿ}-
"boom wÿ.ÿs })8ÿ;0ticÿ£a,rly seveYe;   vÿ.,:-ÿ_ous shortages deve],ooedÿ,  .....  -ÿ !,h,o,iibh outsi,]e

-              ° C,'W 9
the ooÿstrv.e%ioÿ% sector %he vigorous ÿ:.,,':£ÿ,8ÿÿ:ÿie.u of recez.y% yeÿÿs slowed, d{o'@m ikÿ ]..:, ÿ.ÿo

•                                             ,                                         .    ÿ  +I.,-i= ° ÿ, J
o = = ,,plÿÿ  a                                   L                                              2The ÿ12]e ].°ise 1£ ]aml. oÿ'ices (s,.ÿ.v,l re.otÿ<Ls'ÿ !,sd N-,ÿc Qevek';mÿ.e]:.cI %0 .r,ÿ::sÿ.z<..ÿs lie

aequisi%io]:] of rÿa]. esi-;s,te I:%, ÿ,k.,b_,.-ei-bÿzenso   1{£,ÿe x-8,%es sle]s; ]:I,:iS{-ÿ1%1ÿ :i pÿAr ¢e.kÿ.'t
% %ÿ'G/g'it-    " "                  --  o-'-  "iÿÿ. 1972173 ÿy-@. 9 ps"i- ce'.o-(; £,a ,.:ÿ, ÿ->,,  -,   cÿ:mÿ <,ÿere l iÿJÿ z;ÿcx'eases by e:ÿmkiÿz;

..         "  ....  Iÿ_ÿ Ai6L, t of ÿ....ÿ:; ]O=i"': Oÿrk,ÿte -.iÿ,ÿ snd i:o wDÿ.w of the  ......  .,+-P.,,w:-'Q
StSrS.da.rds "bL'ÿt moctÿs-< in "}"  _..             .  .......  ..   z  .......

A
beimg mÿ£de to ]ÿ2c:ueÿ>,.se i:,IQ sspplI/ of ski}.l<'8 ;.<,._€hour..

.,m. ]ndoÿesi4..  ,ÿm-ÿ.{-",  ....... ÿ:  t}ÿ hKper-.:ivÿ-:£Lÿ:,;<{o},ÿ of  ......                                        u_,ÿ<-ÿ  .... 1960s ha,I. beeÿ_ brougn-ÿs v,mder
=,                   ,                =                          =

<ontrol by %he De. imr[ÿ: of the ,1970ÿ,., "  " " '                     -  .......g  ...........  prÿ.ce. D:ÿ{,.:-:m rÿ.szmg zapJd'y again i:ÿ }o73,

As imdieaIed dbove< the ÿ,ee<lÿre:ÿdoIÿ ÿ4+:,,.ÿ.s s,ÿ?t ,off' by s. ,shot%age o:t :ÿ'q.ee from the
<  .',            _  ....  ÿ  .............  ÿ---'ÿ.ÿ.ÿ.<-,  ..........  ,""ÿ  ....  by the iÿ.ÿ,ÿ:mee.se im iiÿzpo]'tpoo.ÿ" 1.97,: crop and it was ÿ,_..,,.,¢ÿz:,.o.ÿ.ue<ÿ oÿ.m  .....  .j.  .....  ,.ÿ....,,

(p,....ÿ;£,n.  ....  ÿ-;0 textiles)ÿ,sÿ-ÿ=' in some of tiÿe expoÿ-I ,:o_ÿmÿodiid,ÿs. -ÿ;hÿ:, wer,-ÿ

iÿÿ wided£me=,ÿ  ....  +''.'.,],ÿ demaÿd .ÿsueh,ÿ..s,s .vegetable oqls)  .....   Iiarÿy of these price j.Ilc['eI.se£

benefited %ÿ)e fs.rm see%or :bwt, ÿere the so,ÿ<ÿr'c:e of [uÿ.rdship ÿ.,nd ÿ{'ÿ7{.°est in the. me%jot
o

3pbelÿ_, ®..rcÿ..so.  Lsz, ge %ROkW:s, se.s ÿ,',,-'ÿ,,,.-..  ...... ÿ;  made -;"-ÿ,..L 1,he 8enerÿl.]l]I ].,ow wÿAes  -" salsries

of  ......  Y"                 "  ....gowenwl.eLi elP-ÿIcGÿ,q.eÿ   &% ];ev-eÿi, tie <-,%8 exi}reÿlÿe-!.iy D}ÿovÿS:- %bi's ]50sed Io iNlrle<!iIte

:_sea± :ppo%l,smo   ]:.a}:,our,=ÿ.m%ens:<ve export iÿ.dÿs-%r].,es exp,sÿde& rsQJdlv but

.....  _  ..................  o--                  :_Lÿ,do.ÿ c,z'_es ,- :-i.ÿ,olÿ.diÿ:'i'IS't,]oi[ÿi_Ol.8 W@I:'XI pI S.O I_ÿ','ÿ) el  ?'O Pÿ':' { ,,'ÿ'a  iD%.et, L;;ÿ¢c<ab  ir.ÿ  " -  " "" - ÿ " "

....  o..ÿsu.ÿzbÿ.,:ÿ.,-ÿ;a aÿ';d all defe:ÿee--rels.t<ÿd ÿo"i;ili%ies -.he°ÿrerÿ.ÿ-esg.    ÿ  sos.p, cosmetics,,  retsJ]  :±  ......  "° ÿ"-                                                               -                                     -

J_i[] wi]lorl sÿ8,'.Li.er,-soa]e :iÿlÿ.iÿe[ioYd% ]}!-oÿ.]ÿ:cers dei[,'e ÿ2:c.{]:dliÿ %,h.z'esJ:ek]edÿ  8ÿch produeersÿ.

s well 8.s :Iso:.mers .prodcÿeiÿ.g ibm" extoori:ÿ, were beJ'.ÿ_'ÿ4 assisted bey favoÿwsbte tsredit

;ÿ,P:<ÿs.ugementsÿ bÿ2t these were %ighI¢:ÿ}.ed. toÿ,<=wds the. cud of the sear 8s the imÿlgt£e}¢

3_ÿ ,<£]8_ :t led+

=l%.e eouÿse of rete.il price meyemen-is is Ir,_<i.osesiÿ.ÿ .- yes, r.-tooiyesr increases

of 4 ,-v='ÿ,. ¢e.ÿ:ÿ.t  7 per cent " = 31 per <,e.wt ip_ -tide  .....  ÿ  ....  ÿ. ws.s

There ÿTa.s 8. simi!ar.ÿ, thoc<gh less :ÿ:'ÿ@iÿl , e.cc,ÿ]oe:N¢1;iQi:ÿ iÿ Cotoÿioiÿ. where.> parfly
as ÿ. rest:4!% of a ]0 ?per .,seÿrL r-edÿ7.etiom in goÿ,ÿe.ÿ;'.ÿmem[ eÿ,:pe'0ditt?_reÿ %he z'ste,of

ir,¢reÿse im .price levelled off iÿ the sÿ.-ooni hP,].< of the 5ÿe&r.,-A sJ..ÿ]!ill>
deeeleratiom -was achieved iÿ.. Argen%£.].Rÿ, where !4<--." rise izÿ. prices in the es,r-II}ÿ"
-ears of -bhe deÿ2ÿde l-ÿd been much s+.:,eeloe,ÿ" --.-60, pe!:* c:ent ;% ye&r in 1972 as.a 19'/3.

Here,, ÿ duÿol programme was iÿa.ug<<<'8.{se;} iÿ.ÿ !'.'],s.2; - oÿ'.., the oÿae hsm{tÿ a system, of

mÿltip[ÿ.e exohs.nge rates ws;s e.dopted, in order to insu.late the Argerÿ%ine.ÿee@nomJ
from e2dÿern%], price imoreases end, oÿÿ t.be otheÿ ha'nO., triparDi%e &greemen% wÿs
obtairÿed (involving %he Govesÿmeÿ).t sad the major eoÿJfederatioÿ.s of' business
concertos, emd trs.,de ÿ.ÿlions] to & ÿSociÿ]i. Cor0mi, tmem% Act'ÿ e£[bodÿ'ing a st&%le

relatiomship be%ween prices a,:od it.come, so  Bei:a£ a, ÿ.;ÿmjo.r expor%er of :£%}od--,sbufft ÿw...].
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es in the balance of trade

With export earnings rising faster them importsÿ the trade deficit tlls:t'"
ounc, rÿ.s         ].9o0s (and most of the 1950s) narrowedcharacterized the de,-eloping < " ÿ° {ÿ=  in the

in the early 1970s and swung in°to surplus in 1972o  hÿd in 197ÿ with exposers up
by almost 4ÿ per cent and imports by about 32 per ce1ÿtÿ the surplus (valuing  ....
exports fooobo and impop-ts Coi,,fo ) widened to nearly $11 billion or about a tenth
of gross exports°

om the preliminary data aÿfailable for 80 developing ¢omi%riesÿ it would
appear that a majority of them either increased their trade surplus (35 per.cent of
the total]) or reduced their deficit (18 pÿ. cent)°  ':[%e largest absolute chaÿ@esÿ
howeverÿ were registered by the major exporters of petroleÿom:   the swÿplus of   "
Saudi Arabia increased by $3°2 billionÿ Iran by $1o9 billionÿ Venezuela by      ..
$ioi billionÿ Nigeria by $0°,9 billionÿ the Libyÿ Arab Repÿ)blicÿ $0°8 billionÿ
aud Iraq by $0°7 billion°  In the aggregateÿ the petroleÿ exv?orters raised ,theiÿp
trade surplus by about $9 billion to over $21 billionÿ while in the rest of the "
developing co<retries the combined deficitÿ which had been reduced by $2 billion
in 1972ÿ expanded by about $io3 billion iÿ) 1973 (see table ZVoÿI3)o

Apart from the petroleum exporters ÿ the countries that improved their trade
balance in 1973 included a number of food eÿ:porters (such as Argentinaÿ
Madagascar and Thaiiarÿd)ÿ coffee exporters (Angolaÿ Brazilÿ Colombiaÿ Costa Ricaÿ
Ethiopiaÿ Guatemalaÿ ÿenya)ÿ cocoa exporters (Ghanaÿ the ivory Coastÿ Togoÿ
United Republic of uameÿ,<oon)ÿ cotton exporters (Egynt  Paraguayÿ the Sy<eian Arab
Republic) ÿ rub%er exp0rters (Liberia ÿid Malaysia} and copper exzÿorters (Chileÿ
Papua-New Guineaÿ Zÿbia) o  In most cases the improvement in the balance was "the
result of a rise in-export earningsÿ often in the face of a considerable expansion
in imports.  In a few[.countriesÿ howeverÿ the bal÷zÿee, benefited from a reduction
in imports:   in Bÿmÿ and Bummndi this was the main factoÿ in Hadÿgascarÿ ÿandaÿ
Trinidad and Tobagoÿ Uganda and Zambia it accentuated the result of an increase
in exports.        . .

!n almost all the 6on,tries in ÿ,ÿhich the ti°ade dells_.<, increased in 19%3ÿ a
rapid rise in imports was responsÿbÿle.     . _ o   In      oe_iÿa,_.'ÿ"ÿ" ÿ° ÿ smd     Somaliaÿ poor crops, r@dueed.,

export availabi!itiesÿ thouÿ in these countriesÿ tooÿthe main ÿ'eason for the
.rideming of the deficit was a large expeasion in imports°

coÿtJ.tÿ.ÿeÿ had an active tradeRather mare than a third of £he developinÿ °  ÿ  '° ÿ
halaÿce in 1973o  ÿbout a third of th, ese ÿere ÿetÿ'oieÿ:®. ex1ÿ®ÿ'tersÿ the rest were .,.
widely ÿistÿibuteÿ  ..... bothÿ.:, by region and in -:,eras of  ......                                             exporv  e®mÿosition,ÿÿ,    .,.. :  ÿreflecting

,     .  ......  ÿoÿm<.,<aÿ.tÿ._ÿ partic, ipated in the :apsuÿge iÿthe fact"%ha%. almost ÿ1 .} °ÿ°   ÿ -                                   ....
rÿce,. Even In ÿa Sÿd Sÿi Lÿiÿka oÿ cobb.tries whose leadiÿg eÿor%sÿ ÿute ÿd teaÿ

were ÿmoÿg thefew lagging coÿmÿodities -o achieved a sizablÿ"ÿczÿ$ÿse' Of around .
o                     %heAÿoa fourth in export earnings   The increase in '-  "°- defieJ,ÿs resu!ted from an

even larger increase - about one third oÿ in imports°

""   " ' "  ,    ÿ°       ":°ÿ        ref!ects gainÿThe increase in the export earnings of ln0ola and Srÿ Lanka          ,.
from. secondaÿy items°  To some eÿent these. gains were the resÿt of priÿze
increases., ÿ  ,:. .,-$ÿ, as - in: ,,.-  .,    . the ease of sugar                                  .frOm Indisÿÿ for exampleÿ  ..   ÿ  ÿ<ÿd rubber and eopÿ-'a
from Sri Lanka ÿ but':.%hey stemmed :f'>ÿom eÿ{port dÿverS,ÿoÿ,eaÿloa:  !ÿgdia shipped a
wider range of manufactured products and Sri Lamka earthed more from gem stones and
frozen sea food°  This  ........patÿ,eÿ0n was ÿdes'pread among the developing co:ÿnt:¢fes :
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either' %eeÿuse of i.ntÿ'ÿ.a%ior, a£i- pries ÿoÿements or beeÿuÿe <yÿ- effÿeis,! £neeÿ°tiÿ&%
policies %b%% mÿds iÿs sÿe i@ÿofi'<Sb'ÿe %o sell sÿ.eb £eeds ebÿe£do

I:a the asogÿeg÷sheÿ 9£ÿe Ires, de sÿ:ÿ?p!ÿs of ale developing eou£:dries 5ÿe:ÿ-ÿeased
fÿ<ÿ,mÿ abou% 4 lÿeÿÿ sent of t;oÿat expert eaÿings 8o 8}ÿ:<aÿ% l0 per eeÿ2t  iÿ:ÿ Africa sad
W@sb Asi.8ÿ there was #in :[;:ÿerease in the suÿ-?]u.s ÿ;. from '7 peÿ cent 10 9 per eeÿ% iÿ
the former sad from kÿ8 per octet 10 53 per cent in tb.e latter°  In the %Maters,
heÿ.s'phere s2'ÿd seutheÿsn aÿi soui;h,oeastercrÿ, Asiaÿ %hess w%s a reduction in the
defiei% .ÿ from 16 pesÿ ee}<@ %0 7 pe:ÿ<, e¢<ÿ% of totÿs! expo:c%s iu %he fcÿzÿer a[ÿ@ feom
20 peÿ. sen% 9o ]J¢ pe¢ÿÿ ÿcen% iÿ<ÿ %he lÿ%%erÿ  For i.he developiÿ%ÿ] eo4Btÿ/ies o[sher %ha,[ÿ
%he mÿ,joÿ pÿtÿole4m empoÿ:%e:ÿ?s %he p:koixÿ<%ioÿ:ÿ of %01ÿd ÿhÿori, s -t/h8% hai 1o be pÿ,il
for by means o%her i}hea %ha easÿ2ÿnSf]s of es%oort.s deekiÿled fmom a fifish is !9'[2 %0
a sixtÿh iÿ 1973o

(ÿ}£@ÿ6es ikÿ o'Sbeÿÿ eÿreKb aeeotÿ% i2ows
i

Manÿy of the developing soul%ties %hal had a passive t,ÿade bslsmee in 1973
achieved a eÿren% eeeouÿ% sus@lus by virtues of sm esqÿa,nsion in oliver reeeiÿtso
'ÿhe %'o,oyanÿy of economic sÿetivi%[ÿ in the developed ma,ÿ°ke% eeenomiesÿ,, for exa®@leÿ
,ÿ,s refleo%ed ira ÿ. Shasp inex'ease iÿ't %he ÿ'.emi%$eaees of mi@-aÿ% woskess o  ÿ.ÿis
%saÿs of greases% sigÿifieeaee ia some of %ha emÿn%°ÿies of nostheÿn sad ÿ t   -
Armies bs£ i% ÿsas also in eÿidenee ÿ some of' tÿe ÿssribbÿsa @mi Ce4$siÿa  Sassiest%
eo}sn%ÿies aÿsA ev'en iÿ ÿ-:<'%s of £sia.  Scÿe eeuÿstpies ÿ Ssi ÿesk8} for eÿsÿIe ÿo.
sÿt%empied %0 %8@ some of the ea.ss.2i[sÿs of their expstmis,te as%ions.as %hsÿ saigh%
},ot otheÿeJ.se be remi%hed,,

To'tÿris% reeei%%s {ÿere ÿ&so s@bstÿB%iall<y bi@ÿher iÿ. msÿy eou_ÿ.ÿtÿtiesÿ  North
Africa sÿnd the (!s,ÿi%besa=.Ceÿ<@ral A<,ÿeriean ssea Tsere again smosÿ@ the principal
b.esÿefi(sissries of this Noew.ÿ but iÿereases were roper%el by m,sÿy o%her Ai%ÿiesÿ
cert,%ties eso.a also by a neÿ}es iÿ% seu%hÿeas$esn Asia°  YA %he Phi]oippiÿ%esÿ for
exampleÿ %otÿis% e.e¢ommoda%fe:a T}ÿs ÿmaem s%sain s/<ÿ %iÿes and eaÿnings were a
%bird hi,hem %hart in 197£o  In ÿEasilandÿ %he ntteber of visi$ess is reÿrted %e
have exceeded 1 ÿAil!.ion for %he firs% %ii@.e nÿ<ÿ %h.eir ex.pendi%uke ÿm%s ÿres,%erÿ
$]:@m the Sÿearÿs eÿ,rnings fsgm siee e&pertso

9%ÿere ÿa,s aaÿso aÿ-ÿ eÿ.sion of %o@/ism in. Sings@ore bus here the main
tevelopÿent was in She fhÿsther streng%heninÿ of %he country's role as a fiÿlaneial
een%me,ÿ  ÿ,bse fomeiÿp bantÿ°a weÿe ÿseÿm.i%%et 10 so% ÿ.ÿ.p bms£ches end ÿ}nge.ÿ irÿ
'oi°-fCshoreÿ operÿ..Biens 8ÿud !O of %he est<biished ins%itu%ions oÿsre en¢oÿaged

to iss'ÿe {ÿe:ÿotifieso%es ¢f deposi% d,enominsBed in SiÿgaFere eÿ-ÿrreneyÿ
ae%ivi%y e,lso increased in volv£ÿe in ÿasi$ and Le%®l%on as a sos@% of the upsurges
iÿ petselets% :ÿeeeipis isÿ the regie:ÿ,ÿ  BÿYÿ peliZieaÿ sad militaÿTÿÿ de'ÿe!.opÿ!}eÿ:ts
%ended %0 keep towÿis%s a}ÿs,y frd£t the Hidd},e Ears an4. seÿers, l eeÿn'k£ÿies pepst.ei
red.uoed reeei:ptÿs fÿcm %his souÿeeÿ

Ano%her eurrenh a,ccosn% f'l¢ÿ th.at inesÿessei eonsides/ÿsÿslY be%wean !972 and
1973 tess the iÿaysÿen% of investment i.ne©me,  tEhi.s rise is sets,ted %0 the foreign
eÿership of some of the eÿrport in@ÿstries in the ÿ,evelopiÿg eeÿatsies a¢ÿd %heiÿ
par%i<ÿipsibieÿ.cÿ i'B %he genera} %ÿpsvÿge in e@ÿ,ir&iÿso  Pÿeeordiÿg to the repoÿBs of
%Xe"32 ÿlevelepiBg eoun$ÿ'ies %hso% had sÿbmit%ed 1973 balsac@-ef.;@sÿy@ÿen%s s%a%emen%s
1o %he [['6%erm:ÿtioÿaJk Hone%at}/ÿ Fÿxa8. by %he end of A:psi! 1.97[ÿ} the sm@ÿm% paid Otÿo$
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iÿdebtedrÿess was slightly less thaÿ the $2.3 billion recorded in 1972o  By far
the lÿogest net borrowing and the largest net increase compared with 1972 was that
of Brazil which drew $io17 billion in new loans and repaid $0°35 billion°,  0ÿ a
much smÿ_ler scale' .there were also inÿreases in the net borroÿing of Bÿzÿmaÿ Jsmÿaica
and Nicÿ:agua°  ÿ"ÿtÿ,• ne net borrowing of Pakistan sÿd the RepuAÿlic of Korea was at much
the same high level as in 1972 ,ÿ. $0o16 billion aÿd $0oÿ3 "ÿ" billionÿ resÿtÿeetively_          °
The other }R)table changes were all reductions from the 1972 leve! of met

'      ÿ'  ( d.ow'm toborrowing   by !ran (down to $0°30 billion) and ColomD_a           $0,012 billion)
and oÿ.ÿ ÿ sma!ler scale by Ecuador ÿ Morocco and the Philippimes°

The movement of private loÿagÿoterm capital ÿas more volatile.  After doublimg
between 1971 and -912 the net inflow °°eÿ.ÿ omn  ....  aÿed by only i0 pÿ.ÿr cent in 1973o  ÿnis
reflects offsetting changes°  There was a major expaÿsiom in the flow of private
fm)ds to Mexico (which ÿ°eached 81o2 billionin 1973) but a reduction in the flow
to most other Latin American countriesÿ including Brazilÿ which nevertheless

7ÿstill a%s'orbed the largest amount (almost $1.3 billion in 19,ÿ)o  And there were
similar contrary changes im, the flow of private loans to .Asia where increases to
iz'anÿ Pakistan and Singapore almost coÿ_ÿterbalanced reductions to Mmlayÿiÿ the
Republic of Korea and ÿwÿ,i!ÿd whence there was a sizable net reflum°

Thnsÿ the total net irÿflow of new capital into this group of coumtriesÿ
following a sharp (30 per eeÿt ) eÿrpÿnsion in 1972 rose by a modes% 8 peÿ' cerÿ
in 1973ÿ approaching $7 billion,,  The first three years of the !970s have seen
"a steady amount of governmeÿTt boÿ'sowimg ($2.2 billion a year) aeoompÿ):aied by a stee}
rise in private flowsÿ both for direct iÿvestment mÿdÿ even moreÿ irÿ the form of
long-term !oaas °

Part of the increase in pÿivate eapitsA flows to the developing countries
represents the resu_Its of more extensive operations on the Euro-currency market+
The totÿ of the publicly announced credits negotiated on this market by 13 of

_ÿstee in treble IV-14 ÿ'eached $3.7 billion, in 1973. 3/the 32 de'ÿ°elopiÿg couÿtries ]°    "
A similar sum was negotiated by 15. other develo-'ing,    p countries for }ÿhich no 1973
balance of payments data are yet avai!sble°  These include Algeria (credits
tota!ling $1o35 billion) ÿ Peru ($0°73 billion) ÿ Indonesia ($0o48 billion), Zaire
($0.29 bJil'ioÿ)ÿ Paÿes. ($0.25 billion). Abu Dha%i ($0.21 bi!liom)ÿ Zambia
($0.15 billion)ÿ, and Dubai and Hong Kong ($0.12 billion each).  The list of
couÿ-ÿtries using this marÿket was lengthened fÿ{'t, nsr in the fizst quarter of 1974
when Egp-pt and the Sudan ÿ_egooÿa[ÿed their first credits of this natmve°

Though it is not iÿo;ÿ what proporction of all Euro-cÿ'reÿcy cEedits these
publicized amounts represerÿt or how the negotiated sums are actually dr&wn omÿ it
is clear that this market has become a major som{'ce of funds for the developing
eomÿtrieso  Though the term of these los,ms is short by deveiolÿment assistance
starÿdards (few have maturities beyond 15 years) it is }ÿithin the rÿge norma!ly
associated with conventions! bank lending°  Aÿd though interest rates are hiÿ
gainst the background of recent history (they are ofteÿu deÿ-ÿomimated in terms of

a margin over an interbank lending rateÿ subject to yÿ%ÿiodie adjustment),ÿ they seem
more moderate in relation to the rate at which prices have been rising in the
period uadeÿ° review°

3/ As reported by the World Bank°
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Since it is likely that much of the money flowing into the petroleum=emporting
countries at e greatly accelerated pace in the immediate future will be deployed on
the E%ro-eurrency market ÿ the remainder of the developing countries will almost
certh,ÿ%ly be obtaining a larger proportion of their external funds from this source°
Despite its widening useÿ hoÿ-everÿ there are still many developing countries -
especially among the smaller and less developed and hence less credit-worthy -
that will not have access to ire  Signifieauce therefore attaches to the fact that
in the recent borrowing by the Sudanÿ the loan was guaranteed by the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Authority°  A guarantee system of this nature would ensure that the
recycling function that the Euro-currency mÿ°ket is expected to perform does not
unnecessarily exclude .some of the weaker developing countries°

hÿes in international reserves

Tae first three years of the 1970s have seen a rapid upswing in the
international liquidity of the developing countries audÿ as a result of the great
expansion in export earnings ÿ 1973 brought an acceleration in this process°  In
teÿms of United States dollars ÿ the combined reserves of the developing countries
incÿeased by $5°0 billion in 1971ÿ $8°7 billion in 1972 and $11°6 billion in
1973o ÿ/  This expansion raised the developing country share of world reserves
from 18 per cent at-the end ,of 1971 t9 24 per cent at the end of 1973o  And it
raised the ratio-of reserves to imporbs (of the preceding year) from 43 per cent
in 1970 to 75 Pe!ÿ-cent in 1973o

All but 18 per cent of the, developing countries increased their reserves in
dollar terms in the course of 1973ÿ a third increased them by over 40 per cent
and a fifth by over 60 per cent (see table IV-16)°  The average gain was
37 per cent - 33 per cent for the major petroleum, exporters and 40 per cent for
the rest of the developing countries° .5/  Compared with the position at the end
ofÿ 1970ÿ the petroleum exporters had almost trebled their reserves and the others
had more than doubled theirs°  Measured in terms of importsÿ the reserves of the
petroleum exporters had risen from seven monthsÿ equivalent to over 12ÿ and those
of the remaining developing countries Ibom rather less than five monthsÿ to almost
eight o

Apa.rt from the Libyan Arab Republic ÿ/ and Trinidad and Tobago, all the
countries whose reserves declined in 1973 had passive trade balances for the year°
They include a group of Central kmerlcan and Caribbean countries (El Salvadorÿ
@(ÿyanaÿ Haiti and Jamaica)ÿ Mauritiusÿ and a group of Central and West African
coÿJÿtries (Chadÿ the Congo axed Senegal)ÿ and thÿ Re;ublic of Viet=Namo

At the other end of the scaSeÿ the countries that increased their reserves
most (over 60 per cent) in 1973 almost al! enlarged a trade surplusÿ as in the
case of Argentinaÿ Colombiaÿ Ecuador and Paraguay in Latin Americaÿ Burmaÿ Iraq
and the Philippines in Asiaÿ ÿd Egyptÿ Ethiopiaÿ Gabon and Ghana' in Africa.

4-/ In terms of SDRÿ the increments were 3ol in 1971ÿ 8ol in 1972 and 6.6 in
1973o  The great bulk of developing country' reserves (about 85 per cent in 1973)
is in the foIÿ of foreign1 exchsnge o

J The smaller gain of the petroleum exporters reflects-the deliberate
ruÿning down of reserves by the Libyan Arab Republic°  The reserves of the rest
of this group rose by 55 per cent in 1973o
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There were .a .few thm, t reduced a  .... .trade deficitÿ, however (as im, the <=ÿ.se of Malÿ}ÿ{ÿ

wanda aÿd :.the Sÿiÿtÿ Arÿ,b Repuÿi$) stud a few in which the gain in 1ÿeserves ÿ-as
related act to the course of merehsÿdise trade but rather to eeÿpita]ÿ trensssÿtioÿso
This was %he ease in ÿ%£geria sad PS.histan whosÿ international, liqjdÿdity ÿ,ÿas
improved by borrowing°               .

This serves to emphasize sLÿ.ÿ, ÿ=ÿportant caveat in.the interpretation of .chÿ%ges
in .reserves°  These reflect not only movements in the ba,lan.6e of ¢raÿe-or
in the balaaee on goods s;ÿd] services but also the inflow of finaÿeiÿ3[ rdÿsoÿtÿ'¢es.

d 9heir translation into importÿ   Not many developing oduntÿies cam finsÿde"
their development needs from abrDad entirely from the proceeds of their<emportsÿ
Borrowing by Gay< .mÿents Or with governm< .ÿ guarantee has 'ÿ  fÿSt risen-rapidlÿ¢'ÿ
in recent years stud by the beginning oÿÿ k973 it -ÿas approaching a dew, eloping
country tots_1 of $93 billion°  Though the rate of increase in,-offieial reserves.
has been faster than that of external debt in the i970s ÿ as %hefozÿ@-ÿ smoÿm%ed
to only a fourth of the latter at the beginning of 'the decade the difference has
conti}lued to: wiÿen in absolute teÿmso                                             ÿ.

"            '                     <

%Uaough the extraordinary rise in export eÿrnings in 1973 undoubtedly reduoed
the burden of servicing this externaJo debt,ÿ it had al.resodZ,ÿ rea.ehed,economical&y
embarrassing' propoiÿtions in a number of to%mtrieso  !n 1972ÿ pa,yments of inteÿ°es%
mud amortizat<on of capital pre-empted over i0 per cent of the earnings derived
by about a third of the developi[ÿ.g countries. from their expozÿ%{s of goods ÿmd
serviceso   And in a few countries ÿ includingÿ       Aÿfghanlstan°ÿ ÿ     /kÿgenÿ,ÿnaÿ Egypt   ÿ  .ÿ
Indiaÿ Mexicoÿ Pakistan and Uruguay - debt servicing absorbed over a fifth of all
foreign exchange earnings (see table IV-17);o

The inflexibility" introduced into the pÿ,ÿments position of so many developing
countries by a large external debt could prove particularly <,°oublesome in the
period lying immediately ahead°  The Slo,ÿing doÿsÿ iÿ the increase in. demand in
the developed market eeonomiesÿ ÿ,;hichÿ aÿ ii:Cicutcd in chapter II< promises to be
extÿeme!y sharp ÿn 1974ÿ will have a direct impact on the markets for most of %,he
primary produots that provide"the developingcountries with the bulk of .their    ,
export earnings°  This wil! be happening at a time when productionÿ stirÿolated by
the high 1973 prices ÿ is likely to be &ppreciably greater°  %ÿe result could be
a marked decline in the prices of basic commodities entering world tre, de o  Such a
decline is unlikely to extend to most manu_aeÿured goodsÿ howeverÿ for these are
still absorbing the higher-cost materials Of !9ÿi3 and ÿ¢ill increasingly have %0
bear.the east of higher wages ÿ negotiated in the"&ight of the inf!ationary trends
of last year°  Thvs the developing ¢ountries may well be fa< ÿd with a sharp
deterioriation in ÿheir terms of trade in ±974°

in the face of thisÿ moreover, there will be the considerable burden of
higher petroleum costs°  Un!essspecial pricing arrsagements are made ÿ something
thatappears very unlikely at this stage - the developing Countries that import
petroleum will have to pay ÿhe developing countries that eÿ<port it sn additional
amount of the order of $!0 billion in 1974o 6__/  Such ÿn increment in iÿort costs

6j This asstÿaes that developing country imports of crude petroleum for
consumption will be somewhat less than 2 billion barrels and that the-average
price will increase from.under $3 a barrel to about $8,
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would, use up the bulk of the $13o4 billion gain in official reserves that the
petro!etun-importing developing countries have achieved in the past two years.   The
extent to }Ylÿich these countries are likely to be able to economize in energy
consumption and substitute other fuels for petroleum differs considerably from
case to caseÿ as does their vulnerability to changes in the price relationships
among other goods°

It is clearÿ howeverÿ that 1974 and 1975 will see a major redistribution of
reserves and purchasing power among the developing countries°   Since many of the
developed market economies are also likely to be under balance-of-payments pressure

as a result of the increase in petroleum pricesÿ the normal sources of international
financial accommodation will probably be severely strained.  As far as the
developing countries are concernedÿ the key role will be played by IMF°  As a result
of the upsurge in export earningsÿ developing country transactions with the Fund
s-ÿm.ng from net drawings of $347 million in 1972 to net repayments of $228 million
in 1973:  all regions borrowed less and all except Africa repaid more.  This has
placed the Found in a favourable position to provide balance-of-payments support
in 1974 and 1975o   Howeverÿ the sums involved are likely to be much above the
normal level and the effect of the rise in petroleum prices - unlike the impact of
other commodity price changes - is likely to be a permanent increase in import
costs°  It is because on both grounds the ordinary accommodation offered by the

nd is likely to be inadequate that steps are being taken to create a new
bridging facilityÿ that would not only dispose of sufficient resources but would

also be able to lend for a longer period than is normally appropriate in order to
compensate for swings in  the balance of payments°   In additionÿ as indicated in
chapter IIÿ the United Nations General Assembly has recommended the establishment
of a special fund to assist those developing countries that are experiencing
particular difficulty in adjusting to the new price relationships°
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Table IV-lo Developing countries:  growth of
total productionÿ 1971-1973 a/

(Percentage)

C0untry groupÿ                           1971
Chanÿ_e from precedinÿyear

1972 1973 b]

Developing countriesÿ total  .....  5.6 5.2            7°2

Western hemisphere            •         6.5 6°3          7°4

Africa  .................  3.8

est Asia o ll°9

Southern and south-eastern Asia o o  3.9

5°O           4o3

I0o 4            11o4

2.5           7.1

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretaÿ'iat, based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
and Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ ÿSurvey of Economic Conditions in
Africaÿ 1973ÿ Summaryÿt (E/CN°ÿy)ÿ ÿEconomic Survey of Asia and the
Far East, 1973ÿ Part Twoÿ' (preliminary version) (E/CNoll/L.385/B); Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, MonthlÿBulletin of Aÿriculturÿl
Economics and Statistics (Rome); iÿfoÿation supplied by the United States
Department of Agricultureÿ and national sources.

a] Measured at constant market prices.

b! Preliminary.
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Table IV-2 j Selected developing countries:  growth of
argicultural productionÿ 1971-1973

Area and country

Tota!

Chanÿfromprecedinÿ yearÿ/

1971         1972
Food!/   Total   Foodÿ/  Total

• 1973ÿ/

Foodÿ/

Western hemis heÿ 2.5            0°8            0°8          -0.8            4.8    ÿ       6.2

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

-4.4   -2°6   -5o5

3.5     2.7     0°9
6.2     1,5     3.0
O.8    1.6  -ÿ.4
0,8    3.9    6.9

-5.3    7°1    7ÿ7
-2.7    9.5    5°2
2.1    3.6    7.8

-i1°9   -10.2    =9.9
3.7    4.4    2.9

Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
E1 Salvador
Guatemala

6o5     5.9     4.5     6.5     6.8     6°1
7o0     8.3     3.8     2.2     1.5     0.7
2.9     4.4     0o0     2.2     2.9     0.7

12o0     4.9   -11.3    -8.4     4.8    16.0
12o9     8.9     2.8    -2.6     7.1    8.9

Guyana                       " 5o 7     5.7   -14° 3   -lb. 3   -14ÿ 5   -15.6
Haiti                        -lol     4.0     3.2     2.9     2.1     0ÿ0
Honduras                          12.5     13.1     -4° 2     -8ÿ 3       5.5      8.9
Jamaica                        4.5      3.5      i.i      2.3     -5.6     -5.6
Mexico                             3.7       3.4     -3.0     -h.l       5.1      7.3

Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela

lO.4     5.5    -6.7    -7.6    12.5     7.6
4.6     3.8    -3,o    -3.o     5.9     5.8

-16.o   ~16.o    3.9     -     i.o    -I°O

-     2.5    -3.8    -5.0     2.9     ÿ.2
-6.2    -4.2     8°1     6.1   -15.2   -14.3

-17o4    -7.0    -5.6    -5.2    1.2     3o2

-0.7    -1.4     3°4     2.7     2.7     2.0

Africa

Algeria
Angola
Burundi
Dahomey
Egypt

4.3     5.2     1.7

-3.8    -2.9    -3.0

3.3       -      -3.3

3.9    3oi   -3.1
3.4    3.4    1.7
3.4    5.O    O.9

0.3   -2.4   -1.6

-3.9   -5.1   -5.1

-5,3    5.6    8.5
-1.6    1.6    1.6
1.7    1.6    1.6
-    4.8    5.6

Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Kenya

2.5     2.5     0.8     o,8    -5.8    -5.8
6.4     6.4     0.9     0.9     0.9     0.9
1.6    2.4    -1.6    -2.4    0.8    1,6
9,5    7.4    2.5    2.0    -5.3    -6.3
-     1.7    10.3    3,3    -0.7    -3.3

(Table continued on following page)
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Table I%ÿ-2 (continued)

Area and. eountÿ.

'      ,  ....  L

z971  ........  ÿ9-72  ...........        -, ÿ9ÿ'3ÿ!.- . ...

ciTot.al    Fodd£/   Tot al    ÿ ood:=

AfricaÿdU

Liberia
LibyanÿArabRepub!id'
Madagascar.
MalÿJÿi
Mall

l

Horocco
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda

Senegal

Sierra Leone
Southernÿhodesiai
Sudan
Togo
Tuÿisia

=5o0     1o9    ÿ5o3     1o8     2,8     4°4 '
-9 °8    --'9,8. -   33-ÿ.1 -  33° 7  ......  20o..5   ÿ21ÿ&,

;,        2,3       1ÿ5 ,      1o5      ÿ3o0o      ÿ3.ÿ 7
ZOo 9    21o o     7o i     7ÿ 7     Z o 5    5o-7
9o.7   oo!0o5   ÿi107   ÿo1308    ÿ2o2    oÿ3o7

Total

9ol     9o7     5o3     4° 6   -14o 6   oÿlSol
io 8 "    Io 9.   =21oi   -21o 3      -      -

5ÿ9     6°7     o°8     o°8    ÿ2o5    °°2°5
2°7     2°7     0°7     0°7    -io3     io3

28° 2    28ÿ O  °°33° 6   ÿ34o 5    27° 7    27.° 8

Xo7    3.5     -,    -ÿo8    ,-1o8    -2°7

13ÿ7-   20°2     9°7    I0o8   -15o0   -20°9
2°2     5,2     3;5     4,9    °°8°3    -7oo
3°2     3,i    ÿ3o3    ÿ3oi     3°9     4°6

19o3ÿ   20°0    -7ol    ÿ7oI    12o8    13o3

]-, ,

Ugendÿ
United Republic:of Cameroon
United Republic of Tanzania
Upper Volta
Zaire
Zambia

West Asia

Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Lebanon
Syrian Arab Republic

Southern and south-eastern Asia   1o6

Bangladesh                 -Ii °.4    -8,8     io 0    -2° 9    !7o i    19o 8
Burma                        -2,9    -2o9      -     -2° 0     5o 6     7o 4

India                         I. 6      -     -7° 9    -7° 9     9o 3     9 °3
Indonesia                          1,6      2,3     -2°4     -3°9      7°5       6°2
Khmer Republic               -22° 8 .   -26° 9    -27 °,6    -31o 2    -36,8    -44o O ..
Malaysia                        7.,1:     i2o9      1o8      5°8      7°6    .. 6o0

-3°2    -1o7     Iÿo6    0o6    -io6
3,9     3oi     2.31     -       -
o°8 ,   o.8     o°8     1o6     -

-3° 0    -3° 2    -4,2    -5° }ÿ     -

-5°8    -8°0     0o8,    0.8     3°7

44° 2    49° 0    26° 0    31o 7   -27° 9

-3ÿi   -3oi     415
-5°3    -6°2    18o.9

Iio0   ilo2    9°4
35,5          35°5          18o3
22.9   24.4    4.8
2,2    2,4   21,2

lloh    10o6    oÿ5ol

-4°7          -4o7            9°8            9°8,

3°7    1o5
z9o 7   -15o 9
9°5    -o°6

18o 3   -52° 7
1o9   -2oh

29 ÿ8   -17 o0

-i o7

Io5
-0o8

-33oÿJ

5;2

1o5
16o 7
oo0o6

-52° 7

o,25o 6

(Table continued on following page)
, p ,
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Aÿea and eoutÿtry i 9 n ,,       x p T .s J

Total               Total    Foodÿj   Total    Food£/

Southern cad ocu.h-eÿtÿzÿa Asia

Ps.kistan                       -0o 6     -5° 0     -0o 6       ÿ       3o 7 '     6 ÿ 2

l'%ÿilipPin e s                       ,5ol       5ol ,    ÿ-3o7     -2ÿ9      9°6      8°8
Helÿablic of Korea                  -        O o 8       5o 2       2o 3       O o 7       !o 5
Republic 'of Viet-Nsÿ              8ÿ 9       8.5        -        O o 8       l o 7       Io 7
8%i La:ÿ,ÿka                         3o I      7o 8     ' ÿ,5ÿ 5     -9o 9     ÿ,4o !     -7o i

Thaiiaÿd                       2°8      2ol     °°5°0     ÿ=8o5     16o8     18o9

@oral                   2oÿ     zo6,   -1o6    -2o4     5ÿ6     6oÿ

iSoÿk°ee:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections sÿ-ÿd P6iicies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nat, ionsÿ Honthlÿ Bul!ÿ.ÿ2" of Lÿriculturai Economies and S°tatisties (Rome)
atÿd informationÿtÿDplied_  o by the United States Department of Agriculture°

a/ ÿ ÿar-to.oyear changes with the larger of each pair of figÿes as ,denominator°

bÿ# Preliminary o

c/ ÿoÿd covers the fo.ll0ÿ4img commodity groups:  cereÿIsÿ starchy ro@%sÿ sugarÿ
pulses ÿ edible oil croDs ÿ nuts s fruit ÿ vegetables ÿ wineÿ cocoaÿ livestock and
livestock products o
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Table !V-3o  Developing eevmtriesÿ  changes in industrial productionÿ 19ÿ0o-1913

Regionÿ  .--
year ÿnd-quarter.. ]

Total  light Hes,ÿ Food Temÿ  Chemiÿ Basic
tiles ea!s   metals

All deve lÿ countries
1

,1971  o   ÿ-  ........

1972  ........

1973ÿ first quarter  o

second quarter o o

third quarter  ° o

7°2  6°7  8°2  7°0  9°4  4°9  6°5  8°5  7,13

8oÿ  6°3  8°8  6°6 11oI  6°7  8°8  9°9 1Oo9

10o3 i.1o9 1Oo2  8o3 12o3  6ÿ0 iloO 1Oo6  5°9

10,9  8°8 12oO. 1Oo7 12o7 22°0  8ol  6°7  3°7

llo3 15o6 iOol  9°9 llo6 i8oi  5°9  8°5  3°0

Southern and south-eastern
Asia

1971  ...........

1972  ..........

1973ÿ first qlmrter  o o

second quarter

'      third quarter

8°5 13o4  6°7  6°6  6°3

!eel iIÿ9  8°8  6.9 iio3

12o2 17o5 lOoO iOoO  9o6

14o9 19o8 12,6

ll°7 23ÿ7  5°7

7oÿ  4oÿ  8;0 -3o2

6°2    10o6-- 11.7    12o5

3o8 18,,I  l oÿ

9°0 !7o! 22°ÿ, 13o8  ÿo7 ÿ-io3

0°6 12o2  0o7  7°8  7°8  0o6

Source:  Centre for Ikÿvelopment Plaaningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics°
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Table IV-4.  Selected developing countries:  indicated changes in gross domestic productÿÿ/ 1973
(Percentage)

Countriesÿ/ whose rates of growth were

More than I0   Between 8°0    Between 6.0    Between 5°0    Between 3ÿ0    Less than      Negative
per cent          and             and             and             and            2°9

9°9 per cent   7.9 per cent   5.9 per cent   &o9 per cent   per cent

i
Po
k#7

Saudi Arabia   Guinea          Guatemala      Congo           Argentina      Egypt
Republic of   Philippines    Equatorial     Panama          Rwanda          Tunisia

Korea         Malawi            Guinea        Nigeria         Mozambique     United
Qatar           Dominican       Togo            Haiti           Sudan             Republic of
Botswana          Republic     Colombia       Paraguay        Liberia           Cameroon
Iran            Venezuela      Mexico          Kenya           Namibia         Nicaragua
!raq            Thailand        Fiji            Bolivia         E1 Salvador    Chad
Ecuador         Upper Volta    Indonesia      Peru            Israel          ÿrocco
Brazil          Hong Kong       Zaire           Angola          Swaziland       Sri Lanka
Gabon            Mauritania     Algeria         Libyan Arab     Costa Rica      Republic of
Mauritius       Malaysia        Pakistan         'Republic     Trinidad and     VietÿNam
Lesotho                         Southern        Ivory Coast      Tobago        Ethiopia
Singapore                          Rhodesia     Burma           Somalia         Sierra Leone

Bangladesh     Gambia          United          Uganda
India           0man              Republic of  Uruguay   ÿ

Tanzania     Madagascar
Burundi         Dahomey
Honduras        Bahrain
Central

African
Republic

Ghana
Jamai ca

Niger
Guyana
Kuwait
Mali
Nepal
Chile
Jordan
Khmer Republic
Senegal

(Source and foot-notes on following page)



(Source and foot-notes to table IV-h)

Source:  As for table IV-lo                  :    ..

a/ Based on preliÿnary official estimates of the national accounts or
"indicators" derived from official or semi-official statistics of productionÿ
trade and transport°  Where indicators were used, changes in gross domestic product
reflect changes, in real terms, in the output of all the items of goods and
services for which data were obtainableÿ combined with weights derived from
national accounts of 1972°  The indicated changes are necessarily tentativeÿ being
prepared in April 197h and basedin some cases on less than a full year's figure
for some of the components :of the gross, domestic product°

b/ Countries are arranged in descending order of rates of growth,



-  Table IV-5'° Developing countriesÿ  distribution in accordance with
changes in food production a/

.t era'

Countries b/ experiencing
An increase between             A reduction between

1972 and 1973                  1972 and 1973
After an in-    Aÿera deÿ    After an in- After a de-

crease in 1972  cline in 1972  crease in 1972  cline in 1972

Countries in
which
food production
increased in
1961-!971 o Costa Rica      Nicaragua      Lebanon

Malaysia         Panama          Syrian Arab
Ivory Coast     Mexico            Republic
Pakistan         Honduras        israel
Braz i !           Glÿ at emala       Z arab i a
Republic of     Thailand       Jordan

Korea          E1 Salvador    Malawi
Rwanda           Philippines    Southern
Iran             India             Rhodesia
Ecuador          Ni ger           Sudsn
Venezuela       Argentina      Morocco
United Republic                  Uganda

of Cameroonÿ                   Madagascar
Ethiopia

Sri Lanka

".    L

Colombia         Indonesia      Kenya
Dominican        Buÿndi         United

Republic       Senege.l           Republic of
Egypt            Togo              Tanzania
Republic of     Angola          Nigeria

Viet-Nÿa      Tunisia         Ghana
Zaire            BoJivia         Libyan Arab
Dahomey          Peÿa               Repuolic
Liberia          Guinea          Iraq
Upper Volta     Burma           Jamaica
Haiti            Uruguay         Paraguay

Bangladesh     Trinidad and
Tobago

Corÿtries in
which per capita
focd pÿ-ÿodtÿ ÿtion
declined in
J96!-1971 Chile

Khmer Republic
Sierra Leone
Guyana
Mali
Algeria

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United
Nations Secretariat, based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nationsÿ
Nations, Monthlÿ Bulletin of Aÿricultui-al Economics and Statistics (Rome),
information supplied by the United States Department of Agriculture, and national
sources.

a_/ Food is defined as all edible agricultural output other than coffee, tea and
spices.

b/ Within each group, countries sre listed in descending order of the average
annual rate of increase in food production, 1961-1971.
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Table !Vÿ6ÿÿ  Developing countries:  price indices of basic coÿi%iesÿ 1972ÿ1973
(197o = too).      "

item
, i
....  19ÿÿers

First Second Third Fourth  First ÿeoÿd ÿgrd Fourth

Export. eÿteÿories a/

Food-stuffs  ........  lOb

Other. agricultural
commodities  .......  llO

Minerals  .........  129

Total primely commodities  ll4

Non-ferrous metals  ....  87

lO8

ll3
130

116
87

116      ll8          13h      154        168      172

iII  117   136  Iÿ7   18ÿ  2O3
13l  Z29o   13ÿ  1ÿ6   i60  238
ll9  121   13h  151   167  202

83   81   95  ll3   135  lh9

I  oft cate o

Developed market ecqnoÿv
manufactures  ...... llh      ll5       115      115          121      131        140      140
Terms of exchange between

primary conmodities and
manufactures  ..... lO0       lO1         103       105-,          Ill       ll5         I19       lÿh

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations 8ecretariat, based on United Nationsÿ Monthÿulletin of Statistics,
March 1973 and 1974o

a! Weighted in accordance with the composition of developing country trade in
1963o
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Table IVÿ7o  Developing countries:  distribution of changes in foreign tradeÿ ÿ/ 1973 b i

Change in
foreign

trade from

preceding      Number of countries
year

Percentÿorts     Imports

Countries c! in whichÿ in relation to the change in the preceding intervalÿ the change
between 1972 and 1973 represents

Continuation            Deceleration            Acceleration

Exÿ0orts      Importsorts      Imports    Exports  __ Imports

Reversal

Exports      Imÿ?ortÿ

Decline            4           8 Western                  Burma        Bahamas    Senegal
Samoa                               Burma      Somalia

Madagascar

Western
Samoa

Rwanda
Zambia
Trinidad

and
Tobago

Burundl

J
re
kO

Increase of       6           9
less than
i0.0

Trinidad                 ÿirundi     Niger
and                    Jamaica     Togo
Tobago                  Togo         Malawi

Jamaica
Liberia

Panama      Argentina  Guyana Republic
of
Viet-
Nam

Egypt
Uganda

Increase of      ll           9
10o0-19.9

United      Fiji       Jordan      Jordan
Republic   Panama     Niger        United
of                       Sierra        Republic
Tÿnzania                 Leone        of

Cameroon

FiJi        Costa
Uganda       Rica
Honduras    Guyana
Liberia     Ethiopia
Barbados
Peru

Haiti Kenya
Colombia

Increase of      14          18
20.0-29.9

Costa Rica              Mauritius
Kuwait                  Gambia
E1 Salvador             Tunisia
Morocco                  Dominican

Republic
Bahamas

Senegal

(Table continued on following page)

India
Malawi
Madagascar
Sudan

Barbados
Kuwait
Thailand
Syrian
Arab
Republic

Peru
Haiti
United
Republic
of
Tanzania

Venezuela
Iraq

Sri Lanka Nigeria
Sri Lsmÿka
Gamb i a
Chile
Angola
Brunei



Table IV-7 (continued)

Change in
foreign

trade from
preceding

year
(Percentase)

Number of countries

Exÿorts    Imports

Countries ÿ/ in which, in relation to the change in the preceding interval, the change
between 1972 and 1973 represents

Continuation            Deceleration            Acceleration             Reversal

Exports     Imports    Exports     Imports    Exports     Imports    Exports     Imports

Increase of
4o.o-59.9

Increase of
60.0 and
over

o

Increase of
30.0-39.9

Increase of
20.0-29.9
(continued)

Bolivia
Philippines

13       15 Martinique   Tunisia                 Mauritius   Mexico     Mexico       Rwanda      Honduras
Nicaragua                                           Guatemala  Guadeloupe  Libyan       India

Syrian     E1 Salvador  Arab        Sudan
Arab      Somalia      Republic   Pakistan
Republic  Hong Kong

Ghana       Sierra Leone
Israel     Guatemala
Angola     Dominican
Pakistan    Republic
Bolivia    Morocco
Egypt

15      14

16

Algeria    Saudi       Ethiopia   Brazil      Chile       Ghana
Arabia     Paraguay   Iran                       Uruguay

Libyan      Thailand   Algeria
Arab        Brazil     Reunion
Republic   Hong Kong  Singapore

Venezuela  Malaysia
Zambia     Martinique
Ivory      Nicaragua
Coast      Israel

Nigeria    Paraguay
Argentina
Kenya
Uruguay
Yemen

Papua        Brunei      Indonesia   Philippines
and         Ecuador    Ivory        Guadeloupe
New         Papua and   Coast       Iraq
Guinea      New       Ecuador

Guinea

(Table continued on followinÿ na=ÿ]



Table IV-7 (continued)

Change in
fcreign

trade from
preceding

year
Percentage)

Countries ÿ/ in which, in relation to the change in the preceding intervalÿ the change
between 1972 and 1973 represents

Increase of
60.0 and
over
(continued)

Number of countries

Exports

Continuation            Deceleration           Acceleration             Reversal

Imports    Exports      Imports    Exports    Imports     Exports    Imports      Exports

Saudi       Republic
Arabia     of Korea

Total          79       79        8         3        13       12        47       42        ll        22

Q

Singapore
Republic

of Korea
Indonesia
Iran
United
Republic
of
Cameroon

Reunion
Malaysia
Republic
of Viet-
Nam

Colombia

Yemen

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on United
NationS, MonthlÿBulletin of Statistics; International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics (Washington, D°C°),
and national sources.

a_/Exports are priced f.o.b, and imports c.i.f.

Preliminary.

€_/ countries are listed in ascending order of acceieÿat£Oh aÿ measured bythe-difference between the percentage increase
between 1971 and 1972 and the percentage:increaae between 1972and1973.



Table IVÿ8o  Developing countries:  changes in exports and importsÿ 1971-1973

Exports foo°bo

Chanebÿen

Region 19 1 and 1972

Billions   Percent-
of dollars    aÿ_e

1972 and 1973

Billions   Percent-
of dollars    age

Imports Coiofo

Change between

1971 and 1972          1972 and 1973

Billions   Percent-    Billions   PerEent-
of dollars    age      of dollars    age

Developing
countries  o o o     12ol        19           32,8        44            7.3        ii           23°3        32

Western
hemisphereÿ° o      2°7        15            7°7        37            2°2        ii            6°4        27

Africa  .....  2ol      16          4.9      33          1o2        9          2°7       20

West Asia    o •     3°5      23          9°8      52          1.3      16          3°6      36

Southern and
southÿeastern
Asia  .....  3°8      23         10°4      50          2°5      ii         10o5      43

o
DO

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo).



Table IV-9o Developed market economies:  changes in major categories
of exports to developing countries, first half 1972-
first half 1973

Category

Exports to
developing
countries,
first half

1973
(millions
of dollars)

Percentageincreasÿ between first half
1972 and first half 1973 in exports to

All
developing     Wes]ern
countries   hemisphere   Africa   Asia

Total a!  .........  32,375

Food-stuffs  ......  3,413

Raw materials  .....  673

Fuels  ........  279

Manufactures  ......  26,099

Machinery, transport
equipment and
steel  .......  16ÿ397

Others  ........  9,703

32         19       28     44

49          36        45     49
14         i0       34      6

9         20       41    -18

30         16       27     41

31         18       29     42
27         14       22     40

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariats based on data from the Statistical Office of the United
Nationsÿ

/ ÿbÿports from Australia, Belgium-Luxembourg, Canadaÿ Denmarkÿ Finland,
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Italyÿ Japanÿ the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdomÿ the United States and.
Yugoslavia.  In 1972 these countries accounted for about 70 per cent of all exports
to developing countries.
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Table IV-lOo  Developing countries:  distribution of changes
in money supplyÿ aJ 1973

Countries b/ in which, in .relation to-the-.trend during
Changÿÿ ÿiÿÿ money Number of

the preceding yearÿ the.,trend regist'ered during 1973
supply from      countri es
preceding year                                       represents

_ÿoerCentÿ               Continuation Deceleration Acceleration    Reversal

Decline Togo Libyan Arab
Republic,

Trinidad and
Tobago

Dahomey

Less than 6-

6.0-9.9

Zaire
Afghanistan
Senegal

Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Madagascar
Tunisia

Chad

10.0-14.9

15.0-19.9

Guyana

14

Ivory Coast
Republic of

VietÿNam
Congo ..

E1 Salvador
Mexico"

Venezuela
Morocco
Lebanon

2o.o-29.9

Ghana'

Sÿngapore
Somalia
Haiti

Mauritius
Panama
Iran
Kuwait
Philippines
lgeria

Gabon
Syrian Arab

Republic
Sudan

Dominican
Republic

United Republic
of Tanzania.

India    .   :
Zambia

Thailand"

Egypt
Iraq
Mall
Sierra Leone
uatemaÿa

Costa Rica
Kenya
Nigeria.
Honduras
Jordan
Jamaica
United Republic

of Cameroon
Niger
Ethiopia

Burundi

(Table continued on following page)
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Table IVÿIO (continued)

ange in money  Number of
supply from    countries

receding year
!2ercentaÿ!

Countries b! in whichÿ in relation to the trend during
the precedingYeeaoÿ the trend registered during 1973,

represents

Continuation  Deceleration  Acceleration   Reversal

OÿOand over      16      Republic                     Colombia       Rwanda
of Korea                    Malaysia

Peru                          Mauritania
Saudi Arabia                  Bolivia
Indonesia                     Nicaragua

Paraguay
Ecuador
Upper Volta
Ma!aÿ
xgentina

Gambla

Total         70         13             18             34              5

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
UnitedNations Secretariatÿ based on the International Monetary Fÿudÿ International
Finan6ÿalStatistics (Washington, D°C.).                                  .    .ÿ.

a_/.Money:.supply is measured by the liabilities of the monetary system to the
domestic private sector in respect of currency and demand deposits.

b/ Countries are listed in ascending order of the degree of acceleration as
measured by the difference between the percentage increase in 1972 and 1973.
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Table IV-IIo  Developing"countries:. source of change
in money supply, 1972 and 1973

DirectiOnof change and"
causative faetora/

Percentage of coufitries b/ in which the order .of
importanÿce of the indicated factor in changing

the sÿ in
1972 was                    1973 ÿs

First  Second  Third        First  Second  Third

Expansion

Foreign assets (net)  .....  32

Claims on government (net) o °  26

Claims on private sector o °    44

30   iÿ         25     30    18
29   18       14    38   24
34   13       62    25    h

Contraction

Foreign assets (net) ÿ  ....  23

Claims on government (net) o o  24

Claims on private sector o . °   6

1     -         25     1     -

3    -        21     3    -

Source:  Centre for Deve!opment Planning, Projections and Policies of the
UnitedÿNations Secretariat, based onInternational Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo)  ....  ÿ  ....  :

a/Based on theconsolidated accounts of the monetary authorities and,deposit
banks°                                   ÿ  ....

b/-For,list of countries, see table IV-7o
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Table IV-12o  Sele6ted developing countries:  changes in
consumer prices ÿ !971ÿ1973

-.         Percent aÿe ehanÿ

Countryÿ/                       From ÿreeedinÿe ar

1971     1972     197ÿ/

In latest 12 months

Total         Food

Ao  Countries whose rate of inflation was I0 9er cent or less in 1973e/

io  Experieneinÿ less inflation in 1973 than in !97ÿ/dÿ/

Philippines        23° 3      15o 7        7 o!                 23° 6
Republic of

Korea            13.5       ii o 7        3.2                  8o 7
Ghana               2° 8      14,3        7o 4                 io 7
Congo               4ÿ i       9o 8       4 ÿ 5                 2o 0
Togo               6o3       7°7       3o0 "               3o7

Honduras            2ÿ, 3        5 o 2        3o 2                  4o 7
Mozambique         15o 7        7 °i        5- 4                 i0,4
Nigeria           13o5       2°9       1,6                9o9
Afghanistan       25° 6     -12 o 5     -i0° 2               15ÿ 5

32° 2

±l° 4

1o2
6,0

3°0

9°5

2,  E2ÿeriencinqÿ a similar rate of inflation in 1ÿ72 and 1ÿ73!/

Central African
Republic          8,9        7,2        6°2

Mauritania          7,6        8,2        7,2
Iraq              3°6      5°2      4,9
Southern Rhodesia  3,0        2,9        3°1
Morocco             4,2        3°7        hoi

Madaggs car          5,4        5,7        6 ]i
Lebanon             Io 6        4° 9        5,
Zambia            6o 0      5° 3      5° 8
Gabon             3o 4       4° 8      5,8

3°7
7°2
7°0
2,8

m0o5

io°3
10,7

8ÿ1
8°5

3ol
IOo8
12°2

2°9
iÿ.o6

i
13,3
19°o
9°2
7°3

3.  Experienciuÿrate Of inflation in 1973 than in 1972ÿ/

Malawi               8 I        3ÿ 8        5°i
Chad              6o 0      2,9       4,3
Venezuela           3 o 3        3.0        4,4
Peru                 6o8        7o2        8,7
Panama               2,0        5,3        6,9

Egypt           3.1     2,1     3,8
United Republic

of Cameroon       4ÿ2        8°0        9,7
Burundi           3°9      3,8      5,9
Tunisia            5°7       2,2       4°4
Senegal             2.6        3,5        6,2

8.5
5,0
5,7

12,3
9°6

6.8

15.6
7°9
6.4

iio0

IIo4
7°3
8°8

14°0
17o8

3°9

10o2
ii ,9
llo 2
10°9

(Table continued on following page)
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Table IAr-12 (continued)

Percentaÿ£chÿ
Countryÿ/                        .From precedinsÿjear.              In latest 12 months

1971      1972     1973b-ÿ          Total       Food

3oÿ ExReriencinÿ_ÿÿr rate of inflation in 1973 than in 1972ÿ/ (continued)

Sierra Leone
Sri Lanka
Iran
Netherlands

Aÿtilles
Guyana

-2o3

2°7
4° 2

3.4
2.0

3ÿ9       6°7              5.9          9.5
6°3     9;6          14ÿ4 •      20.5
6°4      9°8          12o9       10o4

4,1     8°2           13ol        24,7
4,5      8°9          15o2       24,1

6 ol           8°9       i0°6
8.0          17o7       27,9

6°5          iOoO       -6ÿi
5oi           8°7       i3o4
9°8          15oi       26,6

E1 Salvador         0o 3         io 7
Surinam             0° 2         3o 2
Libyan Arab

Republic         -2° 7        -0o 3
Somalia             -0° 6        -2,9

Ivory Coast        -0o8         0o3

B.

United Republic
of Tanzania       3.7         0,2

Ethiopia           0,5       -6° I
Kenya               io 9      -i0o 2

Countries whose rate 0f inflation was

9°7          lOol        6.1
8.9          13.0       18,7
7.4             9.9         9.4

more than i0 per cent in i973ÿ/

1972c--/lo  Experiencinÿ less inflation in 1973 than in

Brazil             20,I        3.G.5       12o9              13,7

2o  Experiencinÿ a similar rate of inflation in !972 and 1973!/

17.9

Zaire            4.9      14o3     13,4            26,0
Argentina        34,7      58.5     60,3            43°7
Niger             4°3       9.7     11o7            i0.i
FiJi                6,5        9,1      11°2               7°2

3,  Experiencing a hiÿer rate of inflation in 1973 than in 1972£/

54.0
36.1
i5.1
7.2

Jordan              4.2         8ÿ2       10.5
Nepal             -2°0        8 4      11,7
Paraguay            5,0         9ÿi      12.8
Ecuador             8°4         7°9      12ÿ9
Barbados            7°5        ll.8      16°9

Laos                 1.3        25,5       30,7
Sudan               1o3        11,8      17,0
Trinidad and

Tobago            3.5        9°3      14o9
Mexico               3°2         6,4       12,4
Israel            12o0        12.9      19o9

i8°4
17o0
14 oi
2o. 5
26.o

42°5
19.2

24.3
22oi
26.4

33,8
19.8
18.4
31.2
27.7

io8
18o2

34.h
23.8
2711

(Table continued On followihgpage)
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Table !V-12 {continued)

Coÿmtryai
Per c e gtaÿÿ chaage

From preceding ÿTear

1971    1972     1973b/

In latest 12 months

Total         Food

3o  Emperiencinÿ a ohighe< rate of inflation in 1973 than in 1972°-/ (continued)

Domini can
Repdb!ic        2o 9     7o 8     15o !            17,2       30° 0

Malaysia         io 6     3 o!     10o 6            18o 3       30,8
aailand           2.0      4o 0      llo 7              16o 5        15o 7

Mauritius          O o 3      5o 4      13o 5              28° 2        34° I
Colombia            9°0     14o3       23°5                !8ol         19o0

India             3o 3     6o 3     16o 8             23° 8       26° 8
Hong Kong           3ol       6oi      18o0                18o9         25°5
Pakistan          4° 7     8o 9     22° 6             29° 5       33° 9
Guatemala          -0o 5       0o 5       14 o 4                17o 5         25 o 0
Jamaica              6o 7       5ÿ 8       19o 9                 35° I         39° 7

Liberia           0°2     4°0     19o6             15.4       32°9
Republic of

Viet-Nam        18o2   25°3     44°4            59°2       56°6
Bangladesh        12o 4   28° 5     47° 7             39° 2       B9o 7
Syrian Arab

Republic            4o 9      0o 8       20° 0                24. i         24° 0
Haiti           i0o 4    3o 2     22° 7           19o 7      21o 2

26° 7           27.9      29.2
17o4            30ol      22.1
97°0            77.5       77.2
23°0            32°8       51.6
31o i           27° 4      28° 4

Bolivia              3.7     6°5
Uganda              15o8    -3o0
Uruguay            23°9    76°5
Singapore            1.9     2ol
Indonesia            4.3     6°5

Khmer Republic     71o3   25°5    157o9            256°8      292.3
Chile           20oi   77°8    294°4           528°4     497°3

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on United Nationsÿ Monthlÿ Bulletin of Statisticÿsÿ
International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo)ÿ
and national sources°

9] Countries are listed in ascending order of the degree of acceleration as
measured by the difference between the percentage increase in 1972 and the
percentage increase in 1973°

b/ Preliminary.

c/ Based on a comparison of year-toÿyear change in annual averages°

d! Including countries which experienced a decline in both years°
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Table lUY-15o: Developing countgi4s: balance of trade and changes in international !iquidityÿ !971ÿ1975
- - ÿ  v. ÿ :(ÿlillions .of doliÿs )

Country group     -<

Developing ceuntriesÿ tota! o  o  o -ÿ

Countries reporting reserves*
petroleÿ exporters ai  .....
Others  .......  ÿ, o  o  ÿ o o

Other coÿtntries o ÿ    o    ÿ  ....

Western hemisphereÿ $otsfi   ÿ, "  o

Countries repor%ing reserves° o
Petroleum exqoorters e/<,  ......

Others ÿ/  ..........

Balance of trade a/         Net change in reserves bi

19Ti

Others < o  ...........

©

2 I19

128
i0 740

-i0 612

°2 247

-3 606

-2 188
969

-3 157

°i 418

2742
3' 781

12 464
8 683

-i 039

-5 199

-i 688
1 579

-5 067

-3 511

I0 714           ooo          ÿ  .....

ll 412     4 977   8 197   ll 464'
2i 347     3 37O   2 535    3 53i
-9 935     1 607   5 662    7 953
-698  .........

-I 959  .........

i16      945   3 965    5 II0
2 479      485     288     786

-2 363       462   3 677    4 324
-2 O55

Net change:: in Other
balance of p&ÿents items

'     'lÿ ÿ Cÿ7

4 8@
-7 37O
12 2ÿ9

} ÿ}.}
i,S6

5 !619

.4 416     52
-9 929  -17 816
14 545   17 868

5.653   4 994
i091   -1 695
6 744   6 687

Africaÿ total  ..........  200

Countries reporting reserves° o       520
Petroleum exporters ÿ/  o o o     !908
Others h/            "         -i 388

-520Others  ............

i o48    I 753  ............

1 215    2 050     1 319     473      767        799
I 889    5 542     1 451     199      50       ÿ57
=674   -! 292      ÿ132     274     "737      1 256

-167     -297  ............

-i 283
-1 690   -5 5ÿ

• 948    2 029

West Asiaÿ total  ........  6 777

Countries reporting reserves  o     5 847
Petroleum $xporters ii  ....  7 696
Othe£s 2/  ......  7 o o o o   -i $49

Others          --:o ÿ  oÿ  ........  930

Southern and south-eastern Asiaÿ
total  .....  '  ....  ÿ <o o   -5 490

Countries reporting reserves       =4 051
Indonesia  ..........  167

Others k!  ..........  ÿ4 2!8

Others                                -1 459

8 953   15 zoo  .........

7 653   12 800     1 925   2562    3 356
9 12o   15 298     l 409   i 66i    2 482

-i 467   -2 498       516     701     874

i 30o    2 3oo  .........

-4 o6o   -4 2oo  .........

-5 399   -5 554      785   i 397    2 216
76     228       27    387     233

-5 4f.   -ÿ 782       756,   ] 01@    3:983

-5ÿ922   -5 291   -9 444
-o'ÿ87   -7 459  -12 816
2 365    2 168    5 372

4 854   4 796   5 770
-140     311       5

4 974    4 485    5 765

Source:  Centre for Development Plarmingÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on
International Monetaÿ !kind,  International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo )ÿ United Nÿtionsÿ Monthly Bulletin of
$tÿtisticsÿ end ÿtional sources°

(Foot-notes on following page)



{Footoÿbtes to. table IV-13)

aÿi Eÿorts fooobo minus imports Coiofo

b i Goldÿ SDRÿ sbnVertible foreigm exehangeÿd...reserve positions in the
International Monetary Fund°

9o/ Preiimfnaÿ7 o

d/ African petroleÿ eÿporters9 West Asian petroleum exportersÿ vestern
hemisphere petroleu!u expoÿ%ersÿ Indonesia°

<

e/ Ecuadorÿ Vehezuelao

f/Argentinaÿ Barbadosÿ Boliviaÿ Brazi!ÿ ¢hileÿ ColombiaÿCosta Ricaÿ
Dominican Republicÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Guatemaiaÿ Gnyanaÿ Haitiÿ Hondÿasÿ Jamaieaÿ
Mexicoÿ Nicaraguaÿ Paaamaÿ Paraguayÿ Peru$ Trinidad sad Tobagoÿ Uruguayo

/ ÿigeriaÿ Libyan Arab Republi¢ÿ Nigeria°

h/ Bÿudiÿ Central Africÿu Republieÿ Chadÿ Congoÿ Dahomeyÿ Egyptÿ ÿhiopiaÿ
Gabon ÿ Ghanaÿ Ivoÿ Coast ÿ Kenyaÿ Madagascar ÿ Mall ÿ Matu°itÿliaÿ Maÿritius ÿ Morocco
Nigerÿ ÿauda,ÿ Senegalÿ Sierra Leoneÿ Sudauÿ Togoÿ Ttmisiaÿ Ugÿdaÿ United Republic
of Cameroonÿ United Republic of Tanzaÿaÿ Upper Voltaÿ Zaireÿ Zambiaÿ and IMF
special drawing rights and reserve positions only of all other IMF member countries
in Africa°

/

iÿi !rÿnÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Saudi Arabia°

ii Democratic Yemenÿ Israelÿ Jordamÿ Lebanonÿ Syrian Aÿoab Republioÿ and IMF
special draÿng rights and reserve positions only of Omen and Yemen°

kÿ/ Afghanistanÿ Burmaÿ !ndiaÿ Malaysiaÿ Neps!ÿ Pakistanÿ Philippinesÿ Republic
of Koreaÿ R%Dublic of Viet-Nsm.ÿ Singaporeÿ Sri Lankaÿ Thailmÿdÿ and INF special
drawing rights aud reserve positions only of Bangladeshÿ FiJiÿ ÿr Republieÿ
Laos and Western Samoa°

*  These countries account for approximately 80 per cent of the trade of the
developing countries as a group°



Table IV44o Selected developing countries:  receipts of donations
d payments of investment income, 1972ÿ1973 ..

(Millions of dollars)

Country
1971       i972      iÿ

"ÿs of iflvestment income
1971     1972  ' '  1973aJ

Western hemisphere

Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica '
Ecuador

F2 Salvador
Guatemala

Hai¢iooÿo
Honduras  .

Jamaica  .
Mÿxi6o
Nicaragua
Trinidad and

Tobÿgo  :

5
6

• 34

5,.

9ÿ
2
i
2
6
5
3
9
3

Africa

Ethiopiÿ',
Ghana   :
Madagascar
Mauritius
.Morocco

Somalia
Sudan

iI
i2
47
4

18
17

8
6

25.
4

l
'.ÿ

"5

...4

' 18
4

6
.6

l0
.7

5
26
l
19

3

1.

7
,4

i9
14

12.
,ÿ.10  .....

12
•3

33
ll
3

2o
466
187
15
36
13
45
19
4

-26

ii8
788
34
67

' ,ÿ4G ..

20

• 6f ;7
1

15

2O
603,
191

33
'ÿi.

13
47

,. iiÿ,

:ÿ19

861ÿ
35
,67

21
24
:i3

3
164
!

21

25
856
19ÿ,
37
35
l0
49
.12

5
3O

129
1,035

37
'  27

24.
24,-

2
68
l

19

Asia

Burma               20            18
Iran                  5             5
Khmer Republic        58            109
Malaysia              15             12
Pakistan             120             44

Philippines           38
Republic of Korea    64
Republic of Vietÿ

Nam             532
Singapore             13
Sri Lanka             18
Thailand              38
Totalÿ
32 countriesÿ/  1,120

36
47

566
9

12
28

1,096

13    9
7  1 ÿ324
36    i
9    162

41     76
58   117
28   h19

462    18       15
7    27      35

ll    23       22
24     69       68

895  3,937

6
3,476

171
92

136
148

4,383

(Source and foot=notes on folloÿing page)

TV='42

12
1,817

i
147
87

i49
18o

15
44
17
76

5ÿ170



Fund.

Preliminary.

bl These countries~ selected on the
40 per cent of the total imports the ...."""'CJbYj,I..IbU!:'> COUla.tJ~:i

,". .

accounted for



Table IV-15o  Selected developing countries: net receipts of
direct investment and long-term Capitalÿ1971-i973

(Millions of dollars)

Country Net change in direct
investment

1971   1972 . :- 1973aJ

Net inflow of lonÿ-term capital
Private         General.-ÿoVetnment

1971 ÿ .197ÿ  1973a/ 19T1  1972. ,<,1973a/

Western hemisphere

Bolivia              2
Brazil             215
Colombia           43
Costa Rica          22
Ecuador            157

-12     4   25
365    8O7  465
17     22    52
24     23   24

138     h5  -14

67     9    15    33     17
1,471 1ÿ216    420   555    822

64    22    lO0   173    ll6
24    8    15   18    34
6     -     ll    71     22

E1 Salvador         7       6        3     -I      1     -5       3
Guatemala          25      14       23     16     20     19      19
Guyana           -56      -      -1     7     6     7     ll
Haiti            3     4      7  .....  1

Honduras             7        i         5       6      4      8      17

13    17
14    23
6    15
7       -3

lO       ll

Jamaica           175      90      135      9     12
Mexico             293     277      314    275    451
Nicaragÿ          13       9        7     13      5
Trinidad and       80      81      -26      -     -1

Tobago

iÿ168
28
-2

14    iI    48
59   37    52
16    29     54
14   2O    24

Africa

Ethiopia          6      9      26     7     7     -
Ghaua               31      1!       13      1      2     -I
Madagascar         ll      24         -      -     -1      -
Mauritius           I       -        -     -1      4     -5
Morocco             16       8        2      7      5      -
Somalia              2       4        1      -      -      -
Sudan               =l  ....  2      -

21   14    19
34   31    18
9    h    2

-2       i        2
86   3o    6
3   14    23

-14    lh     15

Asia

Iran                65      84
Khmer Republic      -       -
Malaysia            52      59
Pakistan             1      16

Philippines        =l     -ll
Republic of         56      69

Korea
Republic of          2       -

Viet-Nam
Singapore         116     173
Sri Lÿnka           -       i
Tlÿiland           38     63

18   33   -2

42     1    67
-3   9O    6.

160   238  2Oo

3O

23ÿ
48

Total, 32 b/
countriesÿ   1 ÿ381  1,524

130   13    8
1            ÿ
68   28   89

1,873    1ÿ262    2,496

-10
165

68

-36

2ÿ7g0

5    7    37
595  484   30ÿ
-4      -      -2

37  ÿ 41    12
339  163   155
69   148    69

236  221   231

15

26    62    15
68   43    25
15    8    16

2ÿ239 2,297 2,199

(Source and foot-notes on following page)
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Table IV-16°  Selected developing countries:  changes in
international liquidity ÿ 1970ÿ1973

Group and country ÿ/

Inÿnatlonal reserves, b/ International resÿvesÿ b/'
end 1973 c/                end of year, c/

Millions  As percentage  as percentage of imports ÿdd/
of     of reserves at     in 2recedi%ÿ[eÿ

dollars End     End                     -
1970    1972'   1970  '   1973

Total of countries'
listed  ...........

.             .               •   e/
0il-producÿng eouatrles-ÿ o o
Others  ...........

41,33ÿ   2ÿ6     137     h3         75
14,388   291     133     58        lOÿ
26,946   227     140     39         65

Western hÿais here

Total  ......  "  .....

Oil-producing countriesf-!° o
Others  ...........

15,181        289              146              42                        83

Argentina  .........

Bolivia  ..........

Brazil  ......  .....

Colombia .  .........

Costa Rica  .........

Dominican Republic  .....
Ecuÿdor  ..........

El Salvador o  Q  ®  Q  ÿ  •  m

Guatemala  .......  , .

Guysma  ...........

Haiti  ...........

Honduras  ............

Jamaica  ...........

Mexico  ........... . °

Nicsmagua  .....  . ° . ,

neÿa  ...........

Pemaguay  ...........

Peru .  . .  .  .  .......

Trinidad and Tobago  ....
Urugÿy  ..........

Venezuela  ......  .  .  .  .

2,661   241     142     54
12,520   302     147     40

1,318   196     283     43
72  157 120    28

6,417   541     153     52
534   259     164 ÿ   30
42   263     108      7
88  275    iÿ9

241   290    169
62   98'     76

2_12  272    157
14   70     38
17   425      94
42  210     120

128   92     80
1,356  182    117

ll7  239   146
1,212  399    129

57  317    184
551  168    120
49   llÿ      84
232  133    ll7

2,420   237     140

Asia

Total  ...........

Oil producing eountrieÿ/. ..
Others  ...........

19,390   264

7,89ÿ  466
11,496   2o4

141
152
134

(Table continued on following page)

13
34
30
31
17
ll
ll
31
36
28

.103
22'

54
9

89
56

39
41
39

9T
81
69
39

64
ll
24
76
22
65
lO

27
22
21
46
54

275
69
7o
7

124
99

77
ll8
62



Table A-VÿI6 (continued)

.., ,

Group end. country aÿf •

International reservesÿ b/.International reserves9 b i
.end 197310/                end of yearÿ c/-Millÿions   As percentage  as percentage,Qf imports d/

0f.L     of reservesat     in ÿrecediÿr
dollars   End       End

1970            1972          1970                    1973

sia (continued)

Afghanistan  .......

Burma  ..........

Democratic Yemen  .....

India  .......

Indonesia  .......

Iran  ÿ  o  ÿ  o  ÿ  ......

Iraq  ........

Israel  ..........

Jordan  ..........

Kuÿ i t  ........

Lebanon  ........

Malaysia  ..........

Nepal  ..........

Pakistan  ........°

Philippines  .......

Republic of Korea  ° .   ,
Republic of Viet-Nsm . ° o
Saudi Arabia  ........

Singapore  .......

Sri Lanka  .......

Syrian Arab Republic . o o
Thailand  ..........

61    130     107      43
lO0    106     192      57 .
78   132     ll6     27

19175    117     i00     46
807    504     lhl     20

19228    590     128     14
1 ÿ482    321     190     105
1,815    404     149     3ÿ

312    122     i15     135
501    247     138     31

836   217     124     73
1ÿ367    206     139     56

125    132     121     128
479    252     17o     18

19038    414     188      20

1 ,o9h    179     lh8     33
' 193    80     7 3     54

3ÿ876    585     155      90
19188    404     136     14

87    202     150     lO
264    480     196     15

1 9284    142     122     73

74
52
52
5

51
2O8
92

114
63

Algeria  ............

Burundi  ° "  .......

Central African Republic °
Chad  ...........

Congo  ........

Dahomey  ........

Egypt  .........

Ethiopia  ..........

Gabon  ........

6 ÿ763   161    ll3
3 ÿ833 '   178     lO1
2ÿ930    143     136

19112   328     226
22   147     i16
2      200        lO0
1    5O      i0

8     89      80     ll
33    206     118     29

391    234     262     26
177   249    190    h6
48    32O     209     19

52
9O
36
34
71

3

Total  '  ..........

Oilÿprodue ing countr ie sh/.
Others         ' •  -

Africa

98
83

171
68
76
43
26

301
35
26
55
87

56
88
38
6-3

71
6
2

9

45

36

(Table continued on following page)
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Table

1973

~

J:oo.ports

4

6

36

65

48
14
45
67

17

103

Source: Centre , Projections and Poli
United Nations Secretariat, on International Monetary Fund, .!!!~ra!~:.2!1~
Financial Statistics .. (Washington~ D, C. ), and national sources,

109 326
88 101

· · · · 106 61
Libyart'Arab 2 134 73 235
Madagascar · · · · 181 131 20

Malawi- . · · · 231 186 35
Mali · · · · · · 100 3
Mauritania 22 220 157 23
Mauritius 96 68
Morocco · · · ,; . 113 25

Niger · 268 124 39
Nigeria · 154 32
Rwanda · · , · 267 33
Senegal 12 11
Sierra Leone · · · . 149 III

Somalia · · · · . 35 167 40
Sudan · · · · · 45 205 9
Togo • · , · · · 38 109 103
Tunisia · · · · 307 512 138
United Republic of

Cameroon 51 63 116 39
United Republic of

Tanzania 145 223 121

Upper Volta · 63 175
Zaire.: • · · · · · 235 126
Zambia' • · 193 38

. ~ ! ~.,

and

the

Arab Republi c ,

for which relevant data are

saudi Arabia,
Nigeria.

all thea/ The list
available.

£! Gold, convertible foreign exchange, SDR and reserve position
International Monetary Fund.

cl1973 data, end of: June for Panama; August for Democratic: Yemen;
Septeiber for Singapore and Syrian Arab Republic; Novemember' for
Nepal. ': .

dl Valued c.i.f.
""i! A1geria~ Ecuador, Indonesia~ Iran~'

Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela.
fl Ecuador, Venezuela.
il Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
~I Algeria, Libyan Arab Republic,
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Table iV-17o  Developing countries:  international liquidity and
debt service ratioÿ 1970-1973

Countryÿi andÿ category
of trade balance

Ratio of
international reserves

End 1973 to         Change
imports Coiofo    1970ÿ1973

in 1972        (percentage
(percentage)'ÿ      points)

1970

Ratio of
service payments oÿ
external puolic debt
to exports of goods.

.ÿd services b/

1971      1972

Coÿ%tries in trade
surÿlusÿ 1973ÿ

Iraq
Uruguay
Venezuela
Ethiopia
Malaysia

2O8          103
124           35
99          43
94              48
83           27

Ecuador                            76                42
Philippines                       76                56
Burma                             74                17
Paraguay                          69                h7
Argentina                         69                26

2
!9
3

12
3
9
8

16
ll
21

Guatemala
Ghana
Colombia
Indonesia
iran

Madagascar
Mauritania
Zambia
Ivory Coast

Egypt
Bolivia
Nigeria
Zaire
Gabon

45           19      26      19
39          II      ii      13
39          7      4      3
37         =7      4      5
36         17      6      7
33          13
25           2
27           ÿ66
!9         oo12

65         34
65         48
6h         34
55          35
51          37

8
5

12
7
ll

4
3
5
6

2
22
4
II

3
13
7

lh
13
22

8
7

9
12

5
3

i0
7

2
37
5
9
3
ll
7ÿ

16
13
22

ll
3

13
8

17
32
18
3

e ÿe'

7

6
lO
7

Countries in trade
deficitÿ 1973

Panama
Brazil
Jordan
Upper Volta
Israel

Thailand
Niger

275
134
114
I03
92
87
77

172
82
21
31
58
14
38

8
15

7
18

4
4

9

8
5

13

3
6'

II
13
7
4

17

ivÿh9



Table IV-17 (continued)

Country a/ and category
of trade balance

Ratio of
international reserves

End 1,973 to       Change
imports Coiofo   1970-1973

in 1972      (percentage
(percentage)      points)

Ratio of
service payments on
eÿbernal public debt
to expoYÿs of goods

and services b/
percÿntaseT

1970          1971              1972

Countries in trade
deficiÿtÿ1973(ÿontinued)

?

Dahomey
Burundi
Peru

Pakistan c/
Tunisia
Algeria
Mauritius
Syrian Arab Republic

Nicaragua
Afghanistan
India
Malawi
Somalia

73
71
7O
68
67
6B
56
55
54
54
52
52
48

44      3     4 ÿ    3
-       2      2       7

16       14     20       19

5o      24    22      25
44       20     17       16
29      i0    15      14

-12        4      5        2
4o,      12     13      ii

26      Ii     14      !lÿ
ii      28     26      20
6      23    25     ooo
17       9     9.      8
8        2      3        3

Rwanda
Mexico
Togo
Kenya d i
Republic of Korea

Sierra Leone

46
46
45
44
43
43

United Republic of Tanzania d/ 36
Singapore                         35
Morocco                          35
Sri Lank&                        26

Republic of Viet-Nam           26
Dominican Republic             . 24
E1 Salvador                      22
Honduras                         22
Jamaica                           21

Trinidad and Tobago              7               -2
Mali                           6              3
Central Africÿ Republic        6                3
Senegal                            4                -7
Chad                              2               -2

United Republic of Cameroon    17
Sudan                          14
Costa Rica                       ii
Guyana                            lO
Congo                             9

13       1      2       2
io      25    24      24
-16        3      3        6
-17       5     6      6
iO      20     21      14

12       9      8        9
9        7      7       mo

21           i         i           1
io        8     IO        9
16       l0     ii       14

-28       !     I       2
Ii       5     7      4
-8      4     6      3
ii       3     3       3
°10       3     4       5

-22          4        5          5
5       9    12      12
4         lO       iO         i0

-7          4        3          5
-2       8     8      9

4          3             '3
2         1           !
3      2       2
2     6
3     8       5

(Source and foot-notes on folloÿing page)
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(Source and foot-notes to table IV-17)

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.Co)o

a/ Within each group countries are listed in descending order of the ratio of
international reserves to importsÿ

bJ Fiscal years in the case of Afghanistanÿ Burmaÿ India and Irano

c! including Bangladesh.

d/ The debt service figure includes one third of the pÿyments of the
East African Commÿity°
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